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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Nothing that God ever made is the same thing to 

more than one person. That is natural. There is no 

single face in nature, because every eye that looks 

upon it, sees it from its own angle. So every man’s 

spice-box seasons his own food. 

 

Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God 

 

 

In her seminal slave narrative Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861) Harriet 

Jacobs makes a powerful statement that is shared by Hannah Crafts’s The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative (1857), Zora Neale Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain (1939) and Toni 

Morrison’s A Mercy (2008), the three novels studied in this dissertation. By claiming 

that “(t)here is a great difference between Christianity and religion” (83), Jacobs voices 

the stark reality that black slaves encountered when they were faced with the 

sociocultural reality of the New World. In their ontological struggle for survival, 

African Americans found the necessity to distinguish their sense of spirituality from the 

religious doctrines that legalized the lives of American citizens. However, black women 

had to fight harder to recompose their sense of spirituality given their double 

discrimination in a nation that relegated them out of any possible circle of social 

redemption. 

 

In this light, Crafts’s, Hurston’s and Morrison’s texts connect the sacredness that 

has played a pivotal part in the appraisal of the subjectivity of African American women 

ever since they first set foot in the United States with the aesthetic modes of 

representation that black women created through their genuine use of religion. The 

reconfiguration of the Biblical Christian message has come to be culturally ingrained 

into the collective African American psyche and it has aptly been reinterpreted by black 

women.  

 

Religion and the idiosyncrasy of the United States have an interrelated 

relationship that has come to configure the patriotic ethos of the nation. The teachings 
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of the Puritans in the seventeenth century built the pillars of the nascent community and 

opened the way to material as well as spiritual prosperity. The Puritan creed turned out 

to be the framework of an ongoing historical enterprise that has outlived four centuries. 

The character of the young nation revealed a spiritual base that helped rewrite history 

and erect an American exceptionalism as a defining trait of its national ethos. Briefly 

put and in Sacvan Bercovitch’s words, at the dawning of the American nationalism 

“History is invoked to displace historicism” (1977: 5). The result was the contour of 

what Robert Bellah coined as “civil religion” over the cognizance of the nation or a 

public religious dimension “expressed in a set of beliefs, symbols, and rituals” that 

bound the political and cultural life in the United States building upon “the motivating 

spirit of those who founded America” (2). 

 

Religious discourse and practice stand as a backbone of the American national 

ideology, and African American women have used its political but also its aesthetic 

matrix to unfold a black feminine discourse deeply attached to the cultural outlet that 

the nation offered them. Charles H. Long rightly notes how, when it comes down to 

religious discourses, “African Americans…fall into an anomalous position” (18). Black 

Americans merged “a kind of African American civil religion within the confines of 

Christianity” (Long 18) along the shakedown of the Black Atlantic. The African slave 

trade ensured the human and social destruction of black people and the Black Atlantic 

bestowed African Americans the opportunity to redefine their subjectivity and to cradle 

their self-definition in the United States. This is so because the Atlantic world 

introduced black people to “the globalization of the meaning of humanity” (Long 19). 

As Hong further explains, the Atlantic “is a world justified by the epistemologies of 

Kant and Descartes, the English empiricists, and the ethical economies of Adam Smith 

and Karl Marx. The world of the Atlantic lives under the rhetoric and mark of 

freedom—a freedom that was supposed to banish the specter of the ancient gods and 

reveal a new deeper structure of the meaning of human experience” (Long 20). 

 

Taking this cultural endeavor and its possibilities to offer a new side to the 

meaning of human experience African American women relied on the spirituality of 

what has come to be known as black Christianity to foster the creation of a feminist 
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version of spirituality that could invigorate the aesthetics of communal healing in the 

United States. Black Christianity refers to a certain reading of the Christian message 

aiming to make it fit to the specific needs of African Americans. In this sense, black 

Christianity speaks about the distance among professed belief in the Christian Gospel 

and in the practice of slavery under the oppressive ideology of white supremacy. 

 

The wrenching intimacies between spirituality and self-assertion was a common 

trope in the spiritual autobiographies penned in the late eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries by African American women. Works such as Maria Stewart’s Productions of 

Mrs. Maria W. Stewart (1835), and Meditations from the Pen of Mrs. Maria W. Stewart 

(1879), Jarena Lee’s The Religious Experiences of Mrs. Jarena Lee (1836, 1849), 

Zilpha Elaw’s Memoirs of the Life, Religious Experience, Ministerial Travels, and 

Labors of Mrs. Zilpha Elaw, An American Female of Colour (1846), The Story of Mattie 

J. Jackson (1866), and Julia Foote’s A Brand Plucked from the Fire (1879), among 

others, prove black women’s commitment to the creation of a spiritual aesthetics in the 

composition of a healed black female self. Moreover, Joycelyn Moody positions these 

writings within the jeremiad tradition of “moral suasion, deep feeling, and a shared 

sense of social justice” (29).  

 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain and A Mercy follow 

the spiritual endeavor of these autobiographies by constructing a sacred reading of the 

black female self that aims to uphold a new version of womanhood. Besides, and as the 

referred spiritual autobiographies belabored, these novels also follow the national 

continuum of the jeremiad tradition not only to recast the Biblical discourse but to 

defend the incursion of a rehabilitated black female subjectivity. The rhetoric device of 

the jeremiad has been used since slavery by African Americans to cast away the 

pernicious discourses that placed them outside the national imagery of the United 

States. If slaves had to fulfill the Christian values and therefore could not openly vent 

their anger or wage a direct attack to the slave system, they found a subtle way to 

criticize the “peculiar institution”. Slaves galvanized the jeremiad rhetoric to spread 

their critiques and speak against the system. David Howard-Pitney gives a complete 

definition of the American jeremiad as “a rhetoric of indignation, expressing deep 
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dissatisfaction and urgently challenging the nation to reform” (5). He goes on 

explaining that “(t)he term jeremiad, meaning a lamentation or doleful complaint 

derives from the biblical prophet, Jeremiah, who warned of Israel’s fall and the 

destruction of the Jerusalem temple by Babylon as punishment for the people’s failure 

to keep the Mosaic covenant” (5). This is exactly what John Winthrop stated for 

America in 1630 with his sermon “A Model for Christian Charity” in which he 

announced to the Puritans that America was an earthly paradise. Likewise, as Sacvan 

Bercovitch explains, Winthrop also warned that if Puritans fell prey to temptations, 

“God would surely withdraw their ‘special appointment’, weed them out, pluck them 

up, and cast them out of His sight” (4). These threats would unrelentingly model the 

American jeremiad. 

 

The jeremiad offered black people a weapon to fight against a system that had 

the responsibility to treat them fairly for “Blacks’ mission and destiny was inseparable 

from America’s own” (Howard-Pitney 24). The jeremiad became the tool of protest for 

black people and, especially, was adopted by the authors of slave narratives to inform 

and exhort white Americans about the evils of slavery. Black slaves assumed the 

jeremiad because, as Wilson Jeremiah Moses clearly points out, “If the bondage of the 

colonies to England was similar to the enslavement of Israel in Egypt, was not the 

bondage of blacks in America an even more perfect analogy?” (31). Moreover, “(i)f 

Americans... were in fact a covenanted people and entrusted with the mission to 

safeguard the divine and the natural laws of human rights, was there not a danger to 

covenant in perpetuating slavery?” (31). African Americans adapted their rhetoric to the 

jeremiad tradition, which was one of the dominant forms in the antebellum America, 

also for the fact that “(t)heir use of the jeremiad revealed a conception of themselves as 

a chosen people, but it also showed a clever ability to play on the belief that 

America...was a chosen nation with a covenantal duty to deal justly with the blacks” 

(31). Thus, the jeremiad fortified the belief that African Americans had a place in 

America because if slaves were also a chosen people they should be rewarded by a just 

God. This was the beginning of the African American jeremiad which established the 

typology of America’s mission. Since slavery was a perverse violation of the natural 

and divine law, “the black jeremiad was not simply to provide a verbal outlet for 
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hostilities; it was a means of demonstrating loyalty—both to the principles of egalitarian 

liberalism and to the Anglo-Christian code of values” (Moses 38). Their own sense of 

spirituality allowed African Americans to reinterpret and personify the jeremiad 

convinced that “liberty, equality, and property were not merely civic ideals. They were 

part of God’s plans” therefore “America, as the home of libertarian principles, was the 

lasting ‘habitation of justice, and mountain of holiness’... quoting Jeremiah 31” 

(Bercovitch 111). 

 

The African American jeremiad1 sprang forth due to the nation’s collective sins. 

In the African American rhetoric, slavery was considered “the last remaining obstacle to 

the American millennium; it represented the armies of Babylon threatening the city of 

God. It symbolized the chariots of Pharaoh soon to be engulfed in the tide of America’s 

sacred history” (Moses 46). Thus authors of slave narratives used the African American 

jeremiad with the double aim of asserting themselves as Americans and to demand a fair 

treatment as inhabitants of the American paradise on earth. As Howard-Pitney sums up, 

“the African American jeremiad expressed black nationalist faith in the missionary 

destiny...and was a leading instrument of black social assertion in America” (11). Slave 

narratives overtly challenged the puritan myth of America as a beacon to the world. 

They outlined that racism was immoral and through the African American jeremiad they 

were able to “confront the conflict between America’s democratic promise and white 

America’s undeniable racism” (Howard-Pitney 24). Stemming from the slave narratives 

onwards, the African American jeremiad evolved into a perfect outlet to both criticize 

and take part of the American society with the sheer confidence to bring down its moral 

deterioration. 

 

In fact, African American literature has tried, from the very beginning, to 

accommodate its ethos to the American exceptionalism that the nation has cultivated as 

a national standard. This is so because in the national and ideological turmoil that 

                                                 
1  “The American jeremiad originated among seventeenth century New England Puritans as a vital 

expression of their self-identity as a chosen people” (Howard-Pinety 5). However, when black people 

adopted the jeremiad rhetoric they widened its usage because “(t)he African American jeremiad 

tradition… characteristically addresses two American chosen peoples—black and white—whose 

millennial destinies, while distinct, are also inextricable entwined” (13). 
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suffused the American Revolution the need of an ideological invention that could live 

up to the nascent nation’s idiosyncrasy became primordial. To create this sense of 

nationhood that served as a starting point to model the formation of a national ideology 

old texts, like those penned by John Winthrop or Cotton Mather, acquired purpose and 

momentum and therefore were brought to the front to be galvanized and reinterpreted as 

cultural emblems. Slave narratives together with the first works of fiction that black 

Americans styled, for example, drawn from this cultural outlet aiming to both embrace 

and criticize such national message. 

 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain and A Mercy reshape 

the Christian message as it is propounded in the Bible to elevate their own conception of 

the spiritual message—the aforementioned black Christianity—to the national arena. 

Thus Crafts, Hurston and Morrison not only narrativize their sense of sacredness but 

also create a feminine and feminist aesthetic to be placed and cherished within the 

African American cultural discourse. My main contention is that the sacred femininity 

that puts the ethics and aesthetics of African American women at the center of a certain 

mode of (African) Americanness relies, to a large extent, on a personal view of 

spirituality that links women ontologically. I use the term sacredness following Mircea 

Eliade’s coinage of the concept. According to this famed historian of religion, 

sacredness has little to do with a supernatural vision of the world. Contrarily, it evokes a 

new way to represent, and to proclaim, a “sense of being” (116). By using sacredness I 

also point to Ryan’s vision in which the term encompasses spirituality and ideology 

articulated “through the artistic expression of African diaspora experience” (10). 

 

Since the way to reinvent themselves became primordial for African American 

women from the early stages of the nation-to-be onwards, a distinct mode of 

representation following their own spiritual understanding of the Christian creed 

surfaced as a means of empowering but also as a means to create a specific black 

cultural outlet. Indeed, black women appraisal of sacredness modulates a spirituality 

deeply related to womanhood. I refer to spirituality as it is described by Amanda 

Portfield in her work Feminine Spirituality in America. Portfield describes the African 

American women’s version of spirituality as a “spirituality [that] engages an 
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individual’s deepest feelings, it encompasses the religious attitudes and experiences of 

individuals, and it does not require belief in God or allegiance to institutional forms of 

worship” (7). 

 

Considering that African American women started to leave fictional testimonies 

in the nineteenth century, I have chosen a distinctive novel for each century—19th, 20th 

and 21st—to see the way in which these black women writers have modeled the concept 

of spirituality and the Christian creed from the beginning until the present. Each novel, I 

propose, represents its own century by showing the way in which the modulation of 

spirituality, mainly through the use of the American jeremiad that holds forth in each of 

them along three centuries, follows a (black) cultural pattern and a legacy of specific 

aesthetics. Yet, and although the American jeremiad envisions three steps to acquire an 

epistemological value in the United States, the third novel I offer for analysis breaks 

away from this train of thought and therefore reveals the pitfalls of the jeremiad rhetoric 

tradition and, ultimately, interrogates the legitimacy of spirituality as a means of 

empowering. 

 

If spirituality links The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain 

and A Mercy following the cultural path that the American jeremiad traced, I also argue 

that this spirituality that Crafts, Hurston and Morrison uphold in their narratives is 

unrelentingly bent on affect and inclusion. Indeed, and stemming from the affect theory 

that Silvan Tomkins first introduced in his seminal book Affect Imagery Consciousness 

(1962), I consider that a feminine spirituality and a feminine vision of affect as 

proposed by Barbara Tomlinson, go hand in hand in the novels I intend to analyze. 

These politics of affect have gained momentum lately due to a new and feminist reading 

that thinkers like Tomlinson, Sarah Ahmed, Melissa Gregg or Megan Watkins have 

impinged on it. In this sense, Tomlinson’s book Feminism and Affect at the Scene of 

Argument has proven highly illuminating in my attempt to grasp the novels’ affective 

traces since they succeed in linking black women’s subjectivity by modeling “the matter 

and matters of affect into an ethical, aesthetic and political task all at once” (Gregg and 

Gregory 3). In the book, Tomlinson proposes a new way of reading novels—beyond 

their understanding as “political tools” (4) as she states—within the affective modes that 
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stem from them. This is the way, she further asserts, to transform the terms of reading 

and to authorize feminine feelings as capable of creating a discourse of rebirth. Affect 

serves to elaborate alternative modalities of belonging and to privilege different ways 

for self-assertion. Deeply linked with spirituality, Brian Massumi, in Parables for the 

Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (2002), posits affect as what escapes our attention, 

and links its importance to a spiritual mode of representation since it facilitates an 

“ontological emergence that is released from cognition”, and rather opts for uniting 

subjectivities through a shared “codified emotion” that brings forth an “autonomy of 

affect” (35). Hence, and taking this into account, these three novels, written by (black) 

women and in which women figure prominently as the main characters, make for an 

interesting reading to authenticate the existing link between feminine spirituality and a 

feminist side of affect. 

 

In my reading, Hannah Crafts’s The Bondwoman’s Narrative (1857), Zora Neale 

Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain (1939) and Toni Morrison’s A Mercy (2008), 

elucidate the way in which African American women have developed the 

interconnection between their specific mode of spirituality to demand and/or criticize 

their recognition and values with the affective bonds that the characters disclose. The 

subsumed ethics that accompany their request is postulated according to a feminized 

version of the jeremiad rhetoric tradition that is at the core of each novel. However, as it 

will be seen, the Christian creed alongside the jeremiadic tone of its demands as cultural 

outlets will be refracted in the 21st century due to its eventual failure and its factual 

shortcomings. Crafts, Hurston and Morrison reconfigure in their fictions the sacred 

ethos with affective bonds that are deemed crucial not only to overcome suffering but to 

recognize their black women characters as human beings. The matching pact with 

religion and affect unite their narratives although in different ways and with different 

purposes attempting to make a contribution to their own culture. 

 

It is my contention that Crafts, Hurston and Morrison sought to reshape the 

Christian creed trying to legitimize their own sense of spirituality so that it could unite 

them in the effort present. This train of thought can be seen through the twentieth 

century and even up to the twenty-first century. Besides, I would like to demonstrate 
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how these novels display the way in which the politics of affect play an important—

though sometimes divergent—part in black women’s appraisal of Christian religion. 

These versions of African American women’s spirituality are infused with an affective 

inclusion that stems from a collective vision of black Christianity. A vision that seeks to 

unite that social and cultural pugnacity that helps them erect a distinctive mode of 

representation in the United States Through the analysis of these three novels I seek to 

expose the links that a personal sense of spirituality together with a feminist view of 

affect interplay in the reconfiguration of the black female self. Both spirituality and 

affect intermingle in the three narratives to pursue the cultural continuum of the African 

American jeremiad contemplating in such a way new ways of portraying the 

representation of the black female self. However, I emend this rhetoric tradition by 

showing how the last stage of the jeremiad, as envisioned in its conception, fails to live 

up to the sociocultural ideas for African American women in the 21st century, a move I 

will try to illustrate through Toni Morrison’s vision. The takeaway of this train of 

thought points to measure the ways in which spirituality and affect validate the way in 

which African American women have and have been represented along three centuries. 

The analysis of the third novel interrogates such cultural moves and destabilizes such 

conceived notions aiming to open new windows of knowledge and new readings. 

  

I will devote Chapter 1 to examining the concept of spirituality which helps 

African American women in their archaeological search of a black female aesthetic that 

can overshadow the image of the sexual female self that the racist theories of the 

antebellum America socially conveyed. To such an attempt, black women weaved an 

interrelated web of affect and spirituality that produced a new conception of black 

femininity. Besides, the study of the affective turn for black women’s sacredness, 

following Gregory J. Seigworth & Melissa Gregg (2010), Sarah Ahmed (2004), Barbara 

Tomlinson (2010) or Berlant (2004), also develops a specific ethic of care that can 

encompass healing in national terms. This bond of feminine solidarity that emphasizes 

the relational mode of behaving of black women links their readings of sacredness to a 

collective experience of healing which showcases their shared warrant to cater for each 

other. Instead of relying on the political force encapsulated within the religious 
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discourse, black women enlarge the religious creed to foster new subjectivities and to 

create their own cultural language. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of how a personal spirituality that draws on a 

committed Christian belief is used by the first fugitive black female slave in writing a 

novel. The discovery of The Bondwoman’s Narrative in 2001 by Henry Louis Gates Jr. 

marked a turning point in the African American literary canon. The novel has generated 

a considerable amount of controversy since many critics argue that it is vaguely possible 

that the novel be written by a fugitive female slave. However, and considering Professor 

Gregg Hecimovich’s future proofs that will demonstrate so worthy, I analyze The 

Bondwoman’s Narrative taking into account the conception of the sacred femininity that 

the nineteenth-century black Christianity offered to African American women. The 

chapter is divided into three parts. The first one elaborates on the idea of African 

American Christianity and black women over the course of the nineteenth century and it 

serves as the background in which Crafts’s reconfiguration of black Christianity shapes 

up the conception of the black female slave’s sacred femininity towards freedom. 

Following this historical framework I shortly introduce the whereabouts that have 

brought about Hannah Crafts’s novel to the African American literary canon ever since 

it was discovered.  

 

As mentioned before, the novel has triggered heated debates over the dubious 

identity of Hannah Crafts herself. If Hannah Crafts was indeed a black fugitive female 

self, then The Bondwoman’s Narrative stands as the first novel ever written by a black 

woman and therefore her conception of spirituality would bring on black Christianity as 

the social and cultural matrix through which to empower and brandish her self-assertion 

and establish her literary output. Drawing broadly on the Bible, Crafts holds to her 

religious principles as a staunch Christian throughout the novel in order to shape her 

modeling of the black female self in the African American rhetorical tradition and, more 

precisely, in the African American jeremiad which stands as an intersection for Crafts to 

challenge America’s sin and to assert herself as a truly (African) American citizen who 

longs to live and participate in the Calvinist American society understood as the biblical 

“City upon a Hill”. Besides, Crafts’s conception of sacred femininity builds on the 

jeremiad rhetoric to create a nuanced conception of affect that salvages the subjectivity 
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of black within and outside the African American community. A perfection that links 

her ideal sacredness with the national creed of the nation arguing for a specific 

conception of the sacred self-attuned to a feminist and aesthetic reading of Robert 

Bellah’s “civil religion”. In so doing, I demonstrate how Crafts’s novel holds a 

pioneering role in the African American literary canon since it acts as the forerunner of 

W.E.B. Du Bois’s double consciousness, as it is explained in his seminal study The 

Souls of Black Folk, although explicitly based on a feminine reading of spirituality, for 

both texts share the attempt to shape an African American identity that partakes in the 

American ideals but with unique traits that make it different. 

 

In Chapter 3, I move on to the twentieth century to look at Zora Neale Hurston’s 

third novel Moses, Man of the Mountain for this text persists in the legacy of black 

sacred femininity put in motion by Hannah Crafts. After contextualizing the African 

American Christianity especially within the Sanctified Church, about which Hurston 

herself fully write, I concentrate on the aesthetics of the sacred in this black female 

revision of the Bible’s famous episode. Building up on Hannah Crafts’s biblical 

enterprise, Moses, Man of the Mountain voices the nation’s downfall by also 

aestheticizing and building upon the African American jeremiad. However, and heeding 

Crafts’s promise of a new national dawn, of the three stages that the jeremiad 

contemplates, Hurston’s novel is firmly grounded on the second moment that focuses on 

the “criticism of present declension” (Howard-Pitney 8). Thus, the text presents 

sacredness for African American women as a poetics of healing and thereby it 

epitomizes Judylyn Ryan’s paradigm of growth, which is defined as a proactive way to 

conjure up Christianity so that it can serve black women to establish their subjectivity. 

Precisely, such paradigm addresses the necessity for an ontological shift in the 

reconfiguration of African American female subjectivity as the novel puts forward. 

 

In the context of the Sanctified Church in the 20th century, Moses, Man of the 

Mountain’s rhetorical complexity puts the black priestess center stage to bolster up a 

determinative theological and theoretical approach by conceiving a female protagonist 

as the leader of the black community. Though her leadership is openly challenged, 

Miriam, the priestess, unfolds a feminist reading of spirituality striving to unite the 
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entire community. In so doing, Hurston cultivates a feminist vision of African American 

modes of spiritual perception that wield the rhetoric lament of the jeremiad to breed the 

politics of affect within the sacredness that unite black women on the whole. Miriam’s 

relevant role in the story brings the focus to the kaleidoscopic nature of spirituality that 

African American women have historically nurtured. Placing the figure of Moses in the 

middle of female sacred subjectivity aims to pave the way and show an example for 

black female leadership—and therefore public recognition—within the black 

community. Also, Moses, Man of the Mountain is Hurston’s literary rendition of the 

aesthetics of sacredness as a healing process considering the sociocultural view that her 

idiosyncrasy represented in the context of the Harlem Renaissance. However, Hurston is 

not content with portraying African American women’s spirituality as a simple source 

of good. Accordingly, through Miriam’s final surrender to the demons of power and 

religious tyranny, the author conveys and demands an ethical stand to the sacredness 

that black women need to cultivate. The novel’s final chaos and social turmoil help to 

elucidate Hurston’s message to include black female spiritual vindications in the 

reconfiguration of the nation within the aesthetics of black vernacular culture. So, 

besides contemplating religion as a source of social critique, in Moses, Man of the 

Mountain Hurston’s politics of recognition rely heavily on female affective bonds 

within the spiritual ethos of the nation.  

 

Lastly, Chapter 4 explores the role of Christianity in the twenty-first century 

through the eyes of Toni Morrison. Her ninth novel, A Mercy (2008), offers the 

possibility to look back to the primordial settings of the Christian creed of the United 

States. In this light, Morrison links the religious misreadings and mischiefs when they 

come to represent and allure the egalitarian ethos of a nation that yearned for social 

perfection in the eyes of God. The transcultural visions of the female characters that fill 

the novel bring another focus to the concept of sacredness both in contemporary 

America as well as in the origins of the nation. Thus, A Mercy re-contextualizes the last 

stage that the American jeremiad beholds—“a resolving prophecy that society will 

shortly complete its mission and redeem the promise” (Howard-Pitney 8)—, and is 

complicit with the idea that black Christianity has contrarily held out a sense of an 

unresolved prophecy. However, affect does figure notably for Morrison seems to 
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contend that the affective bonds suffuse the imaginary power of sacredness and reveal 

the Christian to be harmful when adopted by the enticing Patriarchal system—Jacob as 

the American Adam—and by the dispossessed female subjectivities, more precisely 

through the figure of Florens—expelled from this supposed paradise as the biblical Eve. 

Hence, in A Mercy, religion becomes an aesthetic outlet that the author uses to sharply 

despise its ethos with regards to its power to heal and give comfort. In so doing, the 

Nobel laureate grows apart from the path of considering spirituality as a redemptory 

tenet that Crafts and Hurston envisioned. The wrenching intimacies of women’s pain in 

the novel signal the pitfall of the sacred message and exemplify how in a globalized era 

in which religious discourse seems to be associated to uncertainty and inequality, 

spirituality functions not as a “life-affirming ideology” (146), as Judylyn S. Ryan 

declares, but rather as a contested commodity that can even thwart the subjectivity of 

African American women.  

 

The reversal of the last stage of the jeremiad rhetoric tradition manifests, all the 

more, the sedative shift from the aforementioned paradigm of growth that dominated the 

twentieth century to what I would call the paradigm of declension, in which religion 

should no longer be considered as the safety board that women need and, contrarily, it 

confirms the spirituality of the Africanist presence in US culture as “the return of the 

exceptionalist repressed” (57) in Thomas B. Byers’s words. Morrison’s novel rejects 

Christianity as a cultural tool from which to uphold a rehabilitated version of 

femininity. Although it uses religion as an aesthetic concept to build a narrative that can 

be aptly read taking into account the religious bigotry that has been so seldom spread 

around the US through three centuries, the ending of A Mercy leaves the future on hold 

and comes full circle since its re-reading of the American jeremiad links it with its 

initial condition of protest and denunciation though with an intradiegetic twist. What is 

more, Morrison’s change of heart with regards to the role of religion also dislodges how 

the affective bonds between women, as the only possible launching pad through which 

to heal themselves, are wiped away due to the poisonous embracement of the Christian 

message. Therefore, religion appears in A Mercy—analogous to what happens in the 

21st century—as a conflicting cultural tenet rather than a source of wisdom and 
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empowerment. That is to say, even as the last stage of the jeremiad foresaw, Christianity 

engulfs subjectivities and affects all the same. 

 

In short, I argue that through the evolution and critique of the aesthetics of the 

(African) American jeremiad within the spiritual reading of the sacred femininity 

imbued in the literary discourse of Crafts, Hurston and Morrison, the building of an 

aesthetic subjectivity of black women from the nineteenth century until the twenty-first 

century shows the decline of a cultural tradition. Although the importance of 

Christianity is unquestionable for the three novels, I claim that through the analyses of 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain and A Mercy, it is clear to 

see the differences in terms of usage and its eventual debunking. 

 

Canadian scholar Daniel Coleman has recently stated the connections between 

spirituality and the creation of aesthetics by pinpointing that “(s)pirituality assumes that 

I have something to learn and that I can learn it from many things around me that draw 

me out of myself” (2009: 39). Spirituality, he further contends, “driven by the need to 

connect meaningfully with myself, the word around me, and to the Otherness of God 

and humanity, demands more than a hermeneutics of unmitigated suspicion, for it is 

premised on my own creatureliness” (2009: 39). Coleman’s words alongside the idea of 

spirituality as a reasoned outlet to shape a feminist aesthetics validate, without a doubt, 

black women’s cultural conception. Hence, beyond several analyses such as Jacqueline 

Grant’s White Women’s Christ and Black Women’s Jesus, Houston A. Baker’s 

Workings on the Spirit: The Poetics of Afro-American Women’s Writing, Cain Hope 

Felder edition’s Stony the Road We Trod: African American Biblical Interpretation, 

Judylyn S. Ryan’s Spirituality as Ideology in Black Women’s Film and Literature, 

Anthony B. Pinn’s Black Religion and Aesthetics: Religious Thought and Life in Africa 

and the African Diaspora, Jeannette King’s Women and the Word: Contemporary 

Women Novelists and the Bible or William David Hart’s Afro-Eccentricity: Beyond the 

Standard Narrative of Black Religion that have tended to look at religion as just a 

source of social empowerment, I put forward sacred femininity and affect as major 

cultural forces that are used by these proposed African American women writers to also 

create an ontological reconfiguration of black women’s subjectivity. A move that, as it 
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has been pointed out, ultimately misses out on the way of the American jeremiad and 

showcases the pitfalls of Christianity not as a cultural tenet but as an ontological source 

of empowerment. Thus, the paradigm of declension appears to have gained momentum 

and the primeval evolution that consorts with spirituality has turned out to display not 

only the crevices of the nation but also the need to rethink the role of religion and the 

necessity to hazard the North American cultural discourse considering the contingencies 

that the society needs in demand. 

 

All in all, the evolution of their concrete feminine reading of black Christianity 

exposes how in a globalized and interconnected world in which the present cravings 

engulf the traditional values that have defined the United States for over five centuries, 

the unresolved prophecies and the acclaimed boundaries that sacredness illustrates are 

considered a suitable manner to grapple with the debate over the cultural representation 

of African American women. Ultimately, Black Christianity and spirituality figure 

prominently as aesthetic values within the African American (female) community 

despite the fact that they seem to have gained black women little of their demands 

throughout time, as Morrison’s disquieting ninth novel shows. 

. 
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Chapter 1 

SACRED FEMININITY IN SEARCH OF A BLACK FEMALE AESTHETIC 

 

 

1.1. BLACKENING THE BIBLE: CONJURING SPIRITUALITY  

        IN AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN’S RELIGION 

 

 

While I know myself as a creation of God, I am also 

obligated to realize and remember that everyone else 

and everything else are also God’s creation. 

 
Maya Angelou 

 

 

David W. Wills appropriately asserts that the most common way of considering 

United States’ religious past, attesting its pivotal role for the national idiosyncrasy of 

the country, is to link its nature “toward some kind of American triumphalism” (9). 

Rightly so, the alleged religious liberty was established when the Pilgrims landed at 

Plymouth Rock. The resultant blending of the religious and political ideals of Puritan 

leaders such as John Winthrop, John Cotton or Thomas Shepard paved the path to 

establish United States’ “deepest religious and cultural roots” (Wills 13). This supposed 

tolerance and pluralism that the religious creed proclaimed soon unveiled the ethnic 

homogeneity of such endeavor and revealed that the American religion manifested 

difficulties to the embrace of diversity in the attempt to impose religious beliefs in their 

effort to create a New Jerusalem. An act that resulted in the annihilation of Native 

Americans and the infamous chapter of African enslavement. 

 

Indeed, the involuntary implantation of Africans in the country altered, at their 

expense, not only the social reality of North America but also the cultivated image of 

tolerance and respect that the aspiring nation was thriving to underscore. The slave 

system steadily broke down both the linguistic and the cultural patterns that Africans 

had traditionally nurtured. But as Charles H. Long explains, “(t)he persistence of 

elements of what some anthropologists have called ‘soft culture’ means that given even 
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the systematic breakdown of African cultural forms in the history of North America 

slavery, the slaves did not confront America with a religious tabula rasa” (25). 

Certainly, black slaves, although defined in terms of property and drained of their right 

to express themselves, found in religion the perfect asset to produce new cultural forms. 

 

Even though the Africans were forcibly brought to a land where literacy was 

greatly valued, the use of Africanisms, the cultural forms they could arrogate as their 

own, were unrelentingly frowned upon by white Americans. Blacks were also 

prohibited from learning to read and write since this could prove to be dangerous for the 

nation’s status quo. Accordingly, the suffocating atmosphere in which black people had 

to survive in North America led them to fight in order to create an expressible mode of 

existence. As Thomas Hoyt Jr. puts it, “(e)ven though influenced by oppressive 

psychological, social, economic, and political forces, blacks…displayed a tremendous 

transcendent spirit that has enabled them to confront the biblical text creatively” (27).  

 

Creativity, then, is a concept thoroughly linked to the reevaluation of religion 

meanings that black Americans have been molding with since their arrival in “the land 

of milk and honey”. Revolving against the blotting out of the African cultural matrix 

from the mind and practice of the transplanted slave, African Americans started to meet 

secretly, be it on the woods or elsewhere from that visual spots of the plantation, to 

enact a new and black hermeneutic process that could pervade the master’s religion. 

This tradition, akin to the spirituality that Mircea Eliade conceives, was called by the 

slaves themselves ‘conjuring’ and attests to create an aesthetic culled from Africa and 

America alike that could uphold a religious apprehension of the land and, eventually, 

embark upon the authentication of the black self in North America. Such a move 

transformed the role of black people in the country we know nowadays as United States 

and displayed conjuring as a national “healing practice” (Smith 5) that oozes therapeutic 

readings of the black American experience.  

 

For African American women the act of conjuring, or else getting together to re-

envision and revitalize black American culture through spiritual musings, became 

inextricably linked to how black women relate to one another. Foregrounding thus the 
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seminal The Woman’s Bible by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, published in the 19th-century 

fin de siècle, African American women resisted to assess the Bible’s portrait as 

authoritative and restrictive, especially so for black women, and fostered a feminist 

version of it that was deeply infused by the conjuring exercise understood as a 

“metaphor that circumscribes black people’s ritual, figural, and therapeutic 

transformations of culture” (Smith 4). African American women have sought to 

demonstrate that, as R. Stephen Warner explains, “(r)eligion in the United States has 

typically expressed not the culture of the society as a whole but the subcultures of its 

many constituents; therefore . . . it should not be thought of as either the Parsonian 

conscience of the whole or the Bergerian refuge of the periphery, but as a vital 

expression of groups” (qtd. in Vásquez and Marquardt 21). 

 

In this way, black women dismissed the exclusionary power that the Bible 

conceded to white culture but also overcame the crippling discourse in which black men 

hijacked the Bible’s authority as an act of political and cultural resistance intending to 

create an aspiring black nationalism rooted in religious grounds. Rather, African 

American women’s reading upheld the Bible as a tool to create a black feminine 

aesthetic to could retell their vision of life through the Bible as a hermeneutical strategy 

towards a process of national healing. This process of conjuring is credited upon black 

women’s spirituality which, ultimately, sustains the mechanism of transformation 

through a rehabilitated set of narratives that originally read North America as a place of 

inclusion than connects cultural and spiritual components as “elusive but identifiable” 

(342) aspects of a same culture, as Toni Morrison argues in “Rootedness: The Ancestor 

as Foundation”. As Renita J. Weems explains, “the African American woman…must 

agree to renounce her experience of reality, suspend her understanding of life, and 

waive her right to her own values, so that she may without encumbrances surrender 

herself to the experiences, world view, values, and assumptions embedded in the work” 

(65). 

 

In other words, African American women have historically defied reductive 

analysis from the Eurocentric and androcentric perspectives of those, inside and outside 

the black community, who have manipulated religion as a cultural token only to impose 
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a specific (patriarchal) ideology. African American women have therein counteracted a 

doctrinal way of reading and interpret religion conceiving a sacred femininity that has 

been utilized not only to facilitate an ontological shift towards a unique intersection of 

race-ethnicity, class and gender as a motive force for social change but it has also 

proved to create a sacred feminist aesthetics that, in Julia Kristeva’s words, links “the 

feminine, the sacred, and the various fates of Africanness” (21). 

 

By conjuring up a feminist interpretation of the sacredness of the biblical 

musings, black women have made benefit from their role in religious and cultural 

participation within the community to find their way as spiritual guides. However, 

contrary to the individuality that conformed the religious strategies used by black men 

to emerge as leaders, African American women confided in the affective bonds that 

united the whole community to avoid confrontation and, at the same time, to create a 

web of solidarity that eventually turned their sacred vision of religion as a healing tenet 

for black Americans. That is to say, “the emotional, psychological, and religious health 

of African American women has been directly related to their refusal to hear the Bible 

uncritically and their insistence upon applying what one might call an ‘aural 

hermeneutic’” (Weems 66). 

 

According to Judylyn S. Ryan, spirituality, as depicted in African American 

women’s literature is recognizably African/Black but rarely conforms to any single 

traditional African religion. Instead, its contours are shaped by the core ethical and 

philosophical values around which several traditions cohere within the African cultural 

domain. Black women artists depict this African-centered spirituality in varying 

configurations along a syncretistic range (23). 

 

Thus, through this ‘aural hermeneutic’, which stands as the starting point of 

black women’s aesthetics of the sacred femininity and despite an unwarranted disregard 

of an autonomous endeavor on the part of black culture to unweld black literature from 

the taxonomy race/culture, African American women signified upon spirituality as an 

epistemological means which assists cultural objectives that “withstand various 

ideological assaults and develop their own liberating ideologies” (23), according to 
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Judilyn S. Ryan. Certainly, black women’s narrative engagement with spiritual agency 

propelled Afro-Christianity as an asset that could “collectively perpetuate community-

culture and…an ideology of freedom” (Ryan 33) for Christianity was used as a vehicle 

for their own empowerment. In short, parallel to the family tradition that black women 

propelled as a network that could enable African Americans to cope and to survive, they 

also built a religious tradition both to blot out the effects of racism and sexism but also 

to legitimize a black feminine aesthetic that could single out their own experience. 

 

In their attempt to get over the isolation and tokenism within the black 

community, or the “deformed equality” to borrow from Angela Davis, a feminist 

reading of the sacredness of Afro-Christianity became black women’s cultural ally to 

insist that they were also “persons for whom Christ died”. Indeed, as Townsend Gilkes 

contends, “‘Afro-Christian’ recognizes that our African ancestors constructed a complex 

and dynamic tradition not only from the materials provided by the missionaries and 

other Europeans confronted in the nighttime of slavery, but also from the cultural 

imaginations of their African backgrounds, in which women were essential to cultural 

and religious practice” (126). Re-reading the Bible through an Africa-centered 

spirituality has, Ryan reminds us, “an important epistemological function” (24). 

Blackening the Bible to serve a spiritual and feminist reading that can voice black 

women’s cultural concern is minted by Toni Morrison as a work of ‘literary 

archaeology’ through which, alongside the ensuing affective turn, African American 

women “characteristically acknowledge the interconnectedness of aspects of self/being” 

(Ryan 25). This link will be explored in the new section to contextualize my further 

analysis of the three proposed novels. 
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1.2. THE POLITICS OF AFFECT AND THE SACRED BLACK FEMALE SELF 

 

God is unlike religion, which corrupts that process 

with its own power structure. And finally, God is not 

a woman. 

 

Michèle Roberts 

 

 

African American culture is patterned to a large extent by a unique sense of 

spirituality and religion. Yet, despite the communal efforts of black women since 

slavery times to create a model of unity and wholeness among women, the linkage 

between spirituality and affect has been overlooked. In this chapter I intend to bring 

together the three proposed African American women writers’ undertaking to weave a 

feminine spirituality with affect based on the aesthetics principles of the African 

American culture. Since, as Silvia Pilar Castro-Borrego points out, “African American 

cultural modes of being seek constantly a basic harmony of connectedness” (3), Crafts, 

Hurston and Morrison establish spirituality and sacredness vis-à-vis affect to propose a 

concept of unity that consents to rehabilitate the black female self. Although spirituality 

and affect seem to evolve concurrently in Crafts’s and Hurston’s novels, Toni 

Morrison’s fiction privileges affective bonds and unity before religious modes of 

representation. The outcome is that any glimpse of bigotry—whether it is spiritual, 

political or both— winds up breaking away with affect and a sense of union, making the 

act of wholeness a hopeless endeavor.  

 

Jeannette King points out that if “(w)oman, like history, has been a text to be 

written and interpreted by man” (29), women also had the opportunity to reframe social 

reality and invent a new language to define themselves and shape their definition in 

their own words. This is so because “language itself… offers an arena in which such 

definitions may be challenged” (King 29). Growing apart from the patriarchal vision of 

society and religion women reinterpreted the biblical scriptures to go against the 

radicalism of the Christian message. As Frances Devlin-Glass Lyn McCredden 

asseverate, for women, their relationships to the institutions and traditions of religious 

faith are constructed on shifting ground. While some place themselves “outside” the 
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institution, and often outside any orthodox understandings of their faith, others identify 

themselves to varying degrees as “inside”. This metaphor—inside/outside—may be 

used as a means of self-definition that begins from a critical, discriminating 

acknowledgment of the power of religion and its institutions (3). Thus, women engaged 

in the ‘destructive genesis’ (Kristeva) of the Bible to walk the path of the Bakhtinian 

carnival theory, that is to say, to breed a “spontaneous, irreverent, bawdy and counter-

authoritative” (King 31) reading of the spiritual message. 

 

For African American women, Christianity became an epistemological tool to 

overcome the discourses that relegated them as women, and thus, essentially inferior to 

men, as well as black subjects, and consequently outside the creeds that defined 

womanhood under highly repressive slavery times. Nonetheless, King acutely notes 

how for black women “to challenge biblical constructions of women… requires a 

different strategy from those adopted by many of their white contemporaries” (153). 

This is so because, contrarily to the experience of white women, black women had 

historically been associated and written as a body. Therefore, “any attempt to define 

woman in terms of the body can only be an essentializing project which evades the fact 

that the body is clearly not experienced in the same way by women of all races” (King 

154). Accordingly, for African American women the only way to restore, and redefine, 

female spirituality is to invoke its healing powers just to “deconstruct the body/mind 

tradition” (King 155). The trope of the body is to be translated into the power of the 

word, namely, a new definition and interpretation of spiritual musings that can create a 

sense of unity and prosperity resulting into a rehabilitated image of that black female 

self. Black women promoted new and feminist readings of Christology considering that 

it is “grounded in the particular experience of the oppressed” (Grant 11).  

 

This Christology—or else the capacity to stand in Christ’s shoes by means of an 

analogy that bespeaks a similar suffering—represented a good opportunity for black 

women to create a story of their own. The specific use of this theology, or the theology 

of the (socially) oppressed, might as well serve as the cultural weapon to liberate black 

women from the “Patriarchal Demon” (Grant 13). The feminist Christology to which 

African American women got attached is upheld in an overt context of “radical 
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struggles in the process toward the liberation of women from social and political and 

ecclesiastical oppression” (Grant 18). Hence, black women’s conception of the sacred 

message that created a cultural web of feminine solidarity arises in the midst of in-

between-ness: oscillating among resistance and a unique conception of a black feminine 

mode of atonement. What shimmers under these two cultural outlets and what 

eventually brings them together into a unique black feminine aesthetic, I propose, is the 

affective readings that African American women have historically impinged on 

Christianity aiming to counteract its primordial message.  

 

The concept of affect began to gain momentum in the 1950s when Silvan 

Tomkins tried to separate what he called affect from emotion. Delving into the opening 

debates that led to new approaches to psychology and therapy, Tomkins afforded affect 

with a nuanced contrast to emotion because the latter contains memories and certain 

habit patterns. Thus, and taking the concept of affect as an axiom, “other emotion-

related terms can be fitted into a solid theoretical framework and thereby given precise 

meaning” (Ostrofsky 4). The affect can be expanded to embrace ontological experiences 

not necessarily linked to a fixed understanding of the self. Brian Massumi posits affect 

as “what escapes our attention, as what haunts the representational realm rather than 

merely infusing it with emotive presence” and regards affect in terms of “ontological 

emergence that is released from cognition” (puar 2017). The politics of affect are 

characterized for creating an autonomous mode of self-representation, a motif aptly 

used by battered subjectivities to bring together a collective sense of community and 

being. 

 

So, if affects “are transient” (Ostrofsky 4) but can be also attached to a 

functional aesthetic efficiency, their usage can be easily connected to a personal mode 

of spirituality. As Tomkins scholar Brendan I. McGroarty explains, according to the 

politics of affect theory, “the affects ultimately mold the interrelated process of 

perception, imagination, memory storage and retrieval, and consciousness. Because the 

affect system lays such a heavy claim on the human psyche, there are parallels between 

intense affective experience and religious experience” (57). Therefore, the politics of 

affect are suitable for women to link their quest for recognition with a spirituality that 
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could give them enough room to both represent and heal themselves. This is so because, 

as Tomkins proposes, the “affect theory…accounts more fully for the role of perception 

and a wider use of imagination in motivation, recognizing the affects as its initial and 

primary source” (McGroarty 61).  

 

There is a considerable amount of material written about the use of a 

personalized version of the Christian creed—unveiling a precise feminine spirituality—-

on the hands of black women to uphold a new and rehabilitated version of themselves. 

This is the case of pioneering works such as Pat Crutchfield Exum’s Keeping the Faith: 

Writings by Contemporary Black Women (1974), Jeanne Noble’s Beautiful, Also, Are 

the Souls of My Black Sisters: A History of the Black Woman in America (1978) or more 

recently Emily Townes’ edition A Troubling in My Soul: Womanist Perspectives on Evil 

and Suffering (1993) and Cheryl Townsend Gilkes’ If It Wasn’t for the Women (2001). 

However, nothing has been said about the merging ethos through which spirituality and 

affect interplay in the lives of African American women. 

 

In my reading, Crafts, Hurston and Morrison display an array of female 

characters that revolve around their spiritual ethos understood only through bonds of 

emotional sharing and affective imports. Hence, through the use of affect, these authors 

try to recompose a healing sense of unity by bridging its effects with their specific 

construction of a religious creed. In this sense, they have used the politics of affect 

intermeshed in their own vision of spirituality to defend their own aesthetics in their 

writings. Suffice it to say, this has been a disharmonious matter because of the role that 

black women specifically have played within the religious cultural discourse. Infusing 

their writings with a spiritual vision and the politics of affect made Crafts, Hurston and 

Morrison create a black feminine aesthetic that served a twofold purpose: they 

reinvented themselves in the North American context and it helped them unite black 

women’s experience to foster global healing overcoming “the imposition of a strategy 

of identity” (1982: 94), as argued by Julia Kristeva in Powers of Horror: An Essay on 

Abjection. 
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Crafts, Hurston and Morrison use affect to complement their vision of the 

Christian creed although in different ways. However, they do converge in their usage of 

affect as an autonomous cultural outlet that renders a feminist reading of their novels. 

As stated earlier, affect fits within the conflicting message of Christianity since it allows 

black women to develop an autonomous ethos that allows them to make a sociocultural 

move forward while giving them a possibility to envision alternative ways of self-

representation. On such an autonomous characteristic of affect Brian Massumi writes:  

 

Affect is synesthetic, implying a participation of the senses in each other: 

the measure of a living thing’s potential interactions is its ability to 

transform the effects of one sensory mode into those of another… If there 

were no escape, no excess or remainder, no fade-out to infinity, the universe 

would be without potential, pure entropy, death. Actually existing, 

structured things live in and through that which escapes them. Their 

autonomy is the autonomy of affect (qtd. in puar 207). 

 

This autonomous character of the affect theory resonates—albeit in various 

modes of representation—in The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain 

and A Mercy. The three novels develop a ‘grammar of affect’ directly linked to 

spirituality. This grammar of affect, coined by feminist affect theorist Barbara 

Tomlinson, surfaces as an important term in the three analyzed novels. Tomlinson 

follows Tomkins and other affect theorists but adds the feminist perspective in an era of 

global interconnectedness. In this light, Tomlinson defines the grammars of affect in the 

allure of a feminist aesthetic by declaring that “(a)ffect is part of the authority of a text 

as it is constructed within a complex matrix of institutional norms, authorial statuses, 

privileges, and textual features that work together” (56). Or briefly put, “(a)ffect is 

deeply entwined with creation of textual authority” (56). The ethics of the affective turn, 

as Barbara Tomlinson additionally notes, transform “the terms of reading to foreground 

inflections of politics and power”, and “allows us to consider how specific norms of 

propriety, politeness, civility, and proper affect carry into academic arenas conceptions 

that are racialized, gendered, and profoundly classed” (56, emphasis added). 
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The merging of religion and affect allowed these writers to rethink the 

configuration of new forms of black cultural appropriation in the US. This is so 

because, as Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg remind us, affect “can serve to 

drive us toward movement, toward thought and extension” (1). In this sense, Crafts, 

Hurston and Morrison transform affect into an “ethical, aesthetic, and political task all 

at once” (Seigworth & Gregg 3).  

 

If a sociopolitical reading of the politics of affect can easily bridge the distance 

between reason and emotions, the use of affect in the hands of these black women 

writers brings to the fore another interpretation to spirituality that goes beyond the 

supposed gulf between emotion and reason and, eventually, proposes to read it as an 

optional type of rational belief. Affect, then, appears as a concept practiced by black 

women also in their constant help for self-assertion. The affective turn that they apply 

either to or against their sacred reading of Christianity points out to autonomy and self-

representation through creativity. As Lloyd further proclaims, 

 

The most important upshot of the feminist critique of rationality has perhaps 

not been the emergence of – or even the aspiration to – a thought-style that 

is distinctively ‘female’. Perhaps it has been rather a sharper articulation of 

the different strands – intellectual, imaginative, and affective – involved in 

human ways of thinking; a resistance to their polarization; and a greater 

appreciation of the strength and limitations of different ways of bringing 

them together. Different kinds of unity between intellect, imagination and 

emotion are appropriate. (172) 

 

Hence, and despite its manifold manifestations and the “sweeping assortment of 

philosophical/psychological/physiological underpinnings…and ontological pathways”, 

the concept of affect is used by these black women writers in “all manner of 

political/pragmatic/performative ends” (Seigworth & Gregg 5, emphasis added). Such a 

performative mode of the affective reading of the sacred message manifests an interest 

in a powerful alternative to the social and cultural injustice African American women 

had to confront.  
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This is all the more revealed if we take into account how, according to Virginia 

Held, “the ethics of care … characteristically sees persons as relational and 

interdependence, morally and epistemologically” (Held 13). Thomas B. Lawrence and 

Sally Maitlis explain that “feminist writing sees care as an ongoing central dimension of 

relationships, regardless of the suffering or the flourishing being experienced” (642). 

Thus, these writers create an ‘ontology of possibility’ (Bloch) that links religion and 

affect to foster an overarching feminist mode of representing spirituality as an act of 

healing and growth.  

 

The result is the creation of a sacred black female self that is positioned at the 

intersection of resistance, counterattack and progress. A position that takes as its central 

field the cultivation of affect between African American women and their encompassing 

social reality. The modulation of these bonds into a textual affect turns out to be a “rich 

site for considering how argumentative rhetorics create authority” (19), as Barbara 

Tomilson rightly notes. I consider the use of the word rhetoric altogether propitious 

because if rhetoric “refers to the use of speech or writing to persuade” (Tomilson 21), 

the textual affect that these three authors advance in their writings unavoidably tries to 

inform readers of their own cosmology. 

 

In such a way, Crafts, Hurston and Morrison attain authoritative voice which, in 

their work, ceases to be regarded as a teleological process, in Foucault’s vision, and 

instead it comes forth as “the reversal of a relationship of forces, the usurpation of 

power, the appropriation of a vocabulary turned against those who had once used it, a 

feeble domination that poisons itself as it grows lax, the entry of a masked ‘other’” 

(Foucault 154-155). In other words, and following the Foucaultian theory, these 

authors’s readings disclaim the traditional conception of history. Rather, they 

fictionalize their own conception of spirituality with the grammar of affect to showcase 

the capacity of African American women to create and offer their own herstory. Or else, 

to give evidence of their aforementioned (cultural) power. Moreover, through the use of 

the affective mode in which these black writers model the religious discourse, Crafts, 

Hurston and Morrison fully embrace the import of communities of belonging. Thus, 

they not only aestheticize religion but they also make it appear infused with affect to 
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prove their power and capacity to “elaborate different and alternative modalities of 

belonging, connectivity, and intimacy” (puar 208). In so doing, as José Esteban Muñoz 

asserts, affect, appears always within signification, within narrative, functioning as a 

form of critical resistance to dominant modes of being and becoming (2000, 67-79). 

 

In tune with that idea, Anthony B. Pinn claims that, for black women, the 

creation of a genuine “(a)esthetics became a source of dominance without betraying 

anything of its illusionary disinterestedness. Rather, it formed and justified a particular 

experience of the world” (6). African American women’s aesthetics takes as a starting 

point the construction of a disruptive history as a resource for the present. Yet, and 

veering away from reductive analysis that can only read black women’s effort to evolve 

as a social and/or class fight, these writers have drawn on spirituality not only to 

reconstruct their identity in North America but also to set the pace for a feminist African 

American aesthetic canon. The search for a spiritual wholeness that can grant them a 

personal growth understood in terms of a collective achievement is a major cultural feat 

that black women have willingly accomplished. As Silvia Castro-Borrego rightly 

contends, for African American women “Ancestral Spiritualism consists of the 

connection among the past, present and future, and the life force that makes it possible 

for the physical and the spiritual worlds to be done” (9). To these words I would add 

that such a life force is based on the use of the Christian religion that Crafts, Hurston 

and Morrison have tried to recast as a sign of their own cultural outlet. Thus, their 

spirituality is directly linked to a certain idea of religion that black women got together 

as a central site for the creation of a unique aesthetic. 

 

For these three writers affect is an inclusionary attempt towards national healing 

and, since it builds upon spirituality, it echoes in the Levinasian idea of the essence, 

through which they aestheticize their subjectivity, thus linking affective bonds and self-

assertion. According to the French philosopher, “(t)he responsibility for the other is the 

locus in which is situated the null-site of subjectivity” (10). Hence, the essence of the 

sacredness that these black women enact is based on feminist and feminine concepts 

such as vulnerability, sensibility but also resilience. The sacred self that they reshape is 

thereby inclusive, and serves as a national expiation for the infamous outcomes of 
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slavery. The subjectivity that these African American women writers conceive follow, 

thus, Levinas’ own words: 

 

Vulnerability, exposure to outrage, to wounding…passivity of the 

accusative form… implicating the identity of the hostage who substitutes 

himself for the others: all this is the self, a defecting or defeat of the ego’s 

identity. And this, pushed to the limit, is sensibility, sensibility as the 

subjectivity of the subject. It is a substitution for another, one in the place of 

another, expiation. (15) 

 

The ethics and aesthetics that revolve around the essence of this sacred 

femininity created by Crafts, Hurston and Morrison, are envisioned to resist essentialist 

notions of black feminism—or womanism, as coined by Alice Walker in the 20th 

century—and are crucial to understand their literary production. However, the evolution 

of the African American jeremiad as the central tenet for the unfolding of such 

spirituality—explained above—is to little avail for Toni Morrison in A Mercy. 

 

Hence, the black female self that emerges from this affective sacred imagery 

unpicks a different conception of religion as an asset of social and racial resistance for 

Crafts and Hurston. Nonetheless, Morrison’s novel demystifies the cultural value of 

Christianity and only aestheticizes its impact to suffuse another type of national, and 

nationalist, experience for African American women. 

 

From the nineteenth century until the twentieth century, African American 

women’s creative gifts to heal divergence and difference along the thrusting lines of 

gender, politics and spirituality debunk national approaches due to their double 

oppression. Consequently, they follow affective “ideologies of style”, to borrow from 

Barbara Tomlinson, to construct alternative rhetorics of authority and self-

representation. In spite of this, Morrison turns to the value of the Christian creed as a 

redemptory and healing outlet, and showcases a sort of Christian apocalypse in which 

the aesthetics of religion preclude any possible way of a national healing. Besides, A 

Mercy exemplifies how the crippling discourse of Christianity breaks away the affective 
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bonds that separate women for the bigotry that accompanies religions seems to be 

stronger that the ontological moves that unite them. Yet, the novels by Crafts, Hurston 

and Morrison prove and exemplify, as Frances Devlin-Glass and Lyn McCredden 

contend in Feminist Poetics of the Sacred, that “there continue to be many questions 

raised by feminists, and religious feminists, about ways of thinking and being beyond or 

in spite of, or after patriarchal religion, and in full recognition of the (hopefully 

moveable) limitations of the symbolic order” (6). 

 

Following this theoretical framework in which spirituality and affect intermesh 

to present a distinctive and alternative way for African American women to envision a 

healed and rehabilitated black female subjectivity, I will analyze the three novels by 

Crafts, Hurston and Morrison to show how these writers have shaped Christianity and 

the politics of affect for their own purposes, and how, in so doing, they exemplify the 

alluring potential of sacredness applied to black women. By using novels from three 

different centuries, I aim to demonstrate how these three writers use the same tradition 

but with different purposes and outcomes. 

 

I begin my analysis with Hannah Crafts’s novel The Bondwoman’s Narrative, 

recently claimed to be the first piece of fiction ever written by an African American 

woman. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HANNAH CRAFTS’S THE BONDWOMAN’S NARRATIVE 

AND THE PROMISE OF THE SACRED FEMALE SELF 

 

 

2.1. AFRICAN AMERICAN CHRISTIANITY 

       AND BLACK WOMEN OVER THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

 

 

 

Helped are those who create anything at all, for they 

shall relive the thrill of their own conception and 

realize a partnership in the creation of the Universe 

that keeps them responsible and cheerful. 

 

“The Gospel According to Shug” 

― Alice Walker, The Temple of My Familiar 

 

 

In her short story “Coming Apart”, published in 1979, Alice Walker coined the 

term ‘womanism’ to encompass and reconcile the multiple perspectives that revolve 

around the subjectivity of black women. Later on, with the publication of the acclaimed 

In Search of Our Mothers’ Garden in 1983 she expanded and delved in the theoretical 

stance of the term, a move that made it gain relevance and eventually turned it into a 

critical outlet deeply infused with a feminist and ethical slant through which to reread 

and analyze the works produced by black women throughout time. In this line, slave 

narratives written by women were brought to the cultural and literary front with a new 

reading that offered a different tack of slavery other than the established study that the 

cultural legacy of racism had historically attested. An acute insight into the horrors of 

slavery from the black woman’s point of view revealed the grotesque and inhuman 

cavalry that African American women had to endure. What seemed to be more striking 

though was the fact that black women had been obliterated not only from the cultural 

production of the time but also from the social life, even if this revealed to be a pyrrhic 

one.  
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Taking this into account, black women have historically sought to disclose their 

own voice and pursue their own interests through religion as their cultural tenet. 

Leading the way through a racial and gender-based moment in time, religion allowed 

African American women to confront and influence their social and political domain. 

African American Christianity, as it was understood and accepted by black women, 

instilled them the power to redesign and revamp the blueprint of a male dominated 

establishment. The fact that African American women relied on the spiritual assumption 

of black Christianity as a means of social recognition and a caveat to the demand of 

self-assertion stands as the foundational staging of womanist expression that Alice 

Walker, and an entourage of other black women, will burgeon in the 20th century. An 

account of the evolution of Christianism from an African American point of view brings 

into the open how black women’s reading of African American Christianity attested to 

call forth the muted stories of their congeners as well as to interrogate the ideological 

mappings of cultural and spiritual renewal that North America lacked. 

 

1.The early stage: the emergence of African American Christianity,  

Slavery and Black Women 

 

It is commonplace that the only way for black slaves in nineteenth-century 

America to get together and find solace was through religion. Eddie Glaude Jr. contends 

that “African American religion emerges in the encounter between faith, in all its 

complexity, and white supremacy” (6). Accordingly, since African slaves were 

forcefully brought to the so-called Promise Land and slavery spread its roots in the 

Americas, religion became a primordial tool for blacks to resist and create their own 

culture. 

 

As Paul Harvey puts it, “Black religious traditions provided theological, 

institutional, and personal strategies for cultural survival during bondage” (3). The 

history of slavery and discrimination birthed particular religious formation between 

African Americans. Black theologian Howard Thurman explains that slaves “dared to 

redeem the religion profaned in their midst” (Glaude 9) and to achieve so many of them 

turned to the Christian doctrine not only as a spiritual shelter but also to embrace its 
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liberating power potential aiming to challenge the premises that underlay slavery and 

white supremacy. This was so because the initial encounters of Europeans and Africans 

in the New World started during an age of great religious ferment and expansion 

following the Protestant Reformation and, most importantly, the Catholic Counter-

Reformation. Across the late eighteen and early nineteen century, a series of evangelical 

revivals swept over the colonies and attracted converts among the slave population. 

Christianity provided tools to create a sense of personhood for black people as it 

allowed them to “create meaning in the context of an absurd existence, grabbed hold of 

an idea of freedom rooted in the power of God’s lobe and, in the process, left an 

indelible mark on the expression of Christianity in the United States” (Glaude 42). In 

these aforementioned revivals, “African Americans sat alongside white Christians, and 

together they experienced the power of God’s word and the transforming quality of his 

presence” (Glaude 37). Thus, these Protestant evangelical revivals resulted in the birth 

of African American Christianity, which became a redemptive force in black American 

life.  

 

So, in nineteen-century America, Christianity, and its religious discourse, was 

deeply embedded in the society because, as Eddie S. Glaude Jr. explains, “(s)laves had 

to forge lives amid the brutal reality of their condition and imagine possibilities beyond 

their status of slaves” consequently “(r)eligion offered powerful resource in their 

efforts” (10). In Glaude Jr.’s words, “ African American conversion to Christianity took 

place against the backdrop of the economic imperative of slavery” (34). 

 

However, Christianity appeared as problematic because while it was taken by 

slaves to overcome and find release to their suffering it was also used by slaveholders to 

subjugate black people. In fact, Biblical scriptures, such as Ephesians 6:5-62, offered a 

supposed legitimization of slavery. Albert Raboteau explains that “from the very 

beginning the Atlantic slave trade, conversion of the slaves to Christianity was viewed 

by the emerging nations of Western Christendom as a justification for enslavement of 

                                                 
2 Slaves, obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and with sincerity of heart, just as you would 

obey Christ. Obey them not only to win their favor when their eye is on you, but as slaves of Christ, doing 

the will of God from your heart.  
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Africans” (96). At the same time, slaveholders feared the Christianization of slaves as a 

possible way to emancipation and freedom. Although slavery had existed all over the 

world and dated back to ancient civilizations, the Europeans that imported African 

slaves to America firmly established slavery based on race, an idea that had never been 

practiced before. That is to say, “Euro-Americans developed some of the meanings of 

“race” in the modern sense. They began to define what constituted whiteness and 

blackness, categories that would long outlive slavery itself” (Harvey 16).  

 

Race drew the line that separated who was enslaveable and who was not. 

Europeans did not enslave other Europeans because Christians could not enslave other 

Christians. Thus, Christianity has come to be a delicate and uneasy issue for black 

slaves. As Paul Giles explains in Catholic Ideology and American Slave Narratives 

“Catholics tended to perceive slavery more as a social and political issue, as it was in 

ancient Rome or medieval Europe” (63). In sum, Paul Harvey summarizes it in a 

slightly long but worth citing quotation: 

 

Historically, African American Christianity has faced a number of 

paradoxes that have arisen from the ambiguous status of black people as 

Africans and Americans. The first fundamental paradox is this: white 

Americans spread Christianity among black Americans intending not only 

to evangelize people of color but also to make them more content in their 

enslavement. The end result was precisely the opposite: ultimately, African 

American Christianity provided the language and the spirit of African 

American survival under slavery, and of African American freedom efforts 

to destroy legal segregation (6). 

 

In this vein, preachers such as George Whitefield led the way in calling for the 

conversion of slaves into Christianity. The work had to be carried out by the 

slaveholders who might as well care for their slaves and treat them following the ethic 

of Christian paternalism. Christianity tried to act as a bridge between slaveholders and 

slaves but its role became blurred since it seemed to challenge slavery as well as support 

it. In Giles’s words “American popular culture in the northern states made fervid 
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associations between Catholic priests and Southern plantation owners, seeing them both 

as conspiratorial figures intent upon indulging in all kinds of sexual excess” (62). 

However, slave narratives, strongly established in the mid-nineteenth-century, shared 

the intellectual climate of transcendentalism and thus “Ralph Waldo Emerson’s 

elevation of the natural world into a replication of neo-platonic plenitude is itself 

mirrored in the way American slave narratives eschew the grey areas of material 

description in favor of the starker outlines of spiritual allegory” (59). 

 

Slaves adopted Christianity although they shaped it in such a way that it could 

provide them with a dignity and power they were originally denied in their conditions. 

Torn away by their natural, cultural and political systems and relinquished of every 

single human trait, the slaves took over the Christian religion as a way to redefine and 

assert themselves into their new and forced reality. In this sense, Christianity became 

“the site for self-creation and for communal advancement with political implication” 

(11) as Glaude Jr. explains. So, “by the eve of the Civil War, Christianity had pervaded 

the slave community” (Raboteau 212). Although not all the slaves became Christians, 

the ones who adopted Christianity also assumed its doctrines and vision only to live 

them up to their social status. More often than not, “(t)he uses to which slaveholders had 

put the Bible would lead some slaves to distinguish their own experiential Christianity 

from the “Bible Christianity” of their masters” (Raboteau 242). Put briefly, slaves 

translated the Christian gospel in terms of their own experience and fashioned it to 

accommodate themselves to the American social reality. In hindsight, blacks converted 

to Christianity, but they established a genuine religious culture and an array of 

interlocked institutions that defined much of African American religious life to come.  

 

Nevertheless, although black bondspeople forged a distinctive theological 

outlook that reinterpreted Christianity, the interlocking of race, sex and violence 

shunned the particular experience of black women’s rendition of Christianity. While 

black Christians became empowered under the influence of a God that granted them a 

presence in the social arena, “(i)nterdenominational rivalries emerged as black churches 

grew, and class and gender differences affected how they conducted political matters” 

(44), as Glaude Jr. reminds us. In this light, black churches bashfully inclined to appear 
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as “the primary sites for the construction of troublesome notions of black masculinity 

that assumed the subordination of black women” (Glaude 45). African American 

women were not only denied ordination but they were not permitted to partake in what 

was starting to become a national black public life. In a wily ruse that brought to mind 

what white America had previously done with them, black men drew on biblical 

scriptures to uphold their now utterly sexist moves towards their fellow black women. 

They aptly cited Paul’s indictment admonishing to “Let your women keep silence in the 

churches” (1 Cor. 14:34) as well as Timothy 2:12 claiming “But I suffer not a woman to 

teach, nor to usurp authority over the man” just to reassure the exclusion of black 

women from taking part in public life and also to cut down on their role within African 

American Christianity.  

 

Notwithstanding this sexist milieu, it did not take long before a group of black 

women stood up for themselves and claimed their role in black Christianity. Among 

them, Maria Stewart summoned racism and sexism by being the first African American 

woman who spoke to a political meeting in which she demanded the presence of black 

women in Christian churches. Jarena Lee’s public presence was of utmost importance 

since she was one of the first preachers and the one who most overtly “challenged…the 

idea that women should not preach” (Glaude 45). Both Stewart and Lee alongside other 

African American women such as Julia Foote (the first woman ordained as deacon), 

Zilpha Elaw (a preacher among plantations), Rebecca Cox Jackson (founder of a Shaker 

community) refused to accept that the Gospel belonged exclusively to (black) men. 

These women pondered a sacred womanist reading of the Bible and, as black men had 

previously done, also cited it to redefine the role they had been given. Thus, they cited 

Galatians 3:28 to exhort that “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor 

free, there is neither male nor female, for ye all one in Christ Jesus”. Stewart, Lee and 

her fellow African American women not only thrived on the assumed black patriarchal 

values but also “defied conventional notions of property and respectability” (Harvey 

43). Black Christian women, then, “had to negotiate the fact that sexism ordered their 

lives fundamentally as they navigated a racist world I which their labor was exploited” 

(Glaude 46). In other words, race and sex could not be cordoned off from one another 
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posing a major social fight that African American women put up with since the early 

stages of black Christendom. 

 

At the outbreak of the Civil War, African Americans had built religious 

institutions in the North that, while keeping an eye on the social situation that black 

people was struggling with in the South, established the role of churches as the “fertile 

ground for the cultivation of ‘freedom dreams’” (Glaude 48). This “nationalization of 

black Christendom”, to paraphrase Eddie Glaude Jr., took over due to a cohort of black 

missionaries that spread the gospel throughout the country seeking to debunk the 

shifting positionality of the racial dichotomy on religious matters and, at the same time, 

banked on the expansion of concepts such as equality, freedom, and democracy. To this 

end, “women were crucial to broadening the public arm of the church and making it the 

most powerful institution of racial self-help in the African American community” (203), 

according to Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. Indeed, black Christian women were 

particularly active in such an endeavor and thus acknowledge themselves to “laid the 

foundation for a broader expression of black feminism in the latter part of the nineteenth 

century and the early twentieth century” (Glaude 49). Through their twofold work as 

missionaries, African American women contested racist ideology and institutions while 

expressing their sheer discontent with both racial and gender discrimination. Thanks to 

the black women’s aid unfolded in its feminist theology the black church “built schools, 

provided clothes and food to poor people, established old folks’ homes and orphanages, 

and made available a host of needed social welfare services” (Higginbotham 204). In 

effect, this seems to corroborate womanist sociologist Cheryl Townsend Gilkes’s 

assumption that “(t)he work of Christian missions is almost entirely a female enterprise” 

(365).  

 

2. Black Women and Christianity after the Civil War 

 

The outcomes of the Civil War were astonishingly devastating for the American 

South. Reconstruction plunged the region into dire poverty and exacerbated the racial 

tension yet again, putting the allegedly recent-achieved American democracy to a 

screeching halt. Between 1884 and 1900 more than 250 lynchings of blacks were 
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recorded and “between 1887 and 1906 an African American in the South was lynched 

every four days” (Glaude 52). This disquieting times were labeled as the “nadir” of 

racism by Rayford Logan when it was clear that “African Americans, less than two 

decades after the Civil War, confronted a national retreat on racial matters” (Glaude 51). 

As the roots of Jim Crow, as segregation was called, pervaded in the South hence 

suffocating the advance of black people and turning black communities increasingly 

inward, African American Christianity undertook a special shape and tone. Black 

preachers took up the challenge and responded theologically by asserting the black 

community to wrap themselves up in their faith fostering a sense of national belonging 

and providing social safety. In this tumultuous times in which the American democracy 

seemed to have gone awry African Americans did not cower by relying on their faith. 

Consequently, in the midst of an imposing array of legal restrictions, many black 

political organizations were created with a direct link to African American Christianity. 

Eddie Glaude Jr. has listed them: “the short-lived Afro-American League (1890); the 

National Council of Negro Women (1896); the American Negro Academy (1897); the 

National Association for the Advance of Colored People (1910); and the National 

Urban League (1911)” (54). Black women exerted a prominent role and their social 

consciousness awake at the call of this nefarious moment, shown by the fact that more 

than a million women attended the first reunion of the Women’s Convention in 

Richmond in 1900. Their commitment was clearly public because by the turn of the 

century “African American women represented somewhere between 65 to 90 percent of 

the membership of black churches” (Glaude 54). This outstanding presence in the social 

arena empowered black women to urge a politics of respectability and gender equality 

since the vast majority of black men still underestimated their importance and 

minimized their public role. Their activism became pivotal to “set a tone and laid down 

a pathway that would influence other organizations in their challenge to Jim Crow and 

patriarchy in the United States” (Glaude 55). 
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2.2. AMERICA’S FIRST BLACK FEMALE SLAVE NOVELIST?  

 THE CASE OF HANNAH CRAFTS 

 
 

 Paging through a catalogue in 2002 literary historian Henry Louis Gates Jr. found 

an item that struck his attention. The remarkable lot was a manuscript offered by Emily 

Driscoll in 1948 which apparently told the story of a fictionalized autobiography written 

by a mulatto ex-slave who later escaped to the North. Under the title “The 

Bondwoman’s Narrative by Hannah Crafts, a Fugitive Slave, Recently Escaped from 

North Carolina”, the manuscript was thought to have been found in New Jersey around 

1850. When Gates found out that the manuscript had initially been sold to Dorothy 

Porter Wesley (1905-1995), a “respected librarian and historian at the Moorland-

Spingarn Research Center at Howard University” who was “one of the most famous 

black librarians and bibliophiles of the twentieth century” (Crafts xii) his attention for 

the manuscript turned into a personal interest to figure out the whereabouts of such a 

discovery. 

 

 Widely known as an expert and a professor of African American literature, Gates’ 

interest was based on the fact that had the manuscript been written by a black female 

slave it would certainly be the first novel written by a black woman and also the first 

novel ever written by a slave. In fact, Gates had discovered, authenticated and edited 

Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig, originally published in 1859, which stands as the first novel 

published by a black woman. Unlike Hannah Crafts, though, Wilson had been born free 

and never experienced slavery. Oppression is always surrounded by silence and in the 

case of slave writings, the silence becomes the principal rule. By writing their 

narratives, slaves broke the cordon of silence and goaded the slavery system through 

literacy. It is no wonder, then, that from the very beginning slave narratives were 

surrounded by a shadow of disbelief despite the help of white abolitionists for their 

publication. This shadow has also fallen upon the Bondwoman’s Narrative in spite of 

Gates’ heated efforts to prove its validity. 

 

 Thus, the pivotal question to cast the shadows away was to confirm that Hannah 

Crafts was indeed a black slave and the answer should be brought along by 

authenticating the text. When read and analyzed, the narrative triggered off some 
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questions that the literary historian had to find out: “Could the person who had written 

the story have been a slave, judging by her text’s intimacy of detail about her 

enslavement, especially her tracing of the complex power dynamics between master and 

slave?”, and moreover “Was Porter correct that even the sharp distinctions that Crafts 

drew among black slaves, as Douglass and Jacobs had, ...reinforced the possibility of 

the author’s identity as an African American female?” (Crafts xxvii). 

 

 Gates embarked himself in the process of authentication with the help of many 

personalities such as Leslie A. Morris, Curator of Manuscripts in the Harvard College 

Library, Craigen W. Bowen, Philip and Lynn Strauss Conservator of Works of Art on 

Paper and Deputy Director of Conservation at the Harvard University Art Museums, 

Wyatt Houston, bookseller and appraiser who had authenticated the manuscript for the 

Swann Galleries or Kenneth W. Rendell, a well-known dealer in historical documents.  

 

 After examining the manuscript thoroughly there was one thing that could be 

affirmed, its author was a woman. However, the degree of literacy found in the novel 

made it difficult to be the credit of a slave. As Gates rightly suggests, “Her references to 

Byron, to ‘the law of the Medes and Persians’ and the ‘lip of Heraclitus’—as well as her 

biblical epigraphs and other allusions—suggest the eclectic reading habits of a highly 

motivated person devouring the arbitrary selections in a small library in a middle-class, 

mid-century American home” (Crafts xxxiii). The doubts were extensively made public 

and the questions of authorship arose. 

 

 Fully determined to discover whether Hannah Crafts had really been a slave and 

following Dorothy Porter’s reflections, the research brought Gates to focus on the figure 

of John Hill Wheeler. In the introduction to the first edition of the novel he affirms “I 

have no idea how Dorothy Porter identified John Hill Wheeler as a possible candidate 

for the Mr. Wheeler in The Bondwoman’s Narrative. But she was correct” (Crafts xlii). 

Wheeler became one of the most famous slaveholders in mid-nineteenth-century 

America just because of an escaped female slave named Jane Johnson who had fled his 

house. The fact that Hannah Crafts made a reference to the fugitive Jane in her novel 

was but a proof for Gates which cleared out that the novel could not have been written 
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until after 1855 (when Jane escaped) and also that the novel could only have been 

written by someone who really knew John Hill Wheeler. 

 

 In this light, the genealogist Katherine Flynn undertook a profound investigation 

which concluded in a very complete article where she found and proved that Jane 

Johnson, after arriving in Boston, was literate and therefore stands as the possible writer 

of The Bondwoman’s. Equally, literary scholar Nina Baym found the case for the 

authorship in Hannah Vincent, “a black official in the African Methodist Episcopal 

Church in New Jersey in the 1850s and 1860s”. Since the novel “ends in New Jersey in 

the 1850s and the manuscript was discovered in New Jersey in 1948, a New Jersey 

provenance would seem quite reasonable” (Crafts xiii). In The Case for Hannah Vincent 

Baym ponders her doubts regarding the legal status of Hannah Crafts and does not 

hesitate to affirm that “although the status of the author as a black woman is just certain, 

her status as a fugitive slave is not so clear” (Baym 317). The literary critic expresses 

her bafflement at the absence of references to the Fugitive Slave Law had this book 

been written by a fugitive slave as well as the intriguing nature that propelled Crafts not 

to publish the manuscript. The frankness and accuracy with which Crafts shaped her 

black characters certified that she was African American but it should not be cast aside 

the fact that “might a black person who hadn’t herself been a slave imagine herself 

convincingly into a slave’s frame of mind? Why not?” (Baym 317). Baym concludes 

affirming her theory of Crafts as a free black woman but also admitting that regarding 

the social status “of course the question must remain open until the author is decisively 

identified” (Baym 329). 

 

 Likewise, Thomas C. Parramore recognizes that Henry Louis Gates Jr. has gone a 

long length trying to verify Hannah’s tale. Nevertheless, he remains adamant with some 

of his findings and suppositions. For instance, when Crafts tells of her steamboat trip 

from Washington to Wilmington, Parramore hastens to detail that the trip “was not to 

Wilmington but by steamer down to Chesapeake Bay and overland from Portsmouth, 

Virginia, to Mulberry Grove, the home of his sister and brother-in-law, the Godwin C. 

Moorers” (365). Moreover, “no such person as ‘Hannah’ is mentioned in John Hill 

Wheeler’s diary of his 1857 trip to Mulberry Grove or in any other of his known 
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writings” (Parramore 365). Among some other specified proofs, Parramore’s article 

casts more doubts over the identity of Hannah Crafts as he brings down some of the 

facts she explains in her narrative. 

 

 Despite all odds, Gates’s investigation had Hannah Crafts in mind and therefore 

he kept searching for the name in different registers and census for his aim focused in 

proving right Hannah’s status as a black fugitive slave. To his misfortune, there were no 

Hannah Crafts listed in the entire U.S. federal census in the time span covering 1860 

and 1880. Yet, he found a Hannah Kraft listed as black in Maryland who, more 

interestingly, “claimed to have been born in Virginia, just as the author of The 

Bondwoman’s Narrative had been” (Crafts lix). Confirmation of the data turned out to 

clarify that Hannah Kraft was born in 1850 and that she “could neither read nor write” 

(Crafts lix). The mystery remained unrevealed. 

 

 However, several correlations between the novel and actual people and places 

have surfaced ever since Gates published the first edition, which underscore its 

authenticity and the author firsthand experience with slavery. As Gates affirms “crucial 

to my earliest attempts to authenticate Crafts’s tale was locating the names of her 

novel’s characters in the vicinity of Milton, Virginia, one of the few places that Crafts 

actually names” (Crafts xiii). The editor has certified that “all of the surnames of the 

characters who she says lived near Milton correspond to those of actual human beings 

who did, in fact, live near or around this tiniest of dots on the map” (Crafts xiv). These 

proofs argue strongly for the case that a “black woman in the North...writing an 

antislavery novel purely from her imagination, would not possibly have known Milton, 

its steamship landings, or the names of various slaveholders living so nearby” (Crafts 

xiv).  

 

 Gates also retreats into Crafts’s scant literary style. Truthfully, reading the book is 

grasping the author’s lack of education. There is an unorthodox pattern of writing which 

proves the real literary skills of Hannah Crafts. Gates conveys that “lifting passages 

from other novels and dropping them into her own...is one of several reflections of her 

status as an uneducated former slave, obviously unaware of the conventions and rules 
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governing paraphrase, citation, and attribution” (Crafts xix). Hence, thanks to Henry 

Louis Gates Jr. determination The Bondwoman’s Narrative has come to be accepted as 

the first novel written by a black female slave, even if this statement has failed to credit 

the necessary validation to be fully accepted by scholars considering the petty proofs 

offered. Thus, some anthologies of African American literature have decided to include 

Crafts’s narrative as the first novel written by a fugitive black female slave. That is the 

case of The Cambridge Companion to the African American Novel edited by 

Maryemma Graham in 2004 which states that The Bondwoman’s “has been identified 

by several kinds of forensic and scholarly tests as a manuscript written by an escaped 

slave woman”. At the same time it notifies the fact that “it is proper to treat that 

manuscript as authentic, but it is so newly found that it is also proper to retain the 

possibility that it might prove to be otherwise” (17).  

 

 Eventually, the story that revolves around The Bondwoman’s Narrative took a 

turning point in September 18, 2013. An article on the front-page in The New York 

Times, entitled “Professor Says He Has Solved a Mystery Over a Slave’s Novel”, 

reported that a professor at Winthrop University in South Carolina named Gregg 

Hecimovich had come up with documents that proved the real identity of Hannah 

Crafts. According to the article, Hecimovich identified the novelist’s name: “Hannah 

Bond, a slave on a North Carolina plantation owned by John Hill Wheeler, is the actual 

writer of The Bondwoman’s Narrative, the book signed by Hannah Crafts”. Professor 

Hecimovich has also “verified the writer’s identity through wills, diaries, handwritten 

almanacs and public records” that help to submit that Hannah Bond was the African 

American woman lying behind Hannah Crafts. The article also reflects Henry Louis 

Gates’s reaction toward this outstanding discovery: “Words cannot express how 

meaningful this is to African American literary studies”, and keeps on sentencing “(i)t 

revolutionizes our understanding of the canon of black women’s literature”. Gregg 

Hecimovich plans to publish the ultimate information regarding Hannah Crafts’s 

identity in a book called The Life and Times of Hannah Crafts which is due to be 

launched in 2016.  
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 However, as an advance of the discoveries to be extensively explained in the 

book-length, Henry Louis Gates Jr. and Gregg Hecimovich have recently published a 

new edition of The Bondwoman’s Narrative, just out in May 2014, with a new preface 

in which the Winthrop professor gives some highlights of his research. The introduction 

is divided into four parts. Part number one is entitled “The Escape” and tells how 

Hannah managed to escape from the plantation as well as it describes the origins and 

creation of her novel. It all began in 1857 when a black female fugitive slave fled her 

master’s plantation “following advice from sympathetic whites and free persons of 

color” and “arrived in the small hamlet of McGrawville, New York” (Gates and 

Hecimovich, “New Preface” xvi). Sheltered by a caretaker and aware of her master’s 

arrival in New York keeping track of her, Hannah Bond somehow made it to the 

“Crafts’s farm fifteen miles outside of town to wait out Mr. Wheeler’s search efforts”. 

Hidden and protected at Horace Craft’s farm and “using materials smuggled to her from 

New York Central College, she continued work on a novel that she had begun before 

her escape”.  

 

 The Bondwoman’s Narrative was conceived through borrowings from “the most 

popular fiction of the day, especially Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin 

(1852) and Charles Dickens’s Bleak House (1852-53)” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New 

Preface” xvii). Light-skinned, talented and aware of the social upheaval of the 

antebellum America, Hannah entered “the service of Ellen Sully Wheeler (Mrs. 

Wheeler in the novel) at the Wheeler family home in eastern North Carolina in the 

summer of 1856”. In fact, Bond’s status as slave, and thus property, “can be traced in 

estate and court records as she is transferred from her first owner Lewis Bond” (Gates 

and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xviii).  

 

 One of the things that most strikes about Hannah Bond, which has also been 

contested, is her achievement of literacy skills. Hecimovich’s research shows that 

“Hannah Bond and other slaves in the Wheeler family household…enjoyed unique 

access to literary texts in part because they served among numerous student boarders 

who lived with the Wheelers while attending Chowan Female Baptist Institute and 

Wesleyan Female Institute, two prominent female colleges located in Murfreesboro”. 
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Exposed to the experience of listening to narratives being read aloud, Hannah acquired 

an ability to retain stories from her master’s daughters. Moreover, one of “the texts 

students commonly studied in this community was Charles Dickens’s Bleak House” and 

this might be the reason “for Hannah Crafts’s surprising familiarity with and reliance on 

Bleak House” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xviii).  

 

 In 1857 her long-term friendship with John Wheeler, John Hill Wheeler’s nephew 

and sympathizer to the abolitionist movement, helped her plan her escape. Upon her 

flight Hannah carried a small case in which she “kept the manuscript of her story, which 

she had begun to compose on paper stolen from Mrs. Wheeler” (Gates and Hecimovich, 

“New Preface” xix). In the manuscript Hannah Bond kept her name “to honor her 

mother, who was also named ‘Hannah’, and who died in 1853”. The title of the novel is 

a cunning trick, as Hecimovich asserts, because she “is indeed a Bondwoman” and at 

the same time pays tribute “to the assistance she received from Horace Craft”. Bond 

also adopted Craft as a surname to “honor Ellen Craft, a celebrated fugitive slave who 

pioneered cross-dressing as a route to freedom” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” 

xix) a trick Hannah made use of in her personal quest for freedom.  

 

 In part number two, entitled “The Author”, the Winthrop professor reveals 

Hannah’s deeply commitment to her novel. Once free, Bond revises her narrative only 

to come to terms with the reality and reestablish her own story. So, “Everywhere she 

had marked ‘Wh—r’, she returned and identified her oppressors” (Gates and 

Hecimovich, “New Preface” xix-xx). Holding to her Christian beliefs and her moral 

duty, Hannah reasserts her narrative and presents herself as an active and determined 

woman in service of the truth. Hannah Bond’s story was not easy to tell, and so when it 

comes to talking about sexual abuse, a subject which jeopardizes her morals, she 

remains silent. As Hecimovich puts it “(t)aboo subjects such as sexual subjugation 

could be packaged in acceptable generic terms” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” 

xix-xx). 

 

 Part number three, ‘The Search’, explains why and how Hecimovich got involved 

in the search for the true identity of Hannah Crafts. Trained as a Victorian literary 
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scholar, he initially aligned with “the skeptics: Nina Baym, R.J. Ellis and Thomas G. 

Parramore” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xxii). Through his investigation 

Hecimovich found “direct evidence that the Wheelers family and their relatives prized 

literacy as a trait among at least some of their slaves”. It was more clarifying to learn 

that even “the Wheeler’s children at times dictated their letters to slave servants” (Gates 

and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xxiii). With Hannah Crafts’s real identity just a step 

away the Winthrop professor tackled the investigation of the whereabouts of the 

Wheeler plantation as it had also risen many doubts regarding the narrative. In this light, 

Hecimovich found that the “fanciful vision of Hannah regarding a property replete with 

‘line-tree walks’, ‘orange trees’, ‘grape arbors’ and cotton and rice fields ‘sweeping 

down to the river’ fits the accounts of property maintenance and repairs in the 

reminiscences and diaries of Samuel Jordan Wheeler the primary proprietor, if not deed 

holder” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xxvi). So when the Wheeler plantation 

passed “from John Wheeler to his son, John Hill Wheeler” the story wound up fitting 

perfectly.  

 

 The last section of Hecimovich’s preface is indebted to Henry Louis Gates Jr. as 

editor of The Bondwoman’s Narrative. Gregg celebrates the scholarship about the novel 

and extends his gratitude to Hollis Robbins, William Andrews, Robert S. Levine and 

Lawrence Buell among others (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xxx). Preceding 

Gregg Hecimovich’s preface, Henry Louis Gates writes a comment about this new 

findings which, in his opinion, are “the most important discovery in African American 

studies since that of Harriet Wilson and Our Nig” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New 

Preface” xv). The noted black scholar concludes by saying that “the identity of the 

author forever changes the history of African American literature, of the genre of the 

fugitive slave literature, and of the development of African American women’s 

literature” (Gates and Hecimovich, “New Preface” xv). The road to Hannah Bond has 

often been a bumpy ride. Finally, the multifarious attempts to unravel Hannah Crafts’s 

true identity seem to have come to a close. 
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2.3. SACRED FEMALE SELF AND REDEMPTIVE CREED 

       IN A BLACK CITY UPON A HILL: 

       HANNAH CRAFTS’S THE BONDWOMAN’S NARRATIVE 

 

 

Religion without humanity is very poor human stuff. 

 

Sojourner Truth 

 

Our nation is a rainbow—red, yellow, brown, 

black, and white—and we’re all precious in 

God’s sight. 

 

Jesse Jackson  

  

 

Any God I ever felt in church I brought in with me. 

 

Alice Walker, The Color Purple 

 

 

 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative is a novel in which Hannah Crafts presents herself 

as a Christian in the eyes of her white readership leading them to establish a great 

amount of connection and empathy toward black slaves. Thus, although it has drawn 

scant attention, religion acts as an important outlet to promote Crafts’s abolitionist ideal 

and it becomes a literary weapon in the slave narrator’s hands to attack the antebellum 

slavery system from within. Crafts aims at the remodeling of her society and to gain 

self-assertion through a deeply Christian commitment and a total and honest respect to 

the values it impinges drawing broadly on the Bible and reshaping biblical imagery to 

convey her message and to submit her subjectivity and her Americanness.  

 

Firmly grounded in a discursive ocean in which sacredness and affection are 

unrelentingly overlapped, the novel’s spiritual tone aestheticizes the poetics of suffering 

for black female slaves and is gifted in the endeavor to put words to the subconscious 

fears and frustrations of the African American female slaves’ experience. Crafts shares 

the unanswered but also the answered prayers in a narrative that surfaces as the epitome 

of self-assertion within the sacred atmosphere of the antebellum North America. 
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Consequently, the opening of The Bondwoman’s Narrative, stemming from the 

autobiographical mode of slave narratives, hinges on the question of credibility. This is 

so because right from the very beginning African American narratives were obsessed 

with authentication. The dialogue these narratives engaged with the white world 

prompted them to be (and seem) as accurate as possible to be believed. Black voices had 

systematically been silenced and when given the chance to write their reality, the truth 

became an obsession. To serve as a relenting critique and unmask the slave system, 

slave narratives needed to tell a true story that could move their white audience. This 

way, the veracity, and recognition, of slave narratives became the dawning of the 

African American literature because, as Toni Morrison pinpoints in The Site Of 

Memory, “(i)n this country the print of black literature…were the slave narratives” (85).  

 

Hannah Crafts’s novel is no exception and the first words of her novel echo 

those of the classic beginning of the slave narratives regarding veracity. In the Preface 

to the text, Hannah asserts that her tale conveys a “plain unvarnished truth to a generous 

public” (BN 3)3. This typical way of emphasizing the authenticity of the text acts as a 

rendition of the truth openly addressed to the white audience. Aware of the racism and 

oppression that characterized mid-nineteenth-century North America, Crafts measures 

the reaction of her audience and applies at their generosity. The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative, mirroring the slave narratives upon which it draws, is a political text – and 

much more than that—attempting to influence and transform American reality and, as 

such, it accepts to be shaped with literary restrictions. This is the reason why Crafts 

confesses to have “a certain degree of diffidence and self-distrust” (BN 3). The distrust 

of the reader was the greatest fear slaves had to face when writing an autobiography and 

exposing their life and tribulations. Hannah’s tale, with all her revelations and blatant 

critiques, is a problematic one and this might as well be something she envisioned from 

the start. She presumes it when wondering “(h)ow will such a literary venture, coming 

from a sphere so humble be received?” (BN 3). The odds seemed not to be on her favor.  

 

                                                 
3 Further quotations from Crafts’s The Bondwoman’s Narrative will refer to the edition that appears in the 

work cited and will be identified by the initials BN and page numbers included in parenthesis in the text. 
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However, she insists that “(b)eing the truth” her novel needs “no pretension to 

romance” (BN 3) and her commitment to the truth articulates the jeremiad rhetoric that 

will be used throughout the whole text. The last words of the preface follow the pattern 

of the African American jeremiad indictment when Crafts affirms that “others of pious 

and discerning minds can scarcely fail to recognize the hand of Providence in giving to 

the righteous the reward of their works, and to the wicked the fruit of their doings” (BN 

3, emphasis added). The religious overtones that will propel the novel are set from the 

very beginning through the use of the doleful African American jeremiad rhetoric that 

Crafts uses to describe the “warnings issued by blacks to whites, concerning the 

judgment that was to come for the sin of slavery” (Moses 30-31). Of the three stages 

that the American jeremiad considers—“citing the promise; criticism of present 

declension or retrogression from the promise; and a resolving prophecy that society will 

shortly complete its mission and redeem the promise” (Howard-Pitney 8)—Crafts’s 

novel is directly rooted in the first stage since her main goal is to get hold of the 

promise to live in an egalitarian and religious nation. 

 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative is thereby deeply embedded with religion. 

Stressing Crafts’s faith, every chapter is framed by a Biblical quote with a twofold goal 

as it embodies the message she tries to convey and, at the same time, it gives her the 

opportunity to use religion to apply for mercy and persuade her potential white audience 

that black people were also worthy of God’s grace. 

 

Hence, the sacred aesthetics are unfolded from the outset and the novel itself 

becomes a black jeremiad enacted to the white audience. Crafts begins by accepting and 

exposing a reality in which she herself is a victim. “I am neither clever, nor learned, nor 

talented. When a child they used to scold and find fault with me because they said I was 

dull and stupid” (BN 5). The echoes of the cruel slave system with its brutal 

maltreatment toward black people sound in the first words of Crafts’s tale. Aware that 

the only way out of bondage is through knowledge, Crafts yearns for an education. 

However, masters knew that knowledge meant power and so they denied their slaves 

their right to literacy. If they remained uneducated they would always be obedient. 

Crafts laments that her master “never permitted his slaves to be taught” (BN 6), and her 
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experience amounts to those of other slaves and ex-slaves who were treated as chattel at 

every possible level.  

 

Being a house slave gave the author the chance to listen and be surrounded by 

literacy. This reality gave wings to her dream that one day she would be educated, a 

dream that soon becomes true as Aunt Hetty, a northern white woman, secretly teaches 

her to read. The achievement of her long-term desire is also based on religious ground. 

When Aunt Hetty, who embodies the white abolitionist movement present in the North, 

decides to teach Hannah how to read she does so because she “was thinking of our 

Saviour’s words to Peter where he commands the latter to ‘free his lambs’”, referring to 

the Biblical moment in John 21:15, and wishing that Crafts will use her knowledge and 

will be “better in this world and that to come” (BN 7). The religious rhetoric surrounds 

this pivotal moment for Hannah lays out the author’s aim in bringing to the forefront the 

importance of Christianity and its moral for black slaves regarding their social status 

within the corrupted and evil society of the antebellum America. Crafts also shows the 

North as the new Canaan, the land of freedom for African Americans in Aunt Hetty’s 

words: “ I am, or rather was a northern woman, and consequently have no prejudice 

against your birth, or race, or condition” (BN 8). This marks Crafts’s mastering of the 

“ideology of style”, an ideology that pretends to be neutral though it actually entrenches 

“current conditions of power” (Tomlinson 2). It is also a literary wink to white 

abolitionist audience, Crafts is thus showing that there were also white Americans who 

helped black slaves, as an optimistic trait so characteristic of the jeremiad rhetoric and 

reaffirmed in her words after meeting Uncle Siam: “he said many words of kindness 

and encouragement to me, and though a slave I must be good and trust in God” (BN 9). 

The relationship between the author and the old couple is deeply rooted in religion. 

Margaret Feinberg states in The Sacred Echo how “downsizing, giving, and serving 

others combine with an unmistakable sense of peace and expectation that can only come 

from God” (130). Acting thus as her mentors in life, she soon adopts their message and 

morals, “(t)o be upright and honest, to encumber neither public nor private charity, and 

to contribute something to the happiness of others seemed to be the sum of their present 

desires” (BN 9). From this moment on, those words will constitute Hannah’s motto in 

life. Only through her faith and courage will she be able to overcome slavery and place 
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herself in the country as truly American. Cultivated in Christian values, Hannah 

advocates “to always look on the bright side of things, to be industrious, cheerful, and 

true-hearted…and to win some love if I could” (BN 9). Crafts’s thoughts summarize her 

religious vision of life: “I cannot hold an elevated position in society, but I can do my 

duty, and be kind in the sure and certain hope for an eternal reward” (BN 9). The 

African American jeremiad indictment is set hoping to lead an example in the direction 

of Christian progress. For Crafts, in Wilson Jeremiah Moses’s words, “(s)lavery was 

therefore to be understood as a “Providence”, a seeming disaster, from which God 

would draw forth some greater good” (32). 

 

The joyous moments come to an abrupt end when the overseer of the Lindendale 

plantation, where the author serves, discovers the secret literacy lessons. The old couple 

is sent far away but, ultimately, they have fulfilled their task for Hannah is now a black 

slave who can master the art of reading. Moreover, in a wise move and bearing in mind 

the white readership of her novel, Crafts merges literacy and religion as key concepts 

for the acceptance of her narrative.  

 

On the arrival of the new mistress Crafts takes notice of the blooming nature 

surrounding the plantation. However the linden tree, which bears its importance in the 

narrative by giving name to the doomed plantation, strikes her attention because it hides 

a disastrous nature for “(m)any a time had its roots been manured with human blood” 

(BN 20). The linden tree is the place where the dreadful torture of old slave Rose took 

place and this serves Crafts to denounce the white man usage of the black woman’s 

body. Making use of the biblical imagery, Crafts’s use of the linden tree refers to the 

biblical tail tree as it is purveyed in Isaiah 6:13: “a teil tree…whose substance is in 

them, when they cast their leaves: so the holy seed shall be the substance thereof”. The 

substance within the imagery of the linden tree refers to the slavery, but at the same 

time, Rose stands as the holy seed, and so, the redeemer whose substance for freedom 

clearly foregrounds the ultimate freedom that is to come upon African Americans. This 

biblical reference also enhances Crafts’s religious vision toward race.  
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Thus, by revealing these infamous rapes and inspecting the violence imposed on 

black women, Hannah is clearly despising miscegenation and violent-based hybridity so 

characteristics of America. Her religious beliefs reject any kind of sexual intercourse 

out of wedlock and advocates for compassion and caring for “The heart must have 

something to love, something to which its affections may cling” (BN 22). This affective 

turn which aims to unite the communal psyche of African American women retains a 

sacred ethos because, as Margaret Feinberg explains, “true love translates pragmatically 

into caring” (132). It is also in the linden tree where Rose conjures a malediction that 

points to Sir Cilfford’s plantation and can be made extensible to the southern slavery 

system: “I will hang here till I die as a curse to this house, and I will come here after I 

am dead to prove its bane” (BN 25). Hybridizing religion and the Gothic, “the world of 

conjure answered deeply felt needs within the slaves’ own community, where white 

control inhibited the free outward expression of social conflict” (Raboteau 285-286) and 

simultaneously “served as a perfect vehicle for expressing and alleviating anger, 

jealousy, and sheer ill will among slaves” (286). 

 

Further, Crafts emphasizes the religious symbolism enclosed in the linden tree 

by pointing how after the cruel acts of violence, when Rose finally perishes, “the linden 

branches no longer creaked” (BN 25) because her messianic mission to revenge and 

dignify her race had been accomplished. With her sacrifice, she acts as the Biblical 

black martyr redeeming the race just embedding, at the same time, her gesture with 

religion. In the Textual Annotations of The Bondwoman’s Narrative, editor Henry Louis 

Gates, Jr. refers to the Biblical similarity of the linden tree with the “crucifixion 

imagery” regarding “the use of a ‘tree’ during the Passion” (2002: 246). This way, just 

as Jesus Christ stands as a redeemer martyr, Rose plays a similar role for the black 

slaves of the Lindendale plantation, embodying the figure of the Messiah as it is 

displayed in Isaiah 52:13, 14, 15, and especially for Hannah by foreseeing her freedom. 

In fact, throughout the Bible, the rose stands as a metaphor of Jesus Christ as it can be 

seen in Solomon 2:1, Isaiah 11:1, Isaiah 53:3, 4, 5, or Psalms 23:2, where Christ is 

presented through his excellence, to be a guide and a mentor for his people. This is very 

much the role that Crafts posits on old Rose, as the biblical rose, who embodies a 

Christ-like figure and a myth for African Americans in the land of milk and honey. The 
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only way to Rose’s freedom is through (and offering) death, an atrocious act which, 

ultimately, connects with the African American jeremiad rhetoric that black slaves 

uttered just because they “confined their freedom to the terms of the American myth” 

(Bercovitch 180). 

 

Crafts’s engagement in Christianity and its values is brought forward when, 

trying to react to Mr. Trappe evil secret, her mistress acknowledges herself to be a fact 

black woman because her mother was a former slave. The revelation of the mistress’s 

truthful racial identity serves Hannah to denounce a terrible sin taking place in the 

plantation: the miscegenation. Crafts’s devoted commitment to Christianity and its 

moral values leaves no possible room to accept the sexual intercourse between a black 

slave woman and her master and, consequently, labels that act of misfortune as a sin. In 

so doing, Crafts envisions her mistress with Christological references because, 

according to Katherine Clay Bassard, the mistress is positioned “as a Christ within 

periscopes of the Woman with the Issue of Blood (Matthew 9:20, 21) and the Woman 

with the Alabaster Box (7:37, 38)” (75) which destabilizes the concept of mixed race 

through biblical scriptures. 

 

In fact, the chapter in which Crafts relates her mistress’s personal story is 

preceded by a quote attributed to Moses stating “The sins of the fathers shall be visited 

on the children” (BN 43). The sin Hannah refers to through the framing quote is the 

opprobrious sexual exchange between the white master and the black slave resulting 

into a mixed-raced offspring product of miscegenation. For the religious Hannah who 

keeps on passing the African American jeremiad, miscegenation is utterly immoral and 

so the mistress’ destiny is naturally doomed from the beginning just as it is her escape 

in which Crafts, in an act of Christian loyalty, does not hesitate in accompanying her in 

the quest for freedom evoking a loyalty scene that, once again, echo the Bible: 

 

“I will my dear mistress”. 

“Call me mistress no longer. Henceforth you shall be to me as a very dear 

sister” she said embracing me again… 

“My dear Mistress”. 
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“There: there, mistress again when I have forbidden it”. 

“Well the, my dear friend, let us weigh this matter well”. (BN 48) 

 

Crafts reinterprets “the words of Christ in a composite evocation of John 13, 

when he washes the disciples’ feet, and John 15, the beginning of the Olivet discourse, 

in which he issues them his ‘final instructions’ before going to the cross” (Bassard 75). 

Also, Crafts epitomizes the living example of the representation of “the slave in 

accordance with Christian mimetic tradition as a suffering servant” (186) as Theophus 

H. Smith explains in his work Conjuring Culture: Biblical Formations of Black 

America. Thus, the aesthetics of the Bible stands as the source for the author’s story to 

apply to the American society. Furthermore, even in this act of desperation, Crafts 

enacts the jeremiad rhetoric informing her readers about the positivity and grateful 

feelings a slave can possess and thus, before the escape, she exposes: “though a slave, I 

had known many happy days. I had been the general favorite of the young people on the 

state, but though I loved them much, I loved my mistress more” (BN 50). Fusing the 

positivity characterizing the African American jeremiad with the Christian loyalty that 

defines her, Crafts is trying to justify their escape and attempts at the understanding and 

at the spiritual redemption. The rebellious act of sisterhood toward the corrupted system 

of slavery is religiously sealed with the yearning Crafts telling to her mistress: “Say no 

more, my mind is fixed. We will go and trust in heaven” (BN 51). 

 

The next chapter, in which Crafts narrates the whereabouts of both black women 

after the escape is framed by the biblical quote: “When men say peace and safety 

sudden destruction cometh” (BN 52) which flounders the near future of the two 

fugitives. Peace and safety are for men whilst destruction relates to black women in a 

religious omen that marks their destiny. Desperation arises when Crafts and Mrs. de 

Vincent seek refuge in a nearby wood and the mistress exposes her fatigue as a prologue 

to her moral, and eventually physical, destruction. Trying to get to grips with the fact 

that they have wandered nowhere, Crafts comes up with the best way to numb their 

despair: “I well knew the soothing and comforting influences to be derived from reading 

portions of the Holy Scripture, in times of trouble and affliction” (BN 54). Holding on to 

her Christian beliefs, the author relies on her faith the stark possibility of standing a 
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chance to overcome slavery and recites out loud: “God is our refuge and strength, a very 

present help in trouble” (BN 54). The religious message takes its toll and makes the 

mistress sorrow undone, dozing her off to find release just attesting the meaning and 

role of religion in the slaves’ suffering, a meaning which, in Raboteau’s vision, “was 

not so much an answer to the problem of suffering as the acceptance of the sorrow and 

the joy inherent in the human condition and an affirmation that life in itself was 

valuable” (258). This is an idea that is utterly threatened by the biblical quote that opens 

the chapter, and activates the conflicting conviction that wavers between the affect and 

reprimand tones with which Crafts bastes her novel. 

 

When both women decide to seek for refuge they trust their success on religion 

because they “could not be utterly forsaken, and hopeless and helpless when God was 

near” (BN 56). As a devoted Christian, the author of The Bondwoman’s Narrative is 

deeply committed to the truth and when they have to pass for white women “who have 

become accidental[l]y lost” (BN 56) in her quest for a place to rest they can really do so 

because this “will be no more than the truth” (BN 56). Weak, depressed and out of 

breath, things start to go rough for Mrs. de Vincent and Crafts spreads her rhetoric of 

hope and faith embellished within the politics of affect to wrap her wings around her 

mistress openly mastering, in a literary message addressed to the white readership, the 

aesthetics of the African American jeremiad:  

 

I would soothe and compassionate with her, and tell her how much I loved 

her, and how pleasant her society was to me; that even there and then I 

found motives for consolation and encouragement, that we must exercise 

faith and patience and an abiding trust in God. Oh, the blessedness of such 

heavenly trust—how it comforts and sustains the soul in moments of doubt 

and despondency—how it alleviates misery and even subdues pain. (BN 58) 

 

This moment is thoroughly thrust in the collective healing process that follows 

the sacred message since, as theologian Feinberg recalls referring to female bonds, “real 

connection between people is more valuable than gold” (133). Likewise, and aiming to 

change public opinion on racial matters, the indictment is issued to blacks and whites 
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because through the African American jeremiad Crafts prompts black people to “hold 

firm to their faith that it was God’s will that they be free and to act with confidence in 

their destiny and with determination to achieve it” (Howard-Pitney 21-22). In addition, 

with the direct reference to the American society in positive terms Crafts implies that 

African Americans have legitimate place in America and thus admonishes her white 

readership to put an end to the denial or lack thereof of such right. In The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative religion stands as the bedrock of Crafts’s social vision and her jeremiad is 

based on faith in America’s transracial mission and promise. Religion is a resource of 

empowerment and a literary tool to claim justice and to support the author’s outlook to 

reshape nineteenth-century American society. Moreover, through the use of religion 

Crafts uses language in a dialogic sense since, as critic Pam Morris puts is, “this sense 

of language as dialogic…allows a writer to ‘enter history’ as a participative 

consciousness” (qtd in King 4). 

 

Behaving in a compassionate way and presenting the anxieties and concerns of 

any human being Crafts presents black slaves as humans, although they have not 

hitherto been considered as such, deserving to have full rights. Down with luck and 

doomed to a fatal destiny, both black women seek refuge in a house filled with peace 

and quiet to learn soon that the tyrannical Mr. Trappe has kept track of them and lives 

on the premises because he happens to be the proprietor’s brother. They are prompted to 

make another move out into the woods and find shelter at a gothic cabin decked with 

bloodstains and a gloomy halo. Drifted away and utterly weak, Mrs. de Vincent’s mind 

falters and she starts to go crazy to which Hannah reacts invoking her faith in God: 

“Father, if it be possible let this pass for me…Not my will but thine be done” (BN 67). 

Echoing Jesus’ words in the Garden of Gethsemane begging God to spare him from the 

passion (251), as Henry Louis Gates rightly suggests, Crafts biblical words relate to 

those uttered in Matthew 26:39: “O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass for me: 

nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt”. However, just as Jesus himself experienced, 

Crafts prays in vain because the coming destruction has taken them over. When they are 

discovered by a group of white men Crafts is inquired whether they are or not runaway 

slaves. Refusing to pass and, once again, favoring the truth the author confesses: “I 

tremblingly answered that I was or had been a slave” (BN 69). Although this scene can 
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be read as Crafts’s capitulation to the slavery system, through the aesthetics of this 

sacred message the writer remains faithful to the Christian value of truth and does not 

consider to lie over her true identity and status and demonstrates how “slaves 

distinguished the hypocritical religion of their masters from true Christianity” 

(Raboteau 294) with a twofold purpose: serving her commitment to God as a quest for 

freedom and as a message to white abolitionists and as a sacred reading to the religious 

readership. As Frances Devlin-Glass Lyn McCredden observe in Feminist Poetics of the 

Sacred: “if the narratives that construct the sacred can be modified, then they can be 

made to resignify in ways that celebrate women’s investment as women in the sacred” 

(12). 

 

By doing so, Crafts stands as the proper Christian who, differently from her 

mistress who feeling derailed and totally abandoned claims: “Heaven I fear has turned 

against us” (BN 70), calls forth to admit religion as a spiritual way of resistance, as a 

propagandistic way to warn her audience about the necessity to urge a change in 

American society and as a proper means to create a black feminist aesthetics that gives 

room to African American women’s cultural contribution. Mrs. de Vincent does not 

admit her racial origin and ends up losing her mind while Crafts presents herself as a 

black slave, even when she could have passed for white, hoping to receive the godly and 

readership appraisal of such bold move while fostering the equal consideration of 

American citizens simply because, as Roselyne M. Jua warrants, “passing…would 

concede belief in the superiority of the White dominant race”, and in refusing to pass, 

“Hannah affirms her recognition of the equality of the Black woman with humanity” 

(317). This way, for Crafts, “passing may imply turning one’s back on the (or at least, 

one) group of one’s origins” and so in her train of thought “the criticism of it as 

unheroic, self-denying, and cowardly…becomes plausible” (Sollors 252). 

 

In so doing, Crafts poses her critique inside the African American community by 

opting and suggesting that black slaves should remain faithful to their origins and 

devote themselves to religion as a means to fuel their efforts for freedom. Crafts appeals 

to her reader’s feeling through a literary device common in the sentimental novel, and 

which helps her reshape The Bondwoman’s Narrative. It is my argument that this move 
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in the novel foregrounds W.E.B. Du Bois’ double consciousness theory. Religion stands 

as the line that divides the African Americans own subjectivity while simultaneously 

opens their way into the acceptance of their truly Americanness, and thus, Crafts forges 

a double consciousness based on religious grounds. Also, sacredness as it is read 

through Crafts’s behavior, paves the way for a nuanced conception of a genuine black 

feminist literary tradition that retrieves religion and configures it as a cultural token 

rather than a protest tool. 

 

So, Crafts’s religious-based double consciousness applies to her goal because it 

creates a “twofold set of possibilities within the discursive universe of the term, either 

as a valid alternative to racism, or as a parodic and rhetorical instrument to subvert the 

dominant racial and social order” (“Du Bois, Bakhtin…” 14), as Mar Gallego rightfully 

explains. Du Bois’ theory signifies upon the procrastinated The Bondwoman’s Narrative 

for Hannah Crafts appears as the perfect representation of the double consciousness 

because, according to Gallego, “the origins of double consciousness allows us to grape 

Du Bois’ attempt to appropriate and adapt the concept in order to devise a positive 

representation of African Americanness as the perfect union of the two identities in a 

so-called “third self”, whose main attribute is its spirituality” (“Du Bois, Bakhtin…” 

17). Placing a critique within the African American community, Crafts is claiming a 

double consciousness understood in religious terms as a way to fully participate in the 

American society because she grasps, much earlier than Du Bois did, that being 

American for black people implies “a positive representation of the black race wherein 

African spirituality is judged more favorably than the relentless materialism that 

allegedly prevails in white society” (Gallego, “Revisiting…” 153). 

 

Brought into a spooky dungeon until they can be sold back into slavery, Crafts 

and her mistress are left alone with just their faith. Hence, it is in her Christian faith in 

which Crafts holds on to overcome such an inhuman treatment. Framing the chapter 

stands the biblical quote: “Lo; the wicked bend their bow; they make ready their arrow 

on the string” (BN 75) from Psalm 11:2 which can be read as the premonition of the 

striking violence that the “wicked” white men are about to address toward Hannah and 

Mrs. de Vincent. So, the only resort, and message for the audience, to both women is 
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faith in freedom and therefore when they are left cajoled into a pitch dark hole-like 

prison the writer confesses: “We were now in almost Egyptian darkness, and the hot 

stifling air had a suffocating stench” (BN 78, emphasis added). Later on, when Crafts 

gets attacked by a rat and her strength begins to falter she admits: 

 

a voice seemed to whisper to my soul ‘God’ and immediately, like the 

breaking in the darkness I felt a comforting a heavenly assurance of his 

protection and presence. ‘Cast all your care upon him, for he careth for 

you’. ‘The hairs of your heads are numbered your tears are in his bottle’. 

These and the like consoling passages of Scripture strengthened and 

supported me. Then I thought of the Saviour and his agony and drew 

comfort from the assurances of his dying love. I felt that the God of Israel 

was my refuge, that underneath me were his everlasting arms, and I felt 

rebuked in conscience. (BN 79-80, emphasis added) 

 

Through this direct exhortation of her true faith in God, Crafts gives out the 

message that only through religion can slaves achieve real freedom. Along many other 

slave writers, Crafts feels identified with the biblical Israelites under Egyptian captivity 

and thus longs for the same ultimate freedom. This biblical metaphor for freedom was 

adapted by black slaves because, as Albert J. Raboteau thoroughly details: 

 

From the very beginnings of colonization, white Christians had identified 

the journey across the Atlantic to the New World as the exodus of a new 

Israel from the bondage of Europe into the promised land of milk and 

honey. For the black Christian the imagery was reversed: the Middle 

Passage had brought his people to Egypt land, where they suffered bondage 

under Pharaoh. White Christians saw themselves as a new Israel; slaves 

identified themselves as the old. (251) 

 

Crafts seeks spiritual shelter in the God of Israel as a bondwoman in the land of 

milk and honey. Attesting to her devoted Christian vision of life, she identifies with the 

Israelites’ journey to freedom because “slaves found in the journey an archetypical 
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symbol for the progress of the Christian life” (Raboteau 251). Just as abolitionists relied 

on religious grounds to fight for the freedom of slaves, Crafts uses her Christian beliefs 

to articulate the African American jeremiad aiming to prove herself as decent and 

human as any other white American. Thus, the lament she utters is consequence of the 

vital meaning she finds in religion “as the acceptance of the sorrow and the joy inherent 

in the human condition and an affirmation that life in itself was valuable” (Raboteau 

258). Contrary to what Mrs. de Vincent represents as a black woman unable to grasp her 

reality, Crafts accommodates her spiritual needs, relenting and accepting God’s will, to 

triumph over her double minority status. The mistress cannot accept being placed in the 

lowest rung of the American social ladder and surrenders, through craziness, to a 

society that attempts to render black women powerless and insignificant. Again, the 

author extends the idea of Crafts’s double consciousness and acceptance of her double 

status. Relying on hope for a better future and dismissing the possibility to be part of 

America as a black citizen, Crafts foregrounds Du Bois because, as Mar Gallego 

remembers, “(t)he idyllic vision of the possibility of a pacific and harmonious 

coexistence…is taken as reference to formulate the idea of double consciousness as an 

inclusive racial theory, capable of merging both worlds—black and white—in an 

indisoluble whole” (20-21). So, the author’s critique falls inside the black culture as a 

message not to be discouraged but to stand for themselves using religion and optimism, 

something which links her literary purpose to the black jeremiad which, in Sacvan 

Bercovitch’s words, is invoked “to create anxiety, to denounce backsliders, to reinforce 

social values, and (summarily) to define the American consensus” (164). 

 

The white figure of what is right or wrong is embodied in Mrs. Wright, an old 

woman who joins Crafts and her mistress in the gothic dungeon while both wait for her 

future. A white victim of slavery, Mrs. Wright tried to help a black slave out of the 

country and got caught and thus sent to prison. Her act epitomizes the abolitionist ideal 

par excellence and Crafts extends her heroic gesture explaining thoroughly what really 

happened. The inhumanity of the southern slavery system falls also into the white 

women because once in prison Mrs. Wright “brooded in hopeless sorrow, and to 

aggravate her punishment as much as possible she was doomed to a solitary cell, and 

forbidden to receive the visit of her husband and her children” (BN 83). Crafts’s 
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denounce is simple: slavery sunders family bonds for black but also for white people. 

Contrary to Crafts’s vision of Mrs. de Vincent’s craziness, she can understand the white 

woman’s derailment and states: “wherefore wonder that her mind failed?” (BN 83). Mrs. 

Wright did “right” whilst Mrs. de Vincent did wrong by no accepting herself and the 

truthful commitment of the white woman whose “heart was brimful of love and 

kindness for all” (BN 82, emphasis added) follows the Christian path toward redemption 

and salvation by teaching Crafts a moral lesson and a big takeaway, 

 

Oh you must not ask me such questions…It might involve us in a great deal 

of trouble. I have learned what all who live in a land of slavery must learn 

sooner or later; that is to profess approbation where you cannot feel it; to be 

hard when most inclined to melt; and to say that all is right, and good; and 

true when you know that nothing could be more wrong and unjust. (BN 84) 

 

Mrs. Wright’s aim in the novel both as the noble white woman and moral 

advisor has been completed and when Crafts and her mistress learn that they are to be 

released from prison because they have been purchased the writer exhorts her biblical 

patience before an uncertain and intriguing future. Despite the bad omens, Crafts admits 

that they “solemnly engaged to conform in all things” (BN 91) because she trusts in 

God’s destiny and manners. She keeps on addressing and remaining the reader in a 

confessional tone that “those who think that the greatest evils of slavery are connected 

with physical suffering possess no just or rational ideas of human nature. The soul, the 

immortal soul must ever long and yearn for a thousand things inseparable to liberty” 

(BN 94). 

 

However, both women find themselves imprisoned again to finally realize that 

they have been bought by Mr. Trappe himself. The white Gothic villain stands as the 

opposite of what Christian values profess, and when he presents himself in front of 

Crafts and her mistress he recognizes, upon his engagement with the slave trade market: 

“My conscience never troubles me” (BN 98). Crafts emphasizes this moral difference 

between herself, as a black Christian woman, and the white villain just to prove how 

slavery shatters any sense of decency and civility in white antebellum culture. As a 
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tragic end to this unethical and immoral web of tainted relationships, Mrs. de Vincent 

understands that she is a black slave but suffers a final stroke that leads her to death 

when she learns that she is to be sold in the slave market. 

 

Moreover, the mistress’s death echoes biblical modes of representation by 

presenting Crafts as a virgin mother to her sister of race and so when Mrs. de Vincent is 

in her final agony Hannah gets stained with blood to finally lament: “I stooped yet 

lower to embrace her, and kissed her pallid brow, now damp with dews of death” (BN 

100). The scene is reminiscent of Virgin Mary’s behavior toward Jesus Christ once he 

dies at the cross. Just as old Rose, Mrs. de Vincent dies as a double act of freedom 

before going back to slavery and also to thwart Mr. Trappe’s desire of getting her back 

in his life as a bondwoman. This act of redemption follows that of Christ’s and 

showcases a black female aesthetics that acts as a message to both white and black 

community and is eventually linked with Rose’s death, completing the biblical imagery 

of Isaiah 53:11, 12 to justify the attachment of African Americans to religion as a 

rightful path to being American. Moreover, before passing away the mistress whispers 

the sentence: “The Lord bless you and sustain you” (BN 100) which also mirrors Jesus 

Christ’s words in his last minutes of agony related in Luke 23:34: “Father, forgive them, 

for they do not know what they are doing”. In addition, Bassard also notices how the 

mistress’s death recalls “Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane, where ‘sweat great drops of 

blood’ (Luke 22:44)” (76). 

 

Death is the ultimate step of Mrs. de Vincent’s spiritual mission in The 

Bondwoman’s Narrative. In such a way, the mistress embodies the condition of homo 

sacer,4 preserving the memory of the double exclusion, and is thus relegated to bare 

life, a sacred life drained of religious meaning that “is included in the political order in 

being exposed to an unconditional capacity to be killed” (Agamben 85). So, subjectivity 

                                                 
4 A religious based term from Roman law, homo sacer refers to a person who “is simply set outside 

human jurisdiction” and who has been excluded of the “realm of the divine” (Agamben 82). Hence, what 

“defines the status of homo sacer is therefore not the originally ambivalence of the sacredness…but rather 

both the particular character of the double exclusion into which he is taken and the violence to which he 

finds himself exposed” (82). Stripped of its religion definition, the homo sacer stands as bare life, 

confining to an “irreparable exposure in the relation of abandonment” (83). Religion separates life from 

bare life offering Crafts the right to claim individuality and citizenship. 
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is unconceivable without religious beliefs. Contrarily, Crafts contests her mistress’s 

self-exclusion through her religious adherence and does not fall into bare life but rather 

contends her self-assertion and reinforces her subjectivity as an African American 

woman. Mrs. de Vincent, as a tragic mulatta which equates bare life, works as a literary 

victim and redeemer of black people held in bondage as Crafts herself acknowledges 

when she states: “She had escaped wo[e] and oppression, and insult, and degradation. 

Through death she had conquered her enemy” (BN 101). 

 

Weakened by the tremendous impact that the death of the mistress has on her, 

Crafts turns to God to wish her own death showing how desperate life under slavery can 

be and suffers for the impossibility of knowing the burial of Mrs. de Vincent: “My 

beloved companion, my idolized mistress I know not where they laid her” (BN 101). 

Just as the language that follows the Crucifixion in the biblical gospels, Crafts’s 

language “harkens back the idea of the Beloved in Song of Songs and the complaint of 

Mary Magdalene after her discovery of the empty tomb in the gospels” (Bassard 76). 

The author’s use of biblical imagery functions again as a way to redeem the suffering of 

black people and as a way of applying for mercy in the eye of her white readership. 

 

However, she soon sees herself in the mirror of the benevolent God and admits 

her optimism in a better future for African Americans and thus admits that she: “became 

reconciled to the fate that probably awaited me” (BN 102). Contesting the concept of 

bare life, her Christian beliefs fuel, again, her fight toward freedom and her desire for a 

social change. Despite her despair, the author is fully aware of her readership and 

uttering an abolitionist-oriented jeremiad rhetoric she annotates: “They could never 

quench my immortality, shake my abiding faith and confidence in God, or destroy my 

living assurance in the efficacy of the dying Saviour’s blood” (BN 102-103). Religion is 

the source of moral empowerment for Crafts but she strains the difference between her 

Christian values and those of the slave masters’. Proving the contempt with which slave 

owners treated black people, Saddler, the slave-trader that is to be Crafts’s new master, 

overlooks the role of religion in the life of slaves and, especially in Crafts’s very own: 
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I hardly think that religion will do her much good, or make her more 

subservient to the wishes of my employers. On the whole I would prefer that 

she wasn’t religious because religion is so apt to make people stubborn; it 

gives them such notions of duty, and that one thing is right and another 

thing wrong; it sets them up, you’ll even hear them telling that all mankind 

are made of one blood, and equal to the sight of God (BN 105).  

 

Through this rather long axiom, Crafts encapsulates every aspect of religion that 

slave masters completely underestimate. Perceptively, religion does Hannah very good 

for it strengthens her moral values and her belief in a better world as the only means to 

escape, albeit mentally as a first step, of such oppression. Saddler needs to foster the 

social inferiority of black people and to accomplish this feat, he does not want any 

empowering tool, as religion can be, which slaves can cling to. When the new master 

admits that through religion some slaves claim racial equality, “all mankind are made of 

one blood”, and equal rights as citizens, “equal to the sight of God”, Crafts is actually 

unfolding the way the African American jeremiad functions. In the rhetoric of the black 

jeremiad, God’s promise to African Americans as (also) chosen people achieves its 

perfect order and ultimately grants them the American citizenship at all effects. This is 

the very opposite of what Saddler desires and the way to dismiss this feasible reality is 

by ranting over religion as a silver lining for the social fight of blacks. Hannah 

represents the antithesis of such a discourse and consequently her profound and moral 

depth is exposed as the message for her white and black audience she tries to get across. 

 

Crafts puts the direct attack to religion in the new master’s mouth as a daring 

attempt to prove her true commitment to Christianity and to separate her religious 

values to whites’ sense of Christianity. Crafts encourages black slaves to trust in 

religion as a quest for personal and collective freedom. As an example of this, once she 

is sold and is about to depart with Saddler, both slave traders try to damage Crafts’s 

mental framework by reminding her that she is and always will be a black slave with no 

guarantees whatsoever of freedom. Yet, Crafts defies this (over)statement by voicing 

her inner thoughts as a consequence of her religious empowerment, 
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Though this advice was probably well adapted to one in my condition, that 

is if I could have forgotten God, truth, honor and my own soul…He loved to 

probe the human heart to its inmost depths, and watch the manifestations of 

its living agony. He wished to vary the modes of my mental torture, and to 

make me realize that in both soul and body I was indeed a slave (BN 108, 

emphasis added). 

  

Fully aware of her “condition” as a bondwoman, Crafts finds the unnecessary 

warnings “probable” because differently from the weakness that tormented Mrs. de 

Vincent and led her to death, thus turning her into bare life, she sticks together and 

renders her strength in “God, truth, honor” and her “own soul”. These four concepts 

represent the four stools on which Crafts stands to carry on and they intend to symbolize 

the crucial elements to uplift black slaves. Crafts is, again, separating herself from her 

mistress and rejecting the suicidal feebleness simply unfolding a message of courage 

and strength through religious values. Speaking for the downtrodden race, the author 

bluntly implies that the best way to freedom is through faith and strength despite the 

ferocious and constant attempts to pin them down. 

 

As the narrative comes forward Providence makes its way into social and 

literary justice. Traveling in a skimpy wagon on their way to the new plantation 

Saddler, who seems to have undergone a moral transformation admitting: “I believe that 

Hannah can be trusted” (BN 110), show off his gruesome thoughts about America and 

admits to be proud of being a slave trader just because “Very respectable people, 

honorable gentlemen, grave Senators, and even the Republican presidents buy slaves” 

and so he rhetorically wonders “are they better than I am who sells them?” (BN 113). 

Although he reattempts to be kind offering food to Crafts, his true nature gets revealed 

before dying surreptitiously crashing with another wagon. The writer recalls the 

accident as “an indistinct remembrance of boards flying about in every direction, of a 

loud noise, a spinning whirling motion, and then all was darkness” (BN 114) but she 

underscores that the last image she has of her master before his tragic death is “seeing 

him white as a sheet” (BN 115). Highlighting Saddler’s color Crafts is reminding the 

readers how slavery can backlash its violence, as if Providence twisted its course, when 
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the moral and ethical values disappear. Injured, dizzy and nurtured back to life by a 

white woman named Mrs. Henry, Crafts’s “rather fine sense of morality remains intact”, 

as Castranovo observes, because she refuses to pass for the second time and introduces 

herself as “(a) slave”, to afterwards round off claiming “I am one of that miserable 

class” (BN 117). 

 

However, Crafts implies a direct link between her escape from death, which is 

coined as “almost a miracle” (BN 117), and religion. Mrs. Henry is a deeply religious 

woman who, again, echoes the white abolitionist movement and relates to “‘the virtuous 

woman’ of Proverbs 31” (Bassard 69), reminds Crafts that “a merciful Providence 

watches over the humblest and the greatest”, which acts as a direct message appealing 

for equality, and when she asks Hannah whether she prays, Crafts replies: “(a) prayer 

was on my lips, and in my heart at the moment of that fearful fall” (BN 117). The 

message is of utmost importance for the ones who believe and have faith are the ones to 

be saved while those like Saddler who refused to think that “religion will do her 

[Hannah] much good” (BN 105) are proved wrong, converted into bare life and 

eventually punished by the Providence that Mrs. Henry refers to. Christianity appears as 

the proper means through which to achieve social and personal freedom and through 

which salvation can ultimately be granted to black people. In fact, Mrs. Henry’s 

plantation, called Forget-Me-Not, recalls the Biblical God of old Israel in Isaiah 44:21: 

“Remember these things, Jacob, for you, Israel, are my servant. I have made you, you 

are my servant; Israel, I will not forget you”. Despite Mrs. Henry’s benevolent nature, 

Crafts is still the subjugated servant as the daughter of the God of Israel, something she 

must, and cannot, forget. 

 

Indeed, to “honor the spirit of Christ within her” (BN 117), Mrs. Henry accepts 

gracefully Crafts’s black identity. In this religious realm, the author cannot feel but a 

deep emotion and inner peace thinking that 

 

the Redeemer was leading me in spirit through the green pastures and beside 

the still waters of Gospel thrush and peace, but a long repose succeeded to 

my recent trials and distresses—repose of body and mind—so clam so 
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placid, so undeviating, that had they told me I was dying, or was to be 

exposed in a market the next day, it would only have awakened a sensation 

of deeper trust, a firmer reliance on the Mighty hand (BN 118). 

 

Crafts’s overtly tribute to her religious beliefs echo the religious double 

consciousness being the living proof of how religion empowers and helps slaves to tide 

themselves over into racist North America while, at the same time, she propagates such 

beliefs to be foisted on African American people. She puts it utterly explicit: “What had 

I ever done to merit so much kindness? Nothing. Nothing. I could only recognize it in 

the hand of my Father” (BN 118). 

 

Notwithstanding, Cratfs’s profound morality wages a direct attack against the 

marriage between two black slaves. When Mrs. Henry’s favorite slave, Charlotte, “a 

beautiful Quadroon” is to be married to “a young man”, William, “belonging to a 

neighboring state” (BN 119), Crafts’s religious morals acquaint this marriage as sham 

for she defends that in the “world of slavery, companionate love is an impossible 

indulgence because it does not come in conjunction with freedom” (108), in line with 

Erin Elizabeth Smith’s outline. In The Bondwoman’s Narrative love and slavery cannot 

be paired and Crafts, shielded after her Christian lens, sends out a direct message to her 

white and black readership summed up in Smith’s words: “Without freedom there is no 

way to actually protect the bonds of matrimony, even if they are based in mutual love” 

(108). The author admits to be “quite confused” (BN 119) at such behavior and despite 

the joyous and bountiful celebration Hannah cannot help but confess: 

 

I gazed at them and wondered if no dark shadows of coming evil never 

haunted their minds…I thought of the young couple, who had so recently 

taken the vows and incurred the responsibilities of marriage—vows and 

responsibilities strangely fearful when taken in connection with their servile 

condition (BN 120). 

 

The jeremiad rhetoric is here unfolded and addressed to black people to rethink 

the terms in which they should compose themselves in society as it is purveyed by 
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American culture. It is no wonder that each chapter is framed by a biblical quote by 

Jeremiah. Besides, and refusing the patriarchal order at all levels, Crafts’s affective 

innuendo seems to privilege the idea of true love as a means to racial equality and as 

another way to fight back the corrupted society. In a rhetorical move aimed at the black 

community she explains her thoughts:  

 

I have always thought that in a state of servitude marriage must be at best a 

doubtful advantage. It necessarily complicates and involves the relation of 

master and slave, adds new ties to those already formed, and is at the bottom 

of many troubles and afflictions that might otherwise be escaped (BN 131). 

 

Trying to stymie the sexual violence between masters and slaves she concludes 

that the slave “if he or she decides to be content, should always remain in celibacy” (BN 

131). Crafts seems to bear in mind “the historical role played by the mother in the 

economy of slavery makes sense of her insistence upon celibacy of the slave” (Ballinger 

et al. 215). 

 

However, as it has been stated before, the African American jeremiad offers the 

possibility for black people to both discredit the exclusion people of African descent 

endure as American citizens and as a means to claim their rights to fully participate in 

American society. In this light, although Mrs. Henry, her family and her home are 

described to possess a “true Christian politeness which springs from kindness of heart” 

(BN 124), when it comes to real salvation the white woman informs Hannah that she is 

to be sold to the heir of her dead master. Crafts implies that despite the friendliness of 

some white people, the nineteenth-century North American “dreaded reality” strikes her 

“like a thunderbolt” (BN 125). The writer appeals to Mrs. Henry’s religious morals to 

save her from America’s greatest sin extolling a desperate jeremiad: “…you can save 

me from this. I have an inexpressible desire to stay with you. You are so good, 

accomplished, and Christian-like…my dear good madam be mindful of what I have 

suffered, and what I will still must suffer, thus transferred from one to another, and 

save; for you can” (BN 125).  
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Ironically, Mrs. Henry cannot purchase Hannah because of a religious oath she 

made to her dying father neither to buy nor sell any slave. Far from being deceived by 

such religious-based outrage and abandonment, Crafts recalls Mrs. Henry’s last words 

before being sold to some relatives of hers known as the Wheelers: “You may be 

happier with someone else than you could have been with me. You know not the good 

things Providence may have in store for you. You must not forget him and His 

abounding grace” (BN 129). Crafts’s black jeremiad is aimed at the core of African 

Americans suffering the ills of slavery simply to express, as Wilson Jeremiah Moses 

clears out, that “their enslavement did not necessarily symbolize a curse or a mark of 

God’s disfavor; it boded rather that He had some great plan in store for them” (32). This 

idea is linked to the biblical quote opening the chapter which states that “Favor is 

deceitful…but a woman that feareth God; she shall be praised”. Mrs. Henry is the 

woman who fears God by refusing to break the pact she made in his name. Regardless 

of the race, clinging to religion is an act to be valued for Crafts because, she thinks, an 

optimistic faith in religion is the way to total freedom. 

 

Crafts’s axiom closes the chapter showing how, from a spiritual point of view, 

slavery is a complex source of torment for blacks but also for some whites. Fleshing out 

the affective bond that Hannah Crafts’s novel purveys, she deems the real danger in 

ignoring what slavery portends on a global scale. Her message to the audience cuts 

through: “those that view slavery only as it relates to physical sufferings or the wants of 

nature, can have no conception of its greatest evils” (BN 130). And so it has been 

reflected.  

 

When Charlotte and William inform Crafts about their plan to flee the plantation 

after their marriage she gets taken aback. Williams makes an effort to convince her to 

escape along with them just reminding her: “Virtually you are free. Your old Master is 

dead” (BN 141). However, Crafts, as a true Christian committed to her morals, finds it 

inconceivable simply because “Duty, gratitude and honor forbid it” (BN 142). These 

three concepts stand as the author’s motto and are offered as the values to be posited in 

the national consciousness in a literary strategy to alter the country’s idiosyncrasy. 

Thus, duty, gratitude and honor are the key concepts to bind together blacks and whites. 
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Mrs. Henry’s distress at her slave’s escape is expressed in biblical terms when 

she quotes: “Thy desire shall be thy husband” (BN 143). Just as Eve had to pay for her 

disobedience by following Adam, as this excerpt reminds, Charlotte, as William’s wife, 

has to flee with him at his will in the eyes of Mrs. Henry. However, Crafts points out the 

white woman social contradictory behavior by reversing her biblical assessment. When 

Mr. Croppe, William’s owner, appears looking for him Mrs. Henry tries to position 

herself with the fugitive slaves but at her husband’s reprimand that it “is her nature to 

sympathize with everything weak and unprotected” (BN 145) she finally accepts to 

allow Mr. Croppe’s hounds to smell Charlotte’s footsteps so that they can track them 

down. So, finally, Mrs. Henry ends up succumbing to her husband’s insinuation and 

fulfilling, just as Charlotte, her role as a wife. Unlike Craft’s own experience, religion is 

not an empowering tool for Mrs. Henry but rather a hypocritical asset to wash her 

conscience away. Commitment and honesty are key values to be followed and the white 

woman does not fulfill them only to meet “the Cross of Calvary” (BN 147). 

 

Hannah is finally sold to Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. Henry’s friend, as a “consistent 

Christian” (BN 152), something that seems not to bother Mrs. Wheeler at all as she 

replies: “I never trouble myself about the principles of my girls; so they are obedient is 

all I require” (BN 152). Crafts demonstrates how whites overlook or completely ignore 

the black women’s aesthetics of religion in the quest for freedom. As chance would 

have it, Crafts soon finds her new mistress as “a woman unworthy of confidence” (BN 

155) and so although she had been described in good terms by Mrs. Henry, the author 

reckons, in a psalmody-like tone, how “the best and wisest may be deceived” (BN 155). 

After a short stay in Washington, described as the biblical Niveah of the book of Jonah, 

where Crafts reaffirms her belief of the futility of racial categories through an accident 

with some powders for her new mistress that momentarily turn her into a black woman, 

she bumps into Lizzy, her fellow slave in the Lindendale plantation.  

 

Lizzy unfolds the story of Lindendale just to surface the malediction of the 

haunted mansion. The chapter in which Lizzy recalls her story is framed by the biblical 

quotation: “The dark places of the earth are the habitations of cruelty” (BN 172). Indeed, 

Lizzy reveals how Lindendale remains a habitation of cruelty in the dark place of the 
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American South. Crafts learns that it was Mr. Cosgrove and his English wife who run 

Lindendale and, portraying the Southern plantation reality, Lizzy’s new master also 

abuses his female slaves to the extent of having a harem with several offsprings of his 

own. Mrs. Cosgrove gets frantic when she figures it out and addresses her fury to her 

female slaves, the ultimate victims. When Mrs. Cosgrove’s favorite slave is about to be 

dismissed, her child, the result of Mr. Cosgrove’s rape, begs for mercy and stranded by 

the master’s cruel rejection the young slave stabs both her child and herself to death. 

Through this stark and violent episode that Lizzy recalls bitterly to Hannah, Crafts’s 

abolitionist message is brought to the forefront: slavery sunders family bonds for blacks 

and whites alike. To cap this terrible incident and justify its reasons just suiting it to 

white expectations, Crafts enacts the African American jeremiad to inform that: “(s)he 

[the young slave] lived only long enough to say that she prayed God to forgive her act 

dictated by the wildest despair” (BN 178). The slave’s suicide is due to a corrupted 

system that partakes in the exclusion of black people. The young black slave finds no 

place in America and refusing to be battered she ends with her life and her son’s in a 

desperate aid to stop the social nightmare. It seems reasonable to think that Crafts’s 

jeremiad rhetoric at the death of a fellow slave points out to the Slave Fugitive Act 

(1851), again refusing Nina Baym’s quandary for, in her reading, “the absence of 

references to the Fugitive Slave Law” (320), just as the author directs her lament not 

only to her readership but to the politics of the young nation: 

 

Dead, your Excellency, the President of this Republic. Dead, grave senators 

who grow eloquent over pensions and army wrongs. Dead ministers of 

religion, who prate because poor men without a moment[‘]s leisure on other 

days presume to read the newspapers on Sunday, yet who wink at, or 

approve laws that occasion such scenes as this (BN 178, emphasis added). 

 

Enraged by her husband’s unfaithfulness and humiliation, Mrs. Cosgrove 

discovers a secret chamber occupied by “a beautiful woman, so young and innocent, 

and dove-like that she seems only a large child, with two children, twins” (BN 180-181). 

To Lizzy’s consternation Mrs. Cosgrove’s “anger and revenge turned not so much 

against her husband as the helpless victims of his sensuality”, something which “more 

resembled a Fury of Orestes than a Christian woman” (BN 181). Indeed, when the black 
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slave Evelyn, who happens to be Mr. Cosgrove’s favorite black concubine, is asked by 

the mistress: “You are the favorite the minion of my husband. Are you not?” (BN 181), 

the slave’s answer follows the Christian principles of truth: “It is true that I have 

received favors from my master, but I couldn’t help it, indeed I couldn’t” (BN 181). 

Through this one-on-one scrap, Crafts confronts the weak notions of Christian beliefs 

that lie in white America versus the black people commitment in the eyes of God. 

Albert J. Raboteau explains that some “slaves’ inner rejection of ‘white folks religion’ 

was expressed outwardly by their rejection of their masters’ denomination” (295) and, 

in this very case, the slave is not only challenging the authority of Mrs. Cosgrove by 

speaking out the truth but she is also refusing to be called minion for she puts the blame 

of her condition on the slavery system to which she, as a bondwoman, cannot fight, and 

so she “couldn’t” help being what she really is. To Crafts, holding on to the Christian 

values is necessary to escape being a puppet, a soulless person despite the fact of being 

commodified and limited. 

 

Mrs. Cosgrove accepts to free Evelyn blurting her: “Steer right for the North and 

never stop short of Canada. You will be safe then, and your infants will not inherit the 

curse of their mother’s slavery” (BN 183). Put briefly, slavery tears apart the bonds and 

lives of families. Mr. Cosgrove does not approve his wife’s intervention and conceals a 

final hideout where to locate Evelyn. After a few days of suspicions Mrs. Cosgrove 

eavesdrops that the black slave is still nearby and visited by her husband at a place 

called Rock Glenn. Commanding her slave Lilly to figure out the whereabouts of such a 

place she finally gets to know its exact location. In her way to Rock Glenn the mistress 

finds her husband who, trying to block her way, causes a fatal accident that leaves Mrs. 

Cosgrove injured. Prostrated in bed, the mistress undergoes a religious transformation 

because “illness humiliates the proudest, and brings home to the mind the thought of 

death and eternity and a judgment to come” (BN 192). As the narrator admits: “Mrs. 

Cosgrove was no longer the haughty self-conceited woman, but a gentle, humble lamb-

like follower of Christ” (BN 192). Her relief and preparation for eternity is on God’s 

hands and religion appears a redemptory and as a way for communal healing. The 

mistress comes to terms with her life thanks to a final devotion to religion and when she 

is able to forgive and be forgiven, she passes away. Religion stands as a rock of 
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salvation and the suitable road to follow. In fact, it is through religion when, before the 

mistress’s passing, the Cosgroves reunite in love: “They began to perceive that a little 

more forbearance, and sympathy, and love on one side, with a little more respect and 

consideration on the other would have rendered them happy” (BN 193). 

 

Lizzy finishes her story and closes up a cycle in The Bondwoman’s Narrative as 

Crafts and the Wheelers travel to their plantation in North Carolina. Once there, to the 

author’s dismay she describes the conditions under which the field slaves live: 

 

There was not that divisions of families I had been accustomed to see, but 

they all lived promiscuously anyhow and every how; at least they did not 

die, which was a wonder. Is it a stretch of imagination to say that by night 

they contained a swarm of misery, that crowds of foul existence crawled in 

out of gaps in walls and boards, or coiled themselves to sleep on nauseous 

heaps of straw fetid with human perspiration (BN 199, emphasis added). 

 

Crafts offers a harsh critique of the African American community by 

emphasizing how in such mayhem slaves cannot lead a decent life and, especially, she is 

contemptuous of the lascivious nature this situation can impose. Again, the double 

consciousness to which Crafts appeals is brought to the forefront. In fact, W.E.B. Du 

Bois himself rejected the same perversion within the black community that Crafts is 

fighting against in his seminal essay The Souls of Black Folk. In it he complains, 

mirroring, as I suggest, Craft’s own lament, that “the old ties of blood relationship and 

kinship disappeared, and instead of the family appeared a new polygamy and polyandry, 

which, in some cases, almost reached promiscuity” (119). Crafts attempts to remodel 

the behavior of African Americans and this is the same goal that Du Bois seeks in his 

towering essay. Hence, both aestheticize religion aiming to foster a new generation of 

African Americans that can live up to the American dream. They try to ignite “an elite 

few who understand correct living in the world, modes of action, and right conduct 

should act as examples of the majority” (Davidson 45) which would constitute Du Bois’ 
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Talented Tenth5, a group of African Americans to which Hannah Crafts could have 

belonged to, a possibility that reinforces my contention of Crafts forerunning Du Bois’ 

theories. 

 

As it has been stated, Crafts stands for love embraced with freedom and 

therefore she refuses, as she explains in her first sight of the plantation slaves, the 

intercourse under slavery. She also wages a direct attack to the slavery system indicted 

infused with religious overtones understood in terms of social justice: “This is all the 

result of that false system which bestows on position, wealth, or power” (BN 200). As 

Henry Louis Gates Jr. comments, “Crafts’s critique of the social system of the 

antebellum South is quite consistent with abolitionist and Protestant Christian rhetoric 

of the period” (BN 273). The message is even clearer when she yearns: “The 

Constitution that asserts the right of freedom and equality to all mankind is a sealed 

book to them, and so is the Bible, that tells how Christ died for all; the bond as well as 

the free” (BN 201). Crafts’s appropriation of God’s messages is a prevalent theme 

throughout the novel as it is crucial not only to Hannah’s survival and resistance but for 

the entire African American community, an idea that W.E.B. Du Bois will expose in 

The Souls of Black Folk where he admits that only religion is the “real conserver of 

morals, a strengthener of family life, and the final authority on what is Good and what is 

Right” (118). Religion, and holding on to Christian beliefs, is a cornerstone in her quest 

for freedom and when Maria, the former favorite slave of Mrs. Wheeler, confesses out 

of jealousy to the mistress that Crafts revealed the incident with the powders, Mrs. 

Wheeler attacks Hannah’s religious foundations accusing her how being unfaithful and 

unreliable. Crafts confesses: “I have been the victim of a conspiracy” (BN 204). 

However, the greatest blow comes when the mistress speaks out the punishment to be 

inflicted on her which is in open opposition to her values system:  

 

You shall depart from the house, and go into fields to work. Those 

brutalized creatures in the cabins are fit companions for one so vile. You 

                                                 
5 In his hallmark essay “The Talented Tenth”, Du Bois “believed that African Americans should be led by 

a chosen few who were both wise and benevolent” (Davidson 36), so for the African American 

intellectual, “the black race would be ‘saved’ by that one-tenth of the population who were intellectually 

gifted enough to uplift the entire race” (39). 
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can herd with them. Bill, who comes her sometimes has seen and admires 

you. In fact he asked you of Mr. Wheeler for his wife, and his wife you shall 

be (BN 205). 

 

Crafts’s woebegone response is uttered twofold, prefacing her double 

consciousness to critique how black people can live in such an inner turmoil and to 

expose her dignified sense of morality and integrity: 

 

most horrible of all doomed to association with the vile, foul, filthy 

inhabitants of the huts, and condemned to receive one of them for my 

husband my soul actually revolted with horror unspeakable. I had ever 

regarded marriage as a holy ordinance, and felt that its responsibilities could 

only be suitably discharged when voluntarily assumed (BN 205). 

 

This passage is filled with religious horror and has an echo more than forty years 

later in Du Bois’ groundbreaking essay when he aligns with Crafts and asserts that 

African Americans should get over “the lax moral life of the plantation, where marriage 

was a farce, laziness a virtue, and property a theft” (121). Again, Crafts’s description of 

the heinous behavior of black slaves echo the description of Du Bois’s concept of black 

identity which “recreates a hierarchy where the educated few are on the top and the 

marginalized black masses”, in this case the field slaves, “stand as the bottom waiting to 

be uplifted” (Davidson 47). Consequently, for both Crafts and Du Bois, moral and 

integrity are of paramount importance to become a proper (African) American. 

 

This divinely-inspired resistance turns into unflinching power and thus refusing 

to miss out her Christian path she decides to make her most irreverent move: escape. It 

is no wonder that the only way out was fleeing that horrible milieu because the “desire 

for freedom seized the black millions still in bondage, and became their own ideal of 

life” (Du Bois 121). Her resolution is clear as she turns an act of disobedience into an 

act of virtue and justice and she explains it as such: “it seemed that rebellion would be a 

virtue, that duty to myself and my God actually required it, and that whatever accidents 

or misfortunes might attend my flight nothing could be worse than what threatened my 
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stay” (BN 206). Whatever her misfortunes and tribulations under slavery, it is only 

when her religious values are jeopardized when she determines to get away. Her 

motivations are crystal clear: “I wished to do right and determined to be guided by the 

Holy book of God” (BN 207). In fact, just before escaping, Crafts opens her Bible and 

reads, randomly, “at the place where Jacob fled from his brother Esau” (BN 207) which, 

as a message to God himself, fosters her security to be doing the right thing. The 

chapter is framed by the biblical quote: “In Thee is my trust” (206) because God is a 

life-sustaining figure and the key to salvaging her dignity. Indeed, remembering “the 

Hebrew Children and Daniel in the Lion’s den” she makes sure “that God could protect 

and preserve me through all” (BN 207-208). She manages to escape the hut and 

conceals in a thicket of roses just waiting to gatecrash in the mansion (BN 209). Finally, 

she slides on in and disguises herself with “a suit of male apparel” (BN 210) to later run 

away in search of her freedom. As Kim Wells notes, the cross dressing is a “way of 

suggesting to the reader, and slave owners especially, that what they ‘know’ about 

anything could be wrong: if they cannot trust their own sense to pick out the ‘African’ 

blood, then what can they trust? Where ware their assurances?”. Far from being just a 

gateway for freedom, the cross dressing is another way of claiming black subjectivity 

and to distort racial categories in the nadir of slavery. By doing so and being successful 

in her escape, Crafts “shows us that the very labels ‘white’ ‘black’ and ‘passing’ are in 

the minds not of the person who is labeled, but in the person who is doing the labeling”. 

 

For Crafts, freedom is bolstered by religion because, as Patricia R. Hill implies, 

“(t)hose whose spiritual force should be shaping public opinion must be shown where 

their religious duty lay”. In fact, in her way to the North direct references to the Bible, 

religious invocation and the use of the African American jeremiad are a must for the 

aesthetic formation of her narrative. Stranded in the middle of nowhere she wakes up to 

find a cow nearby and recalls the biblical episode of “Elijah and the ravens” (BN 212) in 

1 Kings 17:6. She even shows her deep knowledge of Christianity by referring to the 

rosary with the avowed purpose to ask for the abolitionist empathy and support: “as the 

Catholic devotee calls over the names of his favorite saints while counting his beads” 

(BN 214). The author shows the unconditional power of religion when, finding shelter 

in a cave, she meets two black siblings, Jacobs and his sister, running away from 
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slavery. Both act as her fellow fugitive slaves with a complete difference in terms of 

religion for neither of the siblings admit to pray or have religious feelings. Jacob’s sister 

is seriously ill and when Crafts asks her “did you ever pray” (BN 219) the answer of her 

fellow slave is clear enough: “(s)he shook her head” and she tries to expand on her 

thoughts: “I have heard them, when they called it praying, and when it seems to me they 

were talking to themselves, or master, or someone else. Ministers used to come among 

us and pray, but I never minded them” (BN 219-220). Jacob’s sister refuses to accept 

religion as a source of self-assertion and salvation. Inevitably so, and embodying the 

concept of bare life, she dies. Just as Jacob who, unlike Bill and other black men, is a 

decent and respectful man that never ‘penetrates’ her disguise (BN 224) in direct 

allusion to her manly characterization but also to show her readership about her chastity 

and her still immaculate morals being untouched. 

 

Even though Jacob epitomizes another type of black man, he cannot manage to 

survive due to his lack of religious affiliations. And so, when Crafts and her fellow 

fugitive slave try to steal a boat with which to escape towards the North they are caught 

by the owner and Jacob gets fired and eventually dies. In The Bondwoman’s Narrative 

religion is a source of empowerment and a way to cling to a lifeline. Alone in her quest 

for freedom and unlike her former fellow fugitive slave Crafts acclaims: 

“Recommending myself to God” (BN 226) while she is left in a boat wandering 

nowhere. Accordingly, the author’s religious devotion and rendition to God saves her 

both spiritually and literally: 

 

I was soon recovered sufficiently to look around, when I ascertained that the 

branches of a fallen tree, into which I had been washed by the eddying 

waves had saved me under Providence from a violent death. While 

breathing out my gratitude to Him, who holds the waters in the hollow of his 

Hand (BN 226). 

 

Providence rewards Crafts as a committed Christian and a woman, who happens 

to be Aunt Hetty, the old lady that instructed Hannah “in the truths of Christianity at 

Lindendale” (BN 227), helps her and nourishes her in her way to freedom. Aunt Hetty 
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informs Crafts how “Mr. Vincent’s overseer caused them [Aunt Hetty and Uncle Siah] 

to be conveyed to jail for violation of the statute that forbade the instruction of slaves” 

(BN 228). To Crafts, Providence “eventually resolves the songs done by a man” (BN 

139), as Bridget M. Marshall rightly notes, and this is so because Uncle Siah, Aunt 

Hetty and Hannah herself are alive while the slave owners and practitioners are all dead. 

So, although “not all the novel’s victim are saved…every one of the novel’s villains 

comes to an unpleasant and unhappy ending” (Marshall 140). 

 

Aunt Hetty encourages and helps Crafts to travel to New Jersey, which stands as 

a biblical city of refuge6 and “reconfigured as a specific locus of the American ‘Promise 

Land’” (Smith 68), whereby she can find shelter and freedom in a black community. As 

the biblical quotation that opens the chapter says: “I have never seen the righteous 

forsaken” (BN 224). The righteous people finally get their literary recognition in the 

eyes of the readership. Providence has yet another victim to engulf—Mr Trappe. As the 

author boards the train that is to bring her to New Jersey she eavesdrops a conversation 

between two men who talk about a “man of no principle” (BN 232) who, she soon 

learns, is Mr. Trappe. In the trip to the North, Crafts finds out that the white gothic 

villain has been violently murdered by a young man who was about to be sold together 

with his brothers and mother as Trappe had figured out they really were African 

Americans and was interested in their fortune, because the mother was married to a 

wealthy slave trader. 

 

Again, Providence proves to be the divine justice that supplies the unjust social 

law. Crafts addresses a direct message to Trappe under the biblical quote: “Say to the 

wicked it shall be ill with him, for he shall eat the fruit of his doings” (BN 231). Indeed, 

Trappe eats the wicked fruit of his doings with his own life and the author finally 

comments the white Gothic villain passing with a passage from Hosea 8:7: “Since he 

that sows the wind, must reap the whirlwind” (BN 236). Bridget Marshall aptly observes 

                                                 
6 New Jersey reconstitutes itself as the Puritan American city accommodating to the African American 

typological tradition that Crafts embraces. So, the northern city echoes the biblical cities of refuge in 

Joshua 20:4, which aptly serve to mirror Crafts’s welcome in the New Jerseyan Black community: “When 

they flee to one of these cities, they are to stand in the entrance of the city gate and State their case before 

the elders of that city. Then the elders are to admit the fugitive into their city and provide a place to live 

among them”. 
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that “Hannah seems content and vindicated that Mr. Trappe has met such an end. The 

language of the passage…alludes to a kind of biblical justice meted out not by an 

institution, but by a higher power” (140). 

 

The last chapter is prefaced with a biblical quote devoted to God, Crafts’s 

spiritual rock: “He leadeth me through the green pastures, and by the still waters” (BN 

237). Despite all odds, God has been an omnipresent figure in the novel and plays an 

important role in Crafts’s quest for freedom. The “hand of Providence” caresses Crafts 

again by unexpectedly making her meet her own mother. The message is clear for her 

mother “had no means of bringing about this great desire of her heart, but trusted all to 

the power and mercy of heaven” (BN 238). Relying and accepting God’s mercy has its 

benefits and thus Crafts gets her more desired reward. It is no wonder that the author 

feels totally legitimized by a deity more powerful than the man’s law. Thereby, both 

women know, and want the audience to know, who is to be thanked: “With our arms 

clasped around, and our tears mingling we went down on our knees, and returned thanks 

to Him, who had watched over us for good, and whose merciful power we recognized in 

this the greatest blessing of our lives” (BN 238). 

 

Feeling complete and free, Crafts manages to find a sentimental partner and gets 

married. She points out that according to her moral beliefs he “has always been a free 

man” (BN 238) and a religious person for he is a Methodist preacher. The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative closes with Crafts’s every front completely sealed and so she finally reunites 

with her fellow slaves Charlotte and William with whom she shares the rest of her life. 

As her final words demonstrate, she gets a job as a teacher and proposes to lead a free 

life. The empowerment of religion allows Crafts to eventually redefine the trope of the 

tragic mulatta. Remaining alive and well at the end of the story, the author revises the 

trope to suggest how categories can be turned down through religion, morals, and self-

assertion. Affect and spirituality become entangled to proclaim that the seed for “the 

American Dream of social mobility”, Lauren Berlant expresses in Compassion: The 

Culture and Politics of an Emotion, is none other “but faith, faith in the highly 

symbolized, relatively immobile structures of intimate attachment from the family and 

the nation to God” (3). 
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Crafts’s deeply religious story is not a sad one but a happy one for Hannah 

Crafts is a mulatta, yet not a tragic figure because, as Werner Sollors clearly states, a 

black mulatta “is not really tragic as long as the protagonist can reach a place elsewhere 

in which the racial code does not apply” (338). In the end Crafts manages to live a 

normal life and thus the African American jeremiad comes full circle.  

 

Hannah Crafts stands as an African American puritan whose main goal is to 

fully participate and be part of the American society conjuring up a spiritual reading of 

the alleged American exceptionalism. Her religious musings through the novel imagine 

her life as she gets to have it in the end. Truthfully, religion is a source of self-assertion 

that allows her to articulate a religious double consciousness that makes African 

Americans distinctive but which at the same time acts as a definite proof of their 

Americanness. The inscription of The Bondwoman’s Narrative in the national 

idiosyncrasy of the African American jeremiad, that helps to develop the double 

consciousness, links the novel to the Puritan colonial experience that lies at the core of 

Crafts’s model of society for so she longs to live, and be part of America understood as 

a “City upon a Hill”, using John Winthrop’s words. Aptly, this so-called American 

exceptionalism, to which Crafts adheres, “offered eighteenth century Americans a 

collective identity before they had any other basis for spiritual unity” (Appleby 25)7. At 

the same time, it “created a national identity that…foreclosed other ways of interpreting 

the meaning of the United States” (Appleby 25). Thus, and taking this into account, 

Crafts resorts to draw from the national continuum of the Jeremiad tradition to 

transmogrify its meaning so that it could apply to the living experience of African 

Americans and hence places it in the matrix of black culture. By using the national 

cultural outlets that the nation offered, Crafts takes part and reasserts the American 

exceptionalism aestheticizing it into an African American exceptionalism understood in 

religious terms whilst proving, all the more, her real Americanness and her adhesion to 

the Puritan experience. 

 

                                                 
7  Sacvan Bercovitch explanis that “the Puritans were careful to make Scripture the basis of their 

figuralism. They always rooted their exegesis...in biblical texts, and they appealed to...a common tradition 

of Reformed hermenèutics. Because they believed the Reformation was reaching its fulfillment in 

America, and because they identified themselves primarily in religious terms” (93). 
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Hannah Crafts’s link to John Winthrop’s sermon is of highly importance in this 

matter. This is so because in the national and ideological turmoil that suffused the 

American Revolution the need of an ideological invention that could live up to the 

nascent nation’s idiosyncrasy became primordial. To create this sense of nationhood 

that served as a starting point to model the formation of a national ideology old texts 

acquired purpose and momentum and therefore were brought to the front to be 

galvanized and reinterpreted as cultural emblems. 

 

In this sense, Winthrop’s sermon “A Model of Christian Charity” became the 

paradigmatic text of America’s exceptional origins in which Christianity takes a central 

role shaping up what Werner Sollors has coined a “typological ethnogenesis” that 

envisions America as the biblical “City upon a Hill” where God’s chosen people can 

live in harmony and where Americans might as well “Love the Lord….and to love one 

another” (Winthrop 233). Crafts takes her cues from this seminal ur-text and, 

accordingly, the idyllic ending of her novel resonates with Winthrop’s sermon in a wily 

move to assert herself as a perfect (African) American as she inherits the Puritan’s 

biblical figures of America.  

 

In this vein, when Crafts concludes by sharing her “undeviating happiness” that 

she finds in “the society of my mother, my husband, and my friends” (BN 239) she is 

referring to John Winthrop’s ideal society where every single person is considered “as 

the same flesh and Image of God” (Winthrop 227). Aiming to posit a critique to the 

racist society while ascertaining herself as an American citizen –through the aesthetics 

of the sacred messages—also chosen by a merciful God, her objective has been 

accomplished because she has come to identify the North “as ‘God’s New Israel’, as 

‘Canaan’ and as a ‘Promise Land’” for African Americans “in order to create their 

group identity as a New World ‘chosen people’” (Smith 56). So, if American 

exceptionalism, as it is propounded in Winthrop’s sermon, “is a doubly theological 

vision, in which all of history prior to the formation of the Euro-American ‘New World’ 

was pointed toward this formation as a goal, and in which that ‘New World’ is not 

simply a place but a mission” (Byers 46), Crafts adds up a third theological vision by 

highlighting the racial perception in this mission and advocating for the inclusion of 
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black people within the realms of this ‘New World’. In so doing, Crafts links her ideal 

sacredness with the national creed of the nation arguing for a specific conception of the 

sacred self-attuned to a feminist and aesthetic reading of Robert Bellah’s “civil 

religion”. Building on Robert Bellah’s concept in which religion provides a lingua 

franca to critique perceived injustices and reweave the social fabric, Crafts’s novel also 

proposes the aesthetics of these concepts as another way to fit in the cultural movement 

within the (African) American reality. A movement socially at hand of every single 

black woman in North America. Accordingly, in Crafts’s narrative “religion is also, in 

Appadurai’s words, the ´work of the imagination´; it is also about shifting identities and 

hybrid cultures, about theodicies and utopian aspirations” (Vásquez and Marquardt 5). 

 

The sacred conception of the religious creed is of utmost importance in Crafts’s 

tale as it propels the protagonist quest for freedom and equality while inaugurates a 

genuine black female aesthetics. Although The Bondwoman’s Narrative weaves a 

complex net of unethical stances and is riddled with conflicting emotions, religion 

stands as the rock for Crafts to hold on to. Oozing biblical imagery and omnipresent 

throughout the novel, religion is a means of salvation both physically and spiritually and 

the perfect asset for Craft’s reinforcement of her subjectivity and identity. Certainly, the 

author relies on the Bible to act as a catalyst for the old slave Rose and Mrs. de Vincent 

in their final living moments by characterizing them as Jesus Christ aiming to redeem 

the African American women and also as a way of paving the way to Crafts’s religious 

authentication. Eventually, Mrs. de Vincent, who recognizes her lack of faith, is turned 

into bare life because subjectivity depends solely upon religion and therefore she ends 

up facing death. Similarly, Croppe, Crafts’s second master, shows his doubts about 

religion and finally is the one who, also embodying the concept of bare life, dies in the 

terrible accident he and Hannah suffer together. Contrarily, the protagonist, a devoted 

Christian that draws from the Bible and who is deeply committed to its value system, 

survives and finally succeeds in her personal journey toward freedom. Her strict 

religious ideology makes Crafts untie a profound critique toward the behavior of 

African Americans who marry under bondage, as it is the case of William and Charlotte, 

or who seem to relegate religion in the background of their priorities. In so doing, Crafts 

aesthetics conception of Christianity turns her out as a black Puritan whose call for 
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contention and spirituality despises her fellow citizens’ behavior and advocates for a 

society of perfection as the means to acquire the so-called American dream.  

 

Thus, through religion, the author of The Bondwoman’s Narrative fights for the 

realization of the American ideal of respect and order to be applied to African 

Americans whilst she creates a aesthetics of sacredness that uses religion to impose the 

black woman’s point of view. In other words, religion serves to condemn and to assert 

African American women’s cultural contribution. Crafts yearns to live in the Puritan 

America understood as a “City upon a Hill” which can salvage the nation’s foundational 

principles of freedom and equality. In this way, blackening the City upon a Hill is her 

aesthetics alibi through which Christianity stands as the perfect ally to claim a dire call 

for change so that America can live up to its exceptionalist destiny. Therefore, Crafts’s 

tale participates in the alleged promise of the African American jeremiad as a triple 

means to criticize North America, asserting the black people as truly Americans and to 

eventually lay down a black feminist aesthetics that rely on a sacred reading of religion. 

The doleful rhetoric that characterizes the jeremiad is used by Crafts to inform her 

readership about the suffering of blacks and also about their resistance and hope for a 

better future. Also, it serves as the perfect asset to impulse a sense of black nationality 

attempting to position African Americans as citizens with full rights following the 

cultural outlet that black women propose. The African American jeremiad is addressed 

to abolitionist and its sympathizers as a tool for freedom and acceptance transcending 

race and applying not only for citizenship but also to carve out a black artistic outlet.  

 

I have argued that the ascertainment of this paradoxical double identity bursts 

forth as the forerunner of W.E.B. Du Bois’ theory labeled as the double consciousness 

of the African American community. In fact, Crafts forges Du Bois’s double 

consciousness by pinpointing, and finally share, the religious grounds that support the 

notion of an identity for black people that simultaneously claims the African 

Americans’ Americanness while asserting the singularity of the black culture or the 

“Africanist presence— decidedly not American, decidedly other” (1992: 48), in Toni 

Morrison’s words. The spiritual difference that Crafts presents in dialogue with Mrs. de 

Vincent, the commitment to Christianity as a reinforcement of one’s cultural identity 
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and the harsh critique toward the black community for their improper behavior and their 

imperfect attitude serve as stark examples of Crafts’s African Americanness rounded 

with a distinctive subjectivity that attempts to bridge the African and the American 

identity to transform it into a unique conception called African American citizen. As 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative shows, religion encourages Crafts to foster African 

Americans to struggle “to find their way between the Eurocentric canon promulgated by 

the white community… and the wish to explore the alternative African one upheld by 

their African American community of origin” (Gallego, “Revisiting the Harlem 

Renaissance” 154). This is exactly what Du Bois himself would arrogate some decades 

later. Accordingly, the ending of the novel is a sentimentalized picture of a perfect 

(African) American family that offers no difference than any other white Northern 

family. Hence, religion serves Crafts in her quest for freedom and, upholding her as 

black sacred female self, it also functions as a source of cultural empowerment and self-

assertion. Consequently, Crafts inaugurates a black female literary tradition linked to 

the aesthetics of African American jeremiad literary tradition offering the reader a sort 

of Biblical Gothic that proves to be utterly subversive and a literary avant-garde.  

 

By and large, in The Bondwoman’s Narrative Crafts’s message is clear cut: the 

aesthetics of female sacredness within the realms of affect alongside its religious morals 

not only lead to freedom, happiness and equality but eventually equates as being truly 

North American. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

ZORA NEALE HURSTON’S MOSES, MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN, 

THE PARADIGM OF GROWTH AND THE SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES OF ART 

 

 

3.1. AFRICAN AMERICAN CHRISTIANITY, SANCTIFIED FOLKLORE  

       AND BLACK WOMEN IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

 

 

A form of religion practiced by the millions, but as 

misunderstood, and unreal to the majority as gravitation is 

to the untutored savage. We profess to live in the 

atmosphere of Christianity, yet our acts are as barbarous as 

if we never knew Christ. He taught us to love, yet we hate; 

to forgive, yet we revenge; to be merciful, yet we 

condemn and punish, and still we are Christians. If hell is 

what we are taught it is, then there will be more Christians 

there than days in all creation. 

 

Marcus Garvey 

 

 

The dawning of the twentieth century arose with the face of black Christendom 

thoroughly changed. The massive migration of black southerners to the North not only 

altered the racial makeup of the United States. While these black southerners join the 

cosmopolitan stew they also contributed to the growth of independent black churches in 

the North as well as in the Midwest. Inaugurating what Evelyn Brooks coined as the 

‘Age of Voice’ the so-called folk orality, that took a different angle in the aesthetics 

upheld by African Americans up until then, shaped the new moves towards which 

African American Christianity was evolving to. As theologian Essie Glaude Jr. aptly 

elaborates, “African American Christianity, reshaped by the presence of the southern 

migrants, entered the circuit of mass consumer capitalism. Both indelibly shaped the 

modern phase of African American Christianity” (60). In this moment, churches became 

the central site for providing spiritual and economic aid to poor and depraved black 

citizens. This conflicting reality that a great amount of black southerners found upon 

their arrival in the North led to a confrontational encounter with the northern black 

community. Disillusioned at the social and spiritual level—their journey from the South 
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to the North did not wind up to be the biblical journey towards Canaan—intellectual 

battles over the inerrant nature of the Bible and its exegesis led into disagreements on 

the way they oriented their message. These differences burst the creation of alternative 

organizations that propounded different conceptions to the Christian creed. One of the 

most famous, and relevant, was Marcus Garvey’s the Universal Negro Improvement 

Association (UNIA).  

 

All the while, it is interesting to highlight that it was precisely in these 

tumultuous times when a significant amount of African Americans embraced Judaism 

and built up the Church of God and Saints of Christ which contributed to a great extent 

to pass on, on a global scale, the idea that black Americans were direct descendants 

from the twelve tribes of Israel. A powerful statement that will remain as a pivotal 

metaphor in the historical and idiosyncratic conscience within the African American 

cultural expression. Also, with the creation of the Moorish Science Temple, in New 

Jersey, some black Americans inaugurated their particular version of Islam claiming 

that their religious creed stemmed from The Holy Koran, an apocryphal version of the 

primordial Qur’an that was based on an overblown reading of the sacred book. A few 

years later, however, the most known association that also claimed Islam as their 

religion was founded in Detroit: The Nation of Islam. The association directly claimed 

that African Americans were Muslims and upheld a vigorous, imaginative and highly 

demanding vision of Islam led by Elijah Muhammad. His message was clear-cut: 

“Black debasement had occurred over the centuries because Blacks were separated from 

the knowledge of Allah and the knowledge of self” (Lincoln 285). 

 

This array of religious identities that flourished along the first decades of the 

twentieth century reflected that religion and the political agenda for African Americans 

were unrelentingly intertwined. Likewise, this religious display reflected the conflicting 

branches of a racial religious creed whilst it proved the aestheticized creativity in which 

black Americans refashioned the sacred discourses. The merging of these forces became 

pivotal to make black churches the launch pad through which the African American 

community capitalized forces to fight against the Great Depression’s tremendous 

hardships. However, the black community had already had a momentum of national and 
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cultural glory thanks to the Harlem Renaissance. In this period, some African 

Americans turned their backs from the bourgeois values that had been so captivating for 

the black authors and looked back to their folklore and ancestral roots to reconfigure 

and vindicate a black aesthetic that could live up to the standards the African Americans 

were cultivating. One of the defining traits of this new conception of the folkloric black 

self was the importance of the communal activity. For the black community, the roots 

that linked them to Africa, that is their ancestral land and the origin of their 

subjectivity—the African within their American ethos—was related to a life that was to 

be lived and understood from a common perspective. One of the most important aspects 

of this African-based model of subjectivity that African Americans were turning to in 

the Harlem Renaissance movement was the importance—central in the family and 

community—that the black woman held. As Cheryl Townsend Gilkes explains, the 

transposition, adaptation and Americanization of this African structure assisted “a 

legacy of female leadership within the context of a duel-sex political system and an 

ethic of ‘familyhood’” (1997: 370). This specific historical context is therefore relevant 

in “determining the character of Black women in America today” (4), as Laetitia Woods 

Brown informs. The works of Jean Toomer, James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes, 

Gwendolyn Bennett or Zora Neale Hurston are examples of this new folkloric and 

highly aestheticized nature in which black authors modeled the subjectivity of African 

American women. 

 

The importance of this aesthetic, ethic and folkloric black self was also reflected 

in the way that African American women participated in and reshaped black 

Christianity. It is important to note that Christian religion was by far the most important 

and followed religion among the black community from the Harlem Renaissance 

onwards. Thus, and despite the greater efforts of black male preachers to galvanize the 

attention of social masses and create a corpus of fighters for the Civil Rights Movement, 

black Christian women concentrated in the attempt to create active and vibrant networks 

deeply engaged in social, cultural and political activities. Epitomizing the core African 

idea of communal bonding, African American women’s account of the Christian creed 

was based on solidarity, bonds of affect and the politics of mutual respect without 

hierarchies. Duly, Eddie S. Glaude Jr. records how “Churchwomen’s organizations such 
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as the National Association of Colored Women, the Young Women’s Christian 

Association, the Women’s Missionary Union, and the National Council of Negro 

Women sought to address the conditions of local black communities” (69). These 

affective and communal works became important for spreading a web of racial 

solidarity through which black women took central stage and claimed their own 

folkloric and aestheticized reading of the Christian creed. Such was the feat of their 

work that, in so doing, “they laid the foundation for the various forms of interracial 

cooperation that would shape the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s” 

(Glaude 69).  

 

This is so because from the precise moment in which African Americans were 

forcibly brought to America, black women came to be the carriers of culture and 

communal traditions within their families but also in the harsh harbors of slave worship. 

All the way through slavery time and up to the turn of the twentieth century in the 

United States, African American women had to put up with a countless number of 

historical and social dilemmas taking into account their double discrimination. These 

women who were denied the capacity to find and express a voice to express themselves 

found solace in a shared religious creed in which they could trample upon a more 

holistic and egalitarian sacredness. In this way, and profiting by the fact that a new set 

of religious organizations were appearing all over the country at the loom of the 

twentieth century, black women focused their interest in a collective congregation that 

practiced a special version of black Christianity: the Sanctified Church. Cheryl 

Townsend Gilkes thoroughly clarifies that  

 

(t)he term ‘Sanctified Church’ provides a cultural and experiential landmark 

for most black Christians…It is a significant but misunderstood segment of 

a very pluralistic Afro-Christian religious tradition, what we often refer to as 

‘the black church’. The Sanctified Church encompasses those independent 

denominations and congregations formed by black people in the post 

Reconstruction South and their direct organization descendants (78). 
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The Sanctified Church acknowledged a sense of ethnic kinship understood 

through a communal view of the sacred self and of the religious experience in which the 

saints, the biblical imagery and the folkloric features that accompany the message of the 

whole sacred creed became pivotal for its public expression. Furthermore, the Sanctified 

Church guaranteed a “respect for and positive redefinition of black women’s special 

historical background” (Gilkes 78). Accordingly, within the Sanctified Church African 

American women could not only gain a voice but also the way to carve out a prominent 

role in the religious arena. The aesthetics of the effectiveness that relates to the 

communal black experience was infused into the Sanctified Church because it 

encouraged 

 

(t)he extension of women’s spiritual contributions into autonomous 

leadership networks and careers [and] fostered the development of heroines 

and myth, the most important pillars of tradition. In a social setting that 

placed a primary value on spirituality, ‘the women God raised up’ as 

‘Mothers in Zion’ could not be excluded simply for the sake of male 

domination…(F)emale heroines were part of the culture of the church 

shared by both men and women (qtd. in Gilkes, 81). 

 

It was clear that for African American women the Sanctified Church became an 

important repository and the aesthetic resource that they galvanized to bolster a sacred 

femininity that could bear witness of their aestheticized religious contribution to the 

black cultural market. Indeed, “the most important contribution these women made to 

the growth and development of the Sanctified Church was the urbanization of 

traditional African American Christianity” (Gilkes 84). It is important to note that way 

before the urbanization of men’s work, black women had already envisioned the 

potential allure of the Sanctified Church through the prism of the urban storefront. This 

is so because “Southern cities…were characterized by their excess populations of Negro 

women” and therefore they “carried the Sanctified Church to the city” (Gilkes 84). This 

move gained a highly symbolical, and yet tangential, importance since it served to 

provide a haven for the revalorization of the African American religious aesthetics. In 

this way, the urban versions of the Sanctified Church wrapped up the gospel tradition—
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previously banned from the Baptist churches. Hence, “(i)f it were not for the urban 

Sanctified Church, gospel music might not have survived as a sacred tradition” (Gilkes 

84). The preeminence for the aesthetics of the black religious creed became more than 

evident when the folklore that came along with the connectedness of the urban 

Sanctified Church gained cultural momentum within the black community. The process 

of the urbanization of black religious practices surfaced as an important cultural outlet 

directly linked to the black mode of Christian ethnogenesis. This process, Gilkes 

reminds us, “enabled black people who had made cultural choices in favor of tradition 

to maintain their choice within the context of a like-minded constituency” (85). Besides, 

as previously stated, African American women impinged their affective turn to the 

sacredness of such branch of Christianity by carrying its zeal beyond the churches into 

the streets and local communities. Taking this account it is undeniable that African 

American women have a prominent role in the cultivation and promotion of black 

aesthetic tradition as well as in the contribution to foster ethnic distinctiveness.8 

 

Among the prominent African American women who have dwelled and theorize 

about the Sanctified Church over the twentieth century, it is interesting to single out the 

writings of Zora Neale Hurston. The Harlem Renaissance female glory portrayed the 

inner nature of the Sanctified Church through her own lens in her work aptly titled The 

Sanctified Church, a posthumous edition published in 1981, in which Hurston 

assembles several of her essays already published between 1920 and 1940. It is in this 

coupling of articles in which Hurston clearly accommodates the affective turn of the 

sacred female self within the Sanctified Church in full comfort. The aesthetics of the 

African American Christianity in Hurston’s contention relate the African—folkloric—

roots that feed up on the Christian creed with the American spiritual move to positions 

black people within the envisioned dream of the nation. As such, for Hurston, as Marion 

A. Thomas clarifies, “the elements and style of worship in the sanctified church are 

more African than Christian” (35).  

                                                 
8 This is precisely the point that black scholar Ronald L. Taylor proposed in his seminal article “Black 

Ethnicity and the Persistence of Ethnogenesis”. In it, Taylor remarks that black ethnogenesis – as the 

process whereby blacks come into being—relate to “the primary ties that bind individuals into solidary 

groups by virtue of a shared cultural history and common symbols” (1403). Accordingly, the politics of 

affect that embrace the communal experience of black women in the Sanctified Church must be 

understood “in relation to urbanization, internal migration, and structural inequality” (Taylor 1405). 
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Hurston directly links the African American aesthetics with black Christianity 

when she ponders that the Sanctified Church is a “revitalizing element in Negro music 

and religion. It is putting back into Negro religion those elements which were brought 

over from Africa and grafted onto Christianity as soon as the Negro in contact with it” 

(qtd. in Thomas 35). Furthermore, as it can be seen through Hurston’s body of work, the 

systematic theology that defines the Sanctified Church puts women in the center and 

pays lip service to the sacred female self through a practiced feminine aesthetics that 

“shares linkages to African American folklore” (Thomas 37). Although some noted 

African American writers from the Harlem Renaissance onwards—James Weldon 

Johnson, Nella Larsen, Langston Hughes or Alain Locke to name but a few—claimed to 

be atheists, though down the line, as John Michael Spencer demonstrates, “many in 

reality are not” (456), African American women relied on a spiritual conception of the 

art, that the Sanctified Church bolstered, in a clear way to equate the sacredness of the 

black Christian creed with a cultural black feminist outlet that the twentieth century US 

was lacking. At the same time, the first decades of the twentieth century offered African 

American women the chance to articulate a sacred form of art “befitting the need of 

blacks to acquire culture-citizenship in America” (Spencer 456). In so doing, black 

women took a step forward from what James Weldon Johnson coined as “applied 

Christianity” in Negro Americans, What Now? (1934). This new conception of 

Christianity became institutionalized as a movement of “social Christianity” (Spencer 

453) that aimed to ameliorate the social, cultural and spiritual conditions of African 

Americans over the twentieth century. C. Eric Lincoln further explains that, from the 

first half of the twentieth century, “Black religion, then, cuts across denominational, 

cult, and sect lines to do for black people what other religions have not done: to assume 

the black man’s humanity, his relevance, his responsibility, his participation, and his 

right to see himself as the image of God” (qtd in Long 12). 
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3.2. THE AESTHETICS OF HEALING IN THE SACREDNESS 

       OF A BLACK FEMALE’S BIBLE:  

       ZORA NEALE HURSTON’S MOSES, MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN 

 
 

Prayer seems to me a cry of weakness, and an attempt to 

avoid, by trickery, the rules of the game as laid down. I do 

not choose to admit weakness. I accept the challenge of 

responsibility. 

 

Zora Neale Hurston, “Religion”, from Dust Tracks on a Road 

 

 

 

Although in her classic essay “Characteristics of Negro Expression” Zora Neale 

Hurston sarcastically claimed that “(t)he Negro is not a Christian really” (56), her third 

novel, Moses, Man of the Mountain, stands in the tradition of a long history of African 

American use of the biblical musings that aims to relativize and yet uphold a new 

version of the sacred story under the gaze of a black woman that manipulates and 

admonishes the characters of the gospel to offer a feminist side of the Bible. The novel 

is densely interwoven and richly textured with literary and cultural allusions. It has been 

analyzed as a meditation on the nature of the authoritarian state and of absolute political 

power especially when these ideas apply to the reality of black people in the US. 

Published in 1939 it is no wonder that, as Deborah E. McDowell highlights, “Hurston’s 

Moses can be read as an intervention in the discourses about race ranging throughout 

the 1920s and 1930s, but also discourses used to justify...the utter extinction of Jews 

under Nazi Germany” (17) since 1939 was the year Hitler ordered the attack on Poland 

which led Germany into a World War. But if, as Judylyn S. Ryan explains, “cultural 

identity and spiritual identity are coterminous” (29), Hurston’s Moses, Man of the 

Mountain can also be read as an exercise that foregrounds the status and future direction 

of African American liberation discourses, in which black women priestesses play a 

central role. In this vein, and following black historian Albert Raboteau, Afro-

Christianity “could become a double-edged sword” (290) for it can be used to foster 

black liberation theology and to engender a black feminist aesthetics akin to a sacred 

femininity embodied by a black priestess.  
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Moses, Man of the Mountain is divided into two complementary parts. The first 

one takes place in Egypt and follows the whereabouts of Moses, his coming-of-age and 

his transformation into the leader of his real people, the Hebrews, whom he will lead 

into their liberating adventure. The second part bears testimony of Moses’s power vis-à-

vis the prophetess Miriam’s and the subsequent moment of declension after his 

conversion into a totalitarian religious leader that turns a blind eye to the spiritual 

necessities of his townspeople. The doleful rhetoric the precludes the final declension of 

the flawed society is done at the expense of Miriam’s sacred femininity and her ultimate 

destruction due to a much spread corruption that shuns the inclusive ethos that the new 

society winds up lacking. By the end of the story both parts complement each other 

since the bigotry and exclusion that triggers the Hebrews on the move is absorbed by 

the free people and gets out of hand of Moses’s but also Miriam’s leadership. The result 

is the literary verification of the necessity to rethink the nation through the paramount 

participation of black womanhood. At the same time, the novel discloses Hurston’s 

mastering of the aesthetics that black folklore infuse to the African American cultural 

experience and her accommodation to bring to the fore the needed voice of black 

women. 

The novel opens with a quote from Deuteronomy that brings the focus to the 

“signs and wonders” that Moses is to find in the land of the Pharaoh. Indeed, signs of 

the bigotry with which the United States has tried to corner black people are present 

throughout the story but so are the wonders that make this black people unite in 

fraternity to overcome them. The aesthetics of the sacred story as reshaped within the 

cultural paradigms of African America is told in a figurative lyrical narrative voice 

loosely based on the regional black vernacular that black authors appropriated during 

the Harlem Renaissance. 

Indeed, although Hurston draws on the historical events as told in the Old 

Testament that revolve around the figure of Moses as the liberator of the Jewish people 

from the bondage endured under the Egyptian regime, the characters of the novel are 

created following the cultural models that the African American folklore offered. Thus, 

Hurston’s interpolating exercise and interpellation of the biblical episode drives the 

reader into a layered narrative that folklorizes the typological ethnogenesis as a trope in 
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African American literature whilst it promotes the so needed affect as healing within 

African American women. 

Through the aesthetics of the biblical typology, as Hannah Crafts had previously 

done, Hurston lifts her narrative to a status of biblical black drama, that is, it reshapes 

the biblical message to create a black feminine aesthetics akin to the folkloric status that 

the cultural movement of the Harlem Renaissance summoned. In her article “Seeing the 

World as it is”—included in her autobiographical notes Dust Track on a Road—, 

Hurston, then, makes use of the biblical story to weave an interconnected web in which, 

through the analogy relating the biblical Israel with the Unites States, she intermixes a 

stark critique of the imperialist and expansionist politics of her own country: 

The Old Testament is devoted to what was right and just from the point of 

view of the Ancient Hebrews. All of their enemies were twenty-two carat 

evil. They, the Hebrews, were never aggressors. The Lord wanted his 

children to have a country full big of grapes and tall corn. Incidentally, 

while they were getting it, they might as well get rid of some trashy tribes 

that He did not think much of, anyway…If the conquest looked like a 

bloody rape to the Canaanites, that was because their evil ways would not 

let them see appoint that was right upon their nose…We, too, consider 

machine gun bullets good laxatives for heathen who get constipated with 

toxic ideas about a country of their own…there is a geographical boundary 

to our principles. They are not to leave the United States unless we take 

them ourselves. (254, 255-260). 

The hedging with Hurston’s contemporary reality follows the cultural legacy 

that Crafts built in a feminist aesthetic appraisal of creating a cultural message that can 

live up to the democratic ideals of inclusion and respectability. To do so, Moses, Man of 

the Mountain is firmly grounded in the alleged tradition of African American culture 

and, as such, reinterprets the Bible to make its story fit into the real experience that 

black people endured in North America. Besides, Hurston’s feminist appropriation of 

the Exodus motif enlarges the African American cultural basin by positioning 

sacredness and spirituality as the best support so that a black feminist aesthetics be 

properly conveyed. In this way, the African American woman can openly prove her 
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sense of mastering the black vernacular culture and simultaneously proffer a message of 

brightness by showcasing the ability of creating a new type of artistic tenet out of a 

commonly used trope within African American culture. Hurston equates the evolving 

bonds of sacredness with creation and feels like the transceiver of a cultural chain which 

poses spirituality within the politics of the affect to unite the polyvocal experience of 

African American women. In so doing, she gives a new reading to the identity-building 

process of black women since her focus on the sacred knowledge of the self reveals a 

new face of spirituality that is displayed into an artistic form that constitutes a new turn 

in the religious aesthetics that black women created. Transcending the role of Christian 

religion and its creed as mere tools for sociopolitical resistance, what Hurston does, in 

Seyyed Hossein Nasr’s words, is to reel off “sacred knowledge directly to sacred 

Scripture”, and articulates the idea “that it is the function of spiritual beings to discover 

this inner meaning of revealed truth and to use their intelligence in the contemplation of 

spiritual realities” (18). 

Judylyn S. Ryan rightly notes that “Hurston does not emphasize the typological 

significance of the Exodus story”. Yet, even if she sees Hurston’s literary output as a 

reconceptualization of “a liberation narrative centered on Moses” who, on top of that, 

“is theorized as culturally Black” (66), I consider Hurston’s novel as a literary exercise 

of further pressure to the feminist process of identity-building for black women. 

Assuredly, the novel manipulates the Exodus theme blended with the African American 

culture not only to offer a new interoperation of history that can live up to the standards 

of the black community but also, I contend, as a unique way to show how sacredness 

and affective bonds can create an epistemology for African American women. 

Accordingly, in my reading of Moses, Man of the Mountain, Hurston’s main 

preoccupation is to create a feminist subjectivity for black women. A creation that will 

result, and thereby develop, a feminist aesthetic that takes sacredness as a tentative 

agent that shapes up the role of African American women along the twentieth century 

by propelling the idea of gender healing within the black community. Thus, black 

women’s sacred reading of Christianity not only “proposes a new identity” (Ryan 31) 

for African American women but surpasses the paradigm of resistance, that is “the 

framework within which Western interpretations of African diaspora artistic and 
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expressive culture have been traditionally located” (Ryan 11). Hurston’s linking of 

spirituality and epistemology brings forth a feminist cosmology in which black women, 

even if they simply, or apparently, frame the text—as it is the case of Moses, Man of the 

Mountain—play a central role in the stylistic, cultural and thematic elements of the 

novel. In other words, in Hurston’s artistic procedure, “spirituality serves 

epistemological functions and assists ideological objectives…that begin with healing” 

(Ryan 23).  

Hurston’s conception of epistemology as applied to black women impels 

spirituality to exceed its theoretical conception and to commute into a principle of art 

that models, and adds up, to the concept of knowing so deeply attached to epistemology. 

If, as Timothy Nicholas Laurie expounds, “in structuralist frameworks influenced by 

Michel Foucault, Louis Althusser and others the episteme (without its –ology) can be a 

powerful critical concept for historicizing and politicizing the institutional basis of 

‘methods of knowing’” (1), Hurston proposes the aesthetics of sacredness and 

spirituality as another way to dispatch knowing (episteme). In the context of what 

Walter D. Mignolo calls ‘coloniality/modernity’, the dissociation between 

“epistemology and the episteme leads to some difficulties in accounting for the work of 

gathering sources and organising knowledge claims that are required to critique other’s 

way of knowing” (Laurie 2). Advancing such theories, Hurston boldly states an 

alternative way of acquiring (self-)knowledge through the centrality of spirituality but, 

also, presents a feminist way for the epistemic reconfiguration of the black female self. 

She does so by combining spirituality and feminine affective bonds for, as Lévi-Strauss 

acutely declares, human emotions can help us “undergo in an ordered and intelligible 

form a real experience that would otherwise be chaotic and inexpressible” (1977: 198). 

Due to this, from the outset of the narration Hurston informs the reader about the 

“role that ultranationalism plays as a religious faith” (Thompson 395). And so, she 

states how women are the ones to suffer the most when it comes down to enduring 

bigotry and authority: “The Hebrew womb had fallen under the heel of Pharaoh. A ruler 

great in his newness and new in his greatness had arisen in Egypt and he had said, ‘This 

is law. Hebrew boys shall not be born. All offenders against this law shall suffer death 

by drowing’. So women in the pains of labor hid in caves and rocks” (1). 
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Women emerge as the victims par excellence since they—considered as wombs 

in a perfect analogy of the Pharaoh as slave master—and their offspring are the ones to 

challenge, by standing the chance to subvert the social order, the religious-based 

society. Hurston intersperses the rewriting of the Bible’s story with the most poignant 

moments that African American women suffered: the conflicting relationship between 

black female slaves and their children as the product of rape. The black woman, as a 

womb carrying the legacy of new generation of African Americans, equates problems 

and social tension. In this way, although this is not solely its aim, the story works 

inevitably like a mirror to North American history. 

Extending the heritage of slavery into the conception of black aesthetics, 

Hurston’s speakerly narrative voice,9 which evolves from standard English to a free 

indirect speech amalgamating both standard and vernacular characteristics to eventually 

blend the characters’ black speech, warns the reader about the distinguishable facts that 

separate the sacred conception of whites and blacks: “He says their gods ain’t our 

gods” (MM 5)10. The stylized and rhetorically sophisticated black vernacular voice not 

only acknowledges the authority of black subjectivity from the start but also establishes 

the sacred domain in which the story is going to revolve around. Besides, by pointing to 

the multiple interpretation of multiple gods opposite to the concept of an almighty God, 

Hurston extrapolates the idea of sacredness with regards to inner spirituality—akin to 

the African folklore—instead of clinging to the notion of a solely creator of 

humankind. 

Hurston aesthetics of the biblical episode reflects the flaws of the North 

American nation and exposes the crevices of the injured democracy. Not only does the 

author drag into the light the mischiefs of the Reconstruction regarding black rights: 

“Sone of them even thought that they might get back their houses and lands” (MM 15) 

                                                 
9 In The Signifying Monkey Henry Louis Gates Jr. coined the neologism ‘speakerly text’ to refer to texts 

that privilege black dialect as an artistic mode. Though the term has been used to convey the manifold 

ways in which African American writers have openly challenged imposed language and discourses, 

Hurston’s speakerly representation in Moses, Man of the Mountain, however, aims to demarcate the 

contours of a genuine black female aesthetics. 
10 Further quotations from Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain will refer to the edition that appears in 

the work cited and will be identified by the initials MM and page numbers included in parenthesis in the 

text. 
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but she also turns her gaze to upbraid the multiethnic reality that casted the formation 

of the nation. If Egypt equates United States, Hurston implores the recognition of the 

spiritual beliefs of Native Americans and their forgotten extermination: “What god you 

talking about, Jochebed? These gods was here in Egypt long before we ever thought of 

coming here. Don’t look to them for too much, honey. Then you won’t be 

disappointed” (MM 17). It is in this way when the author aims to reshape the falsely 

acclaimed version that attests to describe the birth of the nation and mediates in the 

reconfiguration of the African American cultural discourse. Furthermore, with such a 

move Hurston, taking a step further from Crafts’s employment of the African American 

jeremiad, takes on a new level within the jeremiadic rhetoric and inscribes her narrative 

in the second stance of the allegorical tradition of the jeremiad: “criticism of present 

declension or retrogression from the promise” (Howard-Pitney 8). Hurston posits the 

stark critique that reads the United States in terms of racial purity also within the 

African American community. 

If Crafts implied that the promise could be grasped if African Americans 

walked the Puritan path, Hurston’s attention to the folklorist black vernacular directs 

her discourse out of the border of what the country boasts about. Religion now is not an 

empowering tool but rather it helps to signal the pitfalls of a society unable to cater for 

each other. By creating an Africanist rereading of the Exodus motif, Hurston pledges 

her own characters to commit the same mistakes that their biblical counterparts did. 

The Pharaoh manifests the repulsion he feels towards the Hebrews because of her racial 

category, something that turns them into fake citizens: 

Here they were. Hebrews, who had come down into Egypt as the allies and 

aides of those oppressors of the Egyptian people, and as such had trampled 

on the proud breast of Egyptian liberty for more than hundred years. But the 

gods had used the magnificent courage of the real Egyptians to finally 

conquer and expel those sheep-herding interlopers whom the Hebrews had 

aided in every way they could to deprive the real Egyptians of their homes 

and their liberties. (MM 19, emphasis added) 

Egypt metamorphoses into a slave plantation that mistreats Hebrews and corners 

their self-assertion. It is Jochebed who openly defies the social hierarchy that tries to 
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erase Hebrew –or black—epistemologies and she does so by rethinking the sacred order 

that theology prescribes: “If the gods want the life of my innocent boy, then they got to 

make a move and show me” (MM 23). This maternal resistance is the first example in 

which sacredness and affect become intertwined in the hands of a (black) woman not 

only to challenge the national conventions but also to set the movement in motion for 

other black women to follow. The legacy of miscegenation—that is the real image of 

United States—falls back in Princess, the Pharaoh’s daughter, who finds Jochebed’s 

babyboy inside a straw basket and adopts him as a his own child. When Miriam, 

Jochebed’s daughter, who has witnessed such a feat, informs her mother of the 

whereabouts of her little brother, Jochebed is asked to be the boy’s nurse with little 

surprise. After all, the palace is no exempt to miscegenation as one of the eldest Hebrew 

women confesses to Jochebed: “(t)here is plenty of Hebrew blood in that family already. 

That is why that Pharaoh wants to kill us all off. He is scared somebody will come 

along and tell who his real folks are” (MM 33). The Biblical story is aptly used by 

Hurston to willingly express the mixed-race origins of her nation. Also, aestheticizing 

the biblical story to make it fit into the African American tempestuous historical past, 

the author is overtly criticizing the one drop rule and showcasing the injustice that 

represents the racial categorization in the process of identity-building. However, just as 

the United States is absolutely inconceivable without the manifold contributions of 

African Americans, the old woman hastens to admit that “(t)his country can’t make out 

without us” (MM 34). 

Indeed, the intricate relationships that belie the unity under the Pharaoh’s regime 

act as the perfect analogy of the slave system. Hurston’s aesthetics also reveal her acute 

sense of cooking up the social conflicts of the world into an interconnected amalgam of 

power relations. As such, the Pharaoh seems to embody the flesh and bones of a cruel 

master of the plantation but also, and taking into account that the novel was published 

when the Third Reich had already ascended to power, the reminiscences of the 

Pharaoh’s obstinacy with social purity bring the figure of Adolf Hitler to mind. Hurston 

makes this analogy crystal clear: “The Pharaoh had his programs, national and 

international. At home he worked to reorganize the county into a unit intensely loyal to 

the new regime. Externally he strove to bulwark the country against outside attack” 

(MM 36). Hurston blends the exclusionist and utterly racist theories of Hitler with the 
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exclusionist creed that Puritans also manifested in their intellectual construction of a 

nation – as noted in John Winthrop’s words to envision a hierarchical community: “If 

we here be a corporation established by free consent, if the place of our co-habitation be 

our own, then no man hath right to come into us ... without our consent” (199). That the 

Pharaoh, with its religious symbolism, can get associated with the sacred zeal of 

Puritans and Hitler’s hatred of Jewish beliefs attests to prove that Moses, Man of the 

Mountain is Hurston’s artistic way to portray the aforementioned “retrogression from 

the promise”. 

The opposite male role in the novel is Moses, son of the Princess and second in 

line for the throne of Egypt. The creation of a subjectivity that can counteract that of the 

Pharaoh is modeled following the cultural outlets that the African American tradition 

offered. Contrarily to what the Pharaoh haughtily professes, the old prophet Mantu, who 

appears here as the griot in the black oral folklore, teaches Moses that “all love is 

tempered with something” (MM 43). Mantu’s preservation and re-mythologizing of the 

legend of origins—“In the beginning…there was neither nothing nor anything. 

Darkness hid in darkness—shrouded in nothingness” (MM 43, emphasis added)—

contemplate the idea of creating a new version of History and seems to foretell that the 

novel poses a threat to the canonical version of the Exodus episode. So, although the 

Pharaoh insists on ensuring Moses’s “military genius” (MM 50), the old prophets stand 

out the Prince’s allurement towards “temple magic” (MM 44). Just as slaveholders 

completely overlooked the power that spirituals held for African American slaves, 

Moses regains her not a physical but a spiritual power that will eventually make him a 

cultural leader within the Hebrew crew. Again, the folklore that Africans brought along 

with them to the so-called New World is the mold in which Hurston reshapes the 

subjectivity of African Americans in the story. The paradigm Jews/Egyptians fits 

perfectly as an aestheticized binary opposition American/African American in religious 

terms. Religion is not an asset of empowerment but the cultural line that draws 

differences in identity-building and cultural representation in the US. 

The power for self-assertion, Hurston implies, can be found in the African 

American cultural emblems and imagery that conforms their own folkloric net, such as 

the trope of the Talking Book. As Moses is told when paging a traditional volume: 
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“When you read only two pages in this book you will enchant the heavens, the earth, the 

abyss, the mountain, and the sea. You will know what the birds of the air and the 

creeping things are saying. You will know the secrets of the deep because the power is 

there to bring them to you” (MM 53). The Talking Book constituted a foundational 

trope for the African American literary tradition in which, to denounce the illiteracy that 

slaves were shamefully submitted to, when Africans were presented with a book the 

outcome revealed the lack of reading skills of blacks and so, “the text does not 

recognize his presence and so refuses to share its secrets or decipher its coded message” 

(127), as Henry Louis Gates Jr. explains. 

The supernatural power of the speakerly nature of the Talking Book manifests 

itself through the Book of Thoth,11 a book that, Jethro confesses to Moses, “if you read 

it, will bring you to the gods. When you read only two pages in this book you will 

enchant the heavens, the earth, the abyss, the mountain, and the sea…You will know the 

secrets of the deep because the power is there to bring them to you” (MM 53). In 

depicting a book that not only talks but also reveals the sacred mysteries of the world 

Hurston embellishes the cultural tenet with sacredness and magical folklore, that is, it 

highlights its vernacular characteristics whilst it foresees Moses’s destiny. By 

aestheticizing the Talking Book with sacredness, she also subverts and reinvents the 

trope, allowing black Americans “to define their own reality instead of allowing others 

to define it for them” (Andrews 285), and focuses its power on the spiritual conception 

it reflects to Moses.  

In this way, and inspired in the conception of wisdom as it is depicted in the 

Bible’s First Epistle to the Corinthians, Mentu warns Moses that “(l)earning without 

wisdom is a load of books on a donkey’s back” (MM 54). Hurston’s signifies upon 

revision of the trope of the Talking Book by making it a shared experience of discovery 

whereas in the original trope the slave alone had to find out about its transcendence. The 

African American folkloric motif is thus aestheticized following the ethics of care that 

                                                 
11 Thoth was one of the deities of the Egyptian pantheon considered as the God of magic and learning. 

Magic and learning are the two cultural tools that will convert Moses into a national leader. Hurston’s 

predilection for Egyptian sources in the appraisal of black (female) subjectivity has been studied by Tina 

Barr in her essay “’Queen of Niggerati’ and the Nile: The Isis-Osiris Myth in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their 

Eyes Were Watching God”. 
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the affective turn of Hurston’s spirituality ponders. Indeed, Mentu’s passing on spiritual 

musings of wisdom encapsulate Spinoza’s affectio because, according to Megan 

Watkins, “(a)ffectio may be fleeting but it may also leave a residue, a lasting impression 

that produces particular kinds of bodily capacities” (269). Through Spinoza’s theory, 

spirituality, reason and affect intermingle into a politics of healing and, duly, the old 

griot’s affectio will allow Moses to a “capacity of affect to be retained, to accumulate, to 

form dispositions and thus shape subjectivities” (Watkins 269). Certainly, as Egypt, that 

is United States, enlarges its empire as the North American nation did along the 

nineteenth and twentieth century: “The might of Egypt was stretching across the world. 

Ethiopia was conquered; Assyria kept in fear, Babylonia was terrorized. All tribes 

flowed towards Rameses and Memphis” (MM 57), Moses reshapes his identity, or 

episteme following structuralists, according to the folkloric roots of the African 

American cultural experience.  

This conflicting identity-building follows inevitably W.E.B. Du Bois’ double 

consciousness theory and, therefore, roots Moses’s subjectivity within the black cultural 

matrix: “Long ago before he was twenty, he had found out that he was two beings. In 

short, he was everybody boiled down to a drop. Everybody is two beings: one lives and 

flourishes in the day-light and stands guard. The other being walks and howls at night” 

(MM 60). Torn apart at the discovery that he really is a Hebrew, his doleful rhetoric à la 

Sojourner Truth—“Am I a Hebrew?” (68)—triggers Moses’s real command to her own 

townspeople and leads his regained crew towards the desert. It is then when Moses 

definitely crosses the color line and wraps up his double consciousness into one or, in 

other words, as a proper African American: “Moses had crossed over. He was not in 

Egypt. He had crossed over and now he was not an Egyptian. He had crossed over” 

(MM 78). The lyrical passage responds to the aestheticized signification of Moses into a 

black character. In Judylyn S. Ryan’s apt words, “(t)his passage both manifests and 

encapsulates Hurston’s narrative project: to overturn the concept, leaving it empty—but 

full of potential—ready for a new investment that is facilitated by Moses’s ‘new’ 

cultural, theological, and political investiture” (68). 

Moses, now part of the Hebrews, will develop his leadership obsessed with the 

book containing the serpent that Mentu told him about and decided to master the 
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language, black vernacular, of his people: “I want to talk the dialect of your people. Its 

no use of talking unless people understand what you say” (MM 92). Moses’s adoption 

of the expressiveness of folk diction symbolizes how to Hurston, as to Frantz Fanon, 

“(t)o speak a language is to take a world, a culture” (Fanon 38). He thereby fully 

embraces African American folkloric culture and so Hurston’s vernacular aesthetics 

embark upon the unfolding of a narrative of healing and cultural pride. The 

reformulation of black culture following the aesthetics of the folkloric tradition is 

upheld by Hurston after her research period in Haiti. In his now canonical book Tell My 

Horse: Voodoo and Life in Haiti and Jamaica, which appeared in 1938, a year before 

the publication of Moses, Man of the Mountain, Hurston already establishes the sacred 

connections of Moses and his folkloric aesthetics of the black Caribbean: “All over 

Haiti it is well established that Damballah is identified as Moses, whose symbol was the 

serpent. This worship of Moses recalls the hard-to-explain fact that whatever the Negro 

is found, there are traditional tales of Moses and his supernatural powers that are not in 

the Bible” (1938: 16). 

In Hurston’s hands then Moses enlarges his biblical characterization and his 

ethos is molded harmonizing the folkloric aspects of the black vernacular tradition. In 

this way Moses, just as Mark Christian Thompson argues, not only “signifies a hybrid 

iconographic genealogy that manifests itself as the locus of a new pantheon apart from 

Voodoo or Christian churches” (397) but his ascendency as leader within the black 

community shatters the concept of racial purity that the Pharaoh longed to preserve. 

This newly-conceived cultural move was rather striking considering the protean purity 

that Marcus Mosiah Garvey’s ideology—the Garveyite movement—spread throughout 

the black community in the first decades of the twentieth century with his black 

nationalist political programs. Thompson also sees clear how “in Hurston’s Moses there 

is no understanding of the new nation in terms of a biological conception of race, and 

therefore there is no positive evaluation of the Garveyite movement” (398). It is rather 

the contrary, as Thompson himself further contends: “Hurston’s Moses offers a 

radicalization of commonplace readings of the Harlem Renaissance’s cultural aesthetic 

of an authentic African American being that permits racial détente” (398). Moses’s 

magical powers are but a prominent trait that put African folklore within the aesthetic 

discourse of African America. The power that the Hebrews grant him is not based on 
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political force. Rather, Moses becomes “to them power in itself” (MM 116) due to his 

developed folkloric skills. Featuring himself “like the voice of God” (MM 116), that is a 

black God, the Hebrew people “came to believe that the hand of Moses held all of the 

powers of the supernatural in its grasp” and unable to decipher such folkloric roots, he 

“became divine” (MM 116). The Hebrews’ mesmerizing response to Moses’s 

supernatural powers acts as a mirror to the real exposition of the true hues of Africa’s 

weight on the African American. In this sense, Moses, Man of the Mountain’s blending 

of folklore and tendency towards affective bonds foreruns Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day 

since in both novels, as María Ruth Noriega Sánchez considers about the latter, “the 

magic is attributed to a mysterious sense of collective relatedness rather than to 

individual memories or dermas/visions” (64). Thus, this “folk heritage” (18), as Erik D. 

Curren puts it, situates Moses as the mediator of a tradition that merges pagan 

superstition with religious fervor, probably Hurston’s major contribution to the 

aesthetics of the Harlem Renaissance cultural movement. The sacred and divine 

conception of the lead male character is, henceforth, “the gateway between the spiritual 

and material worlds” (King 61). 

However, and though it seems that “(t)he rule of law…is not passed from one 

ruler to the next by blood lineage, but by the cultural inheritance of sovereign 

masculinity” ( Thompson 397), Hurston’s leaning on affect brings Moses’s subjectivity 

thoroughly attached to that of his lover Zipporah and Miriam. Although Miriam is not 

presented as the main character of the story, her presence illuminates Hurston’s 

theological recasting of the biblical plot. Moses and Miriam’s epistemology become 

intertwined from the exact moment in which both reunite when Moses comes back to 

Egypt as his redemptory mission God commanded to him. When he is asked to liberate 

the Hebrews from Egyptian bondage, Moses finds Miriam’s role as a priestess within 

her crew as a driving force. Her presence looms over her fellow citizens showcasing a 

sacred feminist function that, triggering black women’s affective turn, standing out as a 

referent and social leader aims to bring together the whole community as Aaron makes 

clear to Moses: “My sister Miriam is a great prophetess, Moses. Talking about 

influence, she’s got plenty. We couldn’t make out without her, that’s all. Everybody 

comes to her to get things straightened out. She’s a two-headed woman with power” 

(MM 135). Miriam’s reverenced power that allows her to be able to “handle anybody” 
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(MM 135) and her home assumes to be the central site of a matrix of healing for the 

Hebrew community: “her house is full every night of the people who come to her house 

to get help” (MM 135). Moses’s leadership and embracement of folklore has to be 

inevitably shared with a feminist figure that resorts to spirituality to be acclaimed as a 

leader and also as a means to unfurl the poetics of healing: “Miriam is called to 

prophesy to Israel and I am called to save Israel, our paths don’t conflict at all” (136). 

Judylyn S. Ryan justly points out that “Moses’s strategy centers on developing a 

religious ideology that would enable the Hebrews to rediscover and reclaim their own 

expropriated creative agency” (68). However, this creative agency might as well be 

upheld, I contend, thanks, to a great extent, to Miriam’s leadership within her 

community that positions her subjectivity at the crossroads of a sacred feminine 

authority that draws its aesthetics as much from the black Christian creed as from the 

folkloric strands of African—magical and supernatural—beliefs. Resultantly, by re-

mythologizing and expanding the novel’s cultural milieu, Miriam displays a narrative 

gesture that links the US and Africa and brings to the front black women’s spiritual and 

intellectual leadership across the Black Atlantic overshadowing, in such a move, the 

burdensome effects of slavery and Reconstruction along centuries.  

Hurston points to the reductive theological power of Moses as the main 

protagonist and offers Miriam as his spiritual contraposition. When Moses publicly 

claims Miriam’s leadership in his eulogy—“all about those days back in Egypt when the 

house of the prophetess Miriam was the meeting place of all those who were willing to 

work for freedom. How she had gathered folks together by two and threes and changed 

weakness into resolution” (MM 265, emphasis added)—he accepts her status as a leader 

in Israel and thus certifies her inclusive spirituality as a force of empowerment. Miriam 

embodies Hurston’s preeminence towards the Sanctified Church for black women in 

which they not only took central stage but also, as W.E.B. Du Bois accepts, stood as 

“real conserver of morals, a strengthener of family life, and the final authority on what 

is God and Right” (118).  

However, once the Hebrews have been set free and get relocated into an 

autonomous setting—a literary analogy of the so called Great Migration—the particular 

cosmology that Goshen epitomized for the unfolding of their black folkloric culture is 
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definitively left behind. The blurring of an exact geography comes to represent the 

blemishes of a sacred aesthetics if this is not based on inclusion and African (ancestral) 

folklore. Or else, the African part is lesser nourished to the American one. It is Miriam, 

“the leader of Israel’s womanhood” (MM 218), the one who openly challenges Moses’s 

prostituted commanding to the exclusionary arms of American exceptionalism. 

Hurston’s spiritual rendition of the fallacy of the African American jeremiad not only 

points out to the way black American leaders have systematically imitated the 

Puritans’s rhetoric of abusive leadership but also highlights how women leaders have 

historically been shunned from participating in the reclamation of a genuine African 

American place in sacred history. Moses’s iconic model of spiritual leadership daringly 

turns him into a black John Winthrop and therefore confronts his fellow citizens with a 

highly Puritan rhetoric that brings to mind the historical covenant between the founding 

fathers and God: “You ain’t talking to me, you know. It wasn’t my idea to bring you out 

of Egypt. Your God commanded me to bring you. Go talk to Him. But I’m telling you 

now your attitude is a temptation to God to punish you, and punish you to death” (MM 

207). 

Hurston proposes a feminist discourse to counterpart the tainted message that 

African Americans absorbed against their own aesthetic powers. It is also her way to 

boost sacred femininity as the means to both reclaim and collect black women’s 

contribution to the (African) American cultural arena. Hence, Miriam’s sanctioning 

rhetoric entails to retain her place in society as a sacred feminist leader focusing on the 

communal benefit of her entire townspeople: “I don’t aim to be robbed out of my labor 

like that” (MM 219). Just as Moses adopts his role as the Chosen Man of God, his 

leadership role gets out of hand and blows out the egalitarian position he initially 

claimed to hold. The eventual equation of his figure with God himself is Hurston’s 

literary strategy to signal African Americans’ digression from the path of transracial 

multivocality within the same community—the aforementioned “criticism of present 

declension or retrogression from the promise” (Howard-Pitney 8). Moses unveils 

himself as a neo-Puritan pretending to overreach his power not with but against his 

people by emblazing Jethro’s words in his mindset: “God to the folks, Moses. That’s 

what you was born to be” (MM 223). Hurston implies that Moses’s subjectivity vis-à-

vis God forecasts the declension that the jeremiad tradition underscores since it puts a 
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leadership akin to the mission of exceptionalist endeavor before the social and cultural 

necessities of people, as Jethro keeps on reminding him: “…but the mission Moses, the 

mission” (MM 224). In other words, Moses winds up accepting the North American 

exceptionalism that praises individualism against the bonds of the communal black 

folklore. It is in that precise moment when Miriam gives up her backing on Moses and 

veers the perception of his subjectivity grounding it out of the margins of the black 

vernacular tradition and, consequently, out of the sacred vision that accompanies her 

affective realization of the African American cultural experience. In an openly feminist 

speech, Miriam lavishes and exhausts her retaliatory anger on Moses rolling up 

spirituality and affect: 

Yes, that no-count Egyptian come with his mealy mouth and talked me and 

Aaron into bringing you all off. We was the ones that done all the work 

because he ain’t one of us sure enough. He couldn’t have got nobody to 

follow him. Here I was a big prophetess in Israel and Aaron was aa leader, 

so the people followed us on and off now he done took full credit for 

everything…Why, it’s awful. I never seen such a caper cut in all my born 

days (MM 230, emphasis added). 

Miriam’s rhetoric exhortation interpolates her own townsfolks by stirring their 

inner emotions while building upon Tomlinson’s theorization which proclaims how 

“(c)ultural ways of responding to gender that portray women as emotional and 

concerned with the personal sphere interpretations of feminist discourse” outline the 

power relations through a “rhetorical model” (45). Furthermore, Hurston’s use of 

Miriam’s punning black vernacular speech objectivizes the cultural gap between Moses 

and the prophetess. The transcultural move of relying into a single and almighty God 

breaks through as a dire contradiction to the African-based cultural conjuring of several 

Gods. Briefly put, Hurston deplores the debunking of folkloric beliefs within the 

Puritan copied ethos of African Americans: “(b)ut we do know something about our 

gods back in Egypt…Maybe that’s how come we having such a hard time, because we 

done give up our gods” (MM 230). Against the exclusionary, puritan-like and 

individualist ethos that Moses finally adopts, Miriam wraps her sacred wings around 

her community and acts as a spiritual guide and mentor. She inspires people to cling to 
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each other as a means to collectively overcome their underestimated status and 

recollect the scattered pieces that shimmer under the delusion of the jeremiad rhetoric 

device. A collective move that needs to be contemplated within the folkloric aesthetics 

of her feminist vision to simply “consulate us out here in this wilderness where we been 

dragged for nothing” (MM 231). 

Hurston’s rendition of the post-demise momentum of the African American 

jeremiad is all the more championed when, forestalling the shortcomings of the 

structuralist development of the episteme, she posits the fallen nature of the 

exclusionist ethos also within the Hebrew—black—community. The declension comes 

fully unfolded when, out of nationalist bigotry—which is presented as the North 

American national sin—even Miriam, the leader priestess that aimed to compose 

herself as the counterpart of the assimilationist subjectivity of Moses, woefully evolves 

into a racist commander unable to accept Moses’s wife, Zipporah, because of the color 

of her skin. She cries: “Look how dark her skin is. We don’t want people like that 

among us mixing up our blood and all” (MM 243). Thus, Miriam culminates her life 

participating in a “history of national weakness and decadence” (Thompson 402). 

When two competing ideologies cohabit in an overlapped system of power 

relations in which the distinction between the ruler and the masses is inevitably 

imbalanced, Deleuze & Guattari observe that  

(t)he masses certainly do not passively submit to power; nor do they ‘want’ 

to be repressed, in a kind of masochistic hysteria; nor are they tricked by 

ideological lure…It’s too easy to be antifacist on the molar level, and not 

even see the fascist inside you, the fascist you yourself sustain and nourish 

and cherish with molecules both personal and collective (qtd. in Laurie 5). 

With such a move, Hurston departs then from Lévi-Strauss and warns, in tune 

with Deleuze & Guattari, that if not handled through a transnational, transracial and 

inclusive perspective, “affective bonds between people make revolutionary groups 

capable of becoming micro-fascistic, or transform a sound principle into a damaging 

social practice” (Laurie 5). Furthermore, Miriam’s strategy of imposed skin color 

hierarchy foreruns and validates Homi Bhabha’s mimicry in which the discriminated 
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against winds up imitating the exclusionary ethos by adopting the ideas of the 

oppressor. So, if Moses thoroughly tried to cajole Hebrews into the appropriation of the 

Puritan ideological legacy, Miriam equally attests to draw difference to foster exclusion 

due to skin color. Hurston seems to put the critique forward to the lack of diversity 

within the same black community. At a moment in which black nationalism was 

gaining social impulse, Hurston’s trenchant exercise of folkloric aesthetics surpasses 

the social protest literature mastered by her black male fellow writers and feminizes the 

national discourse consecrating Bhabha’s perception of a nation understood as a 

“heterogeneous, changeable, grouping, ambivalent in its constitution, split by otherness 

within, and hybridized at its every contact with the Other” (Childs 140). 

When Miriam relinquishes her inclusive sacred role and opts to follow the 

discriminatory nature of the exceptionalist North American creed, Hurston’s “politics of 

recognition”, paraphrasing Charles Taylor, sanctions the corruption of sacred femininity 

through a divine and magical punishment that turns the priestess into the Other, 

epitomizing Emmanuel Levinas’ ethical core of Otherness and essence. As the French 

philosopher ponders, “(t)he responsibility for the other is the locus in which is situated 

the null-site of subjectivity” (10). The aggressive exclusion that Miriam stands up for 

does away with the sacred femininity that had defined her social role and subjectivity. 

As a consequence, the punishment arrives in the transformation and predestined 

destruction of her own essence because eventually, as Levinas claims, (i)n its being 

subjectivity undoes essence by substituting itself for another” (13). Miriam’s 

inclusionary being is therefore commuted into the essence of exclusion and the sacred 

sanction transmogrifies her self. 

Through this ontological move that addresses the splintering of the structuralist 

era Hurston contemplates a sacred femininity shaped by a core ethical movement 

towards inclusion and democracy—with “imbrications of emotions and ethical 

concerns” (45) to put it in Tomlinson’s words—so, in the end, Miriam’s divine 

punishment falls upon her in the form of a leprosy which magically, yet dreadfully, 

whitens her skin and turns her into “a horrible sight in her leprous whiteness” (MM 246) 

that relegates her as an outcast within her own black community. Hurston confirms this 

way her compromise with sacred femininity as “confrontation with abjection” (Kristeva 
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37) forward marching the Levinasian line that offers “(t)he exposedness to affection and 

vulnerability” as the best way to conjure up a black female subject ethically located 

“between cognition of the individual and of the universal” (Levinas 62).  

Additionally, Hurston’s sacredness can be regarded as a perfect example of what 

Ronald Deal coins as spirit of pragmatism in his article “Democracy, Difference, and 

Reconstruction: Religion, Theology, and the Spirit of Pragmatism”. Deal explains that 

pragmatism “emerged as a philosophical tradition whose sole purpose was to offset 

tyrannical forces in American life” (732). In line with Charles Sanders, William James 

or John Dewey who appear as classical pragmatists, Hurston main’s critique through the 

tyrannical evolution of both Moses and Miriam gets entrenched with a pragmatic 

reading of spirituality as a healing and encompassing force since religious pragmatism, 

Neal contends, proceeds to render “a vision of America marked by the virtue of 

plurality or difference” (732). 

In Moses, Man of the Mountain, the sacred declension of female sacredness as 

portrayed by Miriam underscores the necessity to develop a new kind of female 

subjectivity related to the sacred femininity that the Sanctified Church offered. Miriam’s 

primeval role gets wrecked over her greed for power and imposed leadership and so her 

essence as a sacred healing protector for the black community vanishes. Hurston implies 

that the equation of sacred womanhood with the Puritan rhetoric of exclusion 

culminates in the destruction of spirituality as a driving force. Indeed, Miriam, unable to 

get to grips with her fallen subjectivity will end up trading death. A death that she 

foresees as inevitable: “Something will happen from this” (MM 258). Miriam’s pleading 

to die changes her role into that of the sacred martyr that redeems her fellow female 

citizens pointing to the reconfiguration of a brand new conception of sacred femininity. 

Her latest words of wisdom acknowledge her pitfall and the failure that has finally 

engulfed her sacred essence: 

Ever since I spent that week outside the camp when, er—when I was a 

leper. When I was unclean and the leprosy and looked at myself all over and 

I was shut out from everything and from the living. That was when I got to 

thinking with only certain places in my head and I got to fleeing all over 

with fear (MM 262). 
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Just as Hannah Crafts did with Mrs. Wheeler, Hurston’s final transformation of 

Miriam into bare life attests to state the role of spirituality and sacredness as a major 

source of empowerment and a reliable force of creating a female subjectivity and 

feminist aesthetics that can guarantee the survival of black women’s artistic power. As 

such, Miriam reminisces on her early days when she really was a prophetess who 

privileged her role to nuance and cater for the benefit of her people: “You see, I was a 

prophetess back in Egypt and I had power, that is what the people told me, anyhow” 

(MM 263). The moment of final epiphany reveals the importance of sacredness as 

healing and unfolding mechanism to breed the paradigm of growth for black women. 

So, it is rather a fact that “Miriam had lived on hopes where other women lived on 

memories” and, precisely for that very reason, at the moment of her death—when her 

act as a redeemer has thus been accomplished—Moses publicly declares and requires 

social credit for her role as a leader: “If she had not come to the palace gates to ask for 

him and to claim him as a brother, would he have left Egypt as he did? He doubted it” 

(MM 265). 

Miriam’s death unravels the final destruction of a community premised on the 

declension that the jeremiad heralded. Moses, the leader of her people who 

acknowledges himself to have struggled “to make a nation out of you” (MM 252), 

blurts his exclusionary nature in front of an astonished Aaron unable to grasp the 

nationalist bigotry and individualism that has definitely brought social havoc and the 

destruction of the sacred realm: “I haven’t spared myself Aaron. I had to quit being a 

person a long time ago, and I had to become a thing, a tool, an instrument for a cause” 

(MM 274). 

The novel seems to be initially shaped following the jeremiad rhetoric in which 

the hope and the promise, just in The Bondwoman’s Narrative, are to be disclosed by 

the next generation: “The Voice had said to take a nation across the Jordan, and the 

generation which he had brought out of Egypt had failed him. ‘The third generation 

will feel free and noble. Then I can mold a nation” (MM 260). However, the declension 

that is forecasted from the outset seems not to be reassigned as long as there are no 

affective bonds that can uniformly recognize the various subjectivities that compose the 

nation, as Moses dolefully decrees: “How can a nation speak with one voice if they are 
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not one?” (MM 278-279). Although this can be understood as Moses’s final acceptance 

of a social need that balances individualism and inclusion (Fraile Marcos 2003: 44), I 

consider that Moses’s gloomy words are to be fathomed in the context of Miriam’s 

death when they are uttered. In this manner, the disappearance of Miriam is Hurston’s 

wily move to bring the deluded sacred story to a halt. By and large, as a result of the 

lack of counterbalance of Moses’s overpower that she represented there is not only an 

unresolved lapse regarding gender-related conflicts but it also the moment to accept 

that the reality of the dream deferred has taken over: “…dreams had in no way been 

completely fulfilled” (MM 282). Through the missed presence of Miriam at the very 

end of the story Hurston aims to convey how there is no option left to offset Moses, 

considering that “(n)o man on earth had ever wielded so much power” (MM 283). The 

cohesive relationship that Miriam possessed as a sacred leader is broken by the 

imposing leadership of Moses. The declension thereby crystallizes because, in Giorgio 

Agamben’s terms, “breaking the identity between human and the citizen… brings the 

originary friction of sovereignty to crisis” (20).  

Accordingly, Deborah E. McDowell’s assumption that in the novel “(t)he 

‘place’ of women…is to be followers, and the places in which they figure...are perhaps 

its most troubling” (13) is somehow reductive. Rather, I believe that Miriam’s role as a 

prophetess who brings to public view her sacred leadership throughout the story is by 

no means negligible. Slavery alongside the outcome of colonialism instituted a fresh 

European paradigm that established new models of leadership that were upheld at the 

expense of black women’s right to contribute. Here, conversely, Miriam confronts, 

shows off, builds upon and even transgresses Moses’s divine power only through her 

accorded authority. In so doing, Hurston advocates to elevate the sacredness of black 

feminine aesthetics vis-à-vis the folkloric ethos that got spread along the—chiefly 

male—intellectual quarters of the Harlem Renaissance. Nevertheless, Hurston directly 

forewarns, such sacred femininity needs to be always nuanced following the politics of 

affect, inclusion and respectability.  

Through the sacred femininity that the character of Miriam personifies, we get 

to listen all the more to Janie’s musing in Hurston’s masterpiece Their Eyes Were 

Watching God when she confesses to Jodie that “sometimes God gits familiar wind us 
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womenfolks too and talks his inside business” (70). In this case what God seems to 

eventually contend is that without the presence of women in an egalitarian dreamed 

society, the result is nonetheless chaotic. That is why in the last lines we read how the 

declension has been manifestly displayed and “(e)verything ended in riddles” (MM 

283). Paradoxically powerless at the handling of his own townspeople, Moses’s last 

moments in the story are bitterly portrayed as the metaphor of the declension per 

excellence. This is the resort that Hurston uses to claim the importance of female 

leadership within the black community—it is no wonder thus that, in a preparatory act, 

a female voice opens the novel. Likewise, the scene shows, as Judylyn Ryan pinpoints, 

how “Miriam’s influence on Moses’s life illustrates that the vision of 

interconnectedness persists even in relationships that are hegemonic” (71). Indeed, 

black female headship as standard bearers became pivotal for the affective spreading of 

the sacred message that the Sanctified Church promulgated.  

If Miriam’s spiritual leadership had for so long served to appease and rule the 

community, Moses’s interference brings barbaric splendor to a society in which the 

roles of participation had already been commonly established. The bigotry of the 

imposed religious laws appears as a refractory tenet to a spiritual-based society directed 

by a woman. This idea links Moses, Man of the Mountain to the social reality that 

African American women were experiencing in the Sanctified Church. In this 

institution women could, as Miriam in the novel, “exercise their gifts” (82) through a 

shared leadership, as Cheryl Townsend Gilkes affirms. She further asserts that 

“(b)ecause of the special role played by these women, they often carried more 

authority” (Gilkes 83), something that, again, echoes in Miriam’s first depiction. 

Moreover, Miriam’s affective bonds with her townspeople are likewise mirrored in the 

role that spiritual black women played in the Sanctified Church for they “had made 

cultural choices in favor of tradition to maintain their choice within the context of a 

like-minded constituency” (Gilkes 85). Briefly put, they mixed spirituality, affect and 

black artistic aesthetics. This is precisely Hurston’s portrayal in Moses, Man of the 

Mountain. 

Also, Hurston leaves no doubt when conveying the idea of social disruption in 

all almost male-centered society. Moses’s regret represent the last throes of a leader 
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that in his manly vision of power and individualism—the man in the mountain—has 

but shattered the dream of a communal society based on equality. For that very reason 

Moses finishes his appearance certain that “he would always feel bad about this great 

failure” (MM 284). His lonely regret is also the best way to focus his guilt for 

premising his ideal society after the corrupted nature that goes along the exceptionalist 

and individualism of the white-centered North American creed as understood under his 

supremacy. Affect functions to debunk the “tropes of contempt” (Tomlinson 54) that a 

society premised on an exclusive male leadership puts on display. Hurston’s narrative 

echoes Tomlinson’s theory which reads affect as a “part of the authority of a text as it is 

constructed within a complex matrix of institutional norms, authorial statuses, 

privileges, and textual features that work together” (56). 

In dire contrast to individualism, Hurston elaborates her poignant critique 

partaking in the cultural matrix that the black vernacular tradition offered. Diverging 

from her contemporary fellow writers Langston Hughes’s and Richard Wright’s 

proletarian literature of social protest12 , so popular in the Depression, Zora Neale 

Hurston takes her narrative from the social realism of the thirties that bolstered up the 

Romanticized literary figure of the black isolato as the epitome of the black male hero 

and leader. Hurston, contrarily, opts for a feminist view of social inclusion and shared 

responsibilities within the heterogeneous black community and evinces that “(a)ffect is 

deeply entwined with creation of textual authority” (Tomlinson 56). Through the 

mastering of what Henry Louis Gates Jr. calls “Hurston’s mythic realism” (293) her 

work engages the perfect conjunction that links the lyrical black idiom with the 

aesthetics of a certain type of black womanhood that resists to follow the ruling 

judgments of her black male partners. Although it has been stated that “(i)f Wright, 

Ellison, Brown, and Hurston were engaged in a battle over ideal fictional modes with 

which to represent the Negro, clearly Hurston lost the battle” (Gates 293), Hurston’s 

richly elaborated imagery has paved the path for other African American women 

                                                 
12 Zora Neale Hurston’s anticommunist fervor alongside her decry of social protest literature turned her 

into a political and literary opposite to Richard Wright, the literary champion of the social protest 

literature. Hurston’s preeminence for the unfolding of a black feminine aesthetics make her reject 

Wright’s preponderance towards violence and hatred, his dismissal to create different black female 

stereotypes, his equation of art with Marxist propaganda and his diminished capacity to accept the 

folkloric and artistic ethos of black dialect. 
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writers. In fact, The literary influence of sacred femininity and biblical recasting can be 

grasped in, for example, Gloria Naylor’s Bailey’s Café, Ntozake Shange’s Sassafras, 

Cypress, Indigo, and Toni Morrison’s Paradise, among others.  

Hence, with Moses, Man of the Mountain, Hurston not only demonstrated that 

“it was viable for the Afro-American writer to acknowledge the folkloric oral tradition 

as the foundation of a genuine Afro-American writing tradition” (29), in Ana María 

Fraile’s words, but also warranted the importance of black women’s sacred aesthetic 

within the inclusionary nature of an egalitarian nation. The novel, then, extends its 

jeremiadic ethos and evolves into a black feminist manifesto in which a world without 

women equates disruption and instability. Hurston rejected the role of religion as a 

reductive mode of social protest and a technical assault of black people’s miseries, and 

thus, it is not in vain that she declared not to “belong to the sobbing school of 

Negrohood” (“How It Feels to Be Colored Me” 153). Her mastering of sacred 

femininity enfolds black female subjectivity with the aesthetics that revolve around the 

vernacular ethos and the folkloric schemes “thus carrying art to the altitudes of folk-

gift” (Fraile Marcos 1997: 30). By fixing African spiritual modes in the North 

American sacred domain Hurston places the reconfiguration of sacred femininity across 

the Black Atlantic. If Crafts’s The Bondwoman’s Narrative aimed to position the black 

female self within the Promise Land of the Black City upon a Hill, Hurston’s Moses, 

Man of the Mountain acknowledges the stark difficulty of such a Black City upon a Hill 

and foregrounds its declension by pointing to the limits of its social representation with 

regards to black women’s contributions.  

Hurston also shows the importance of an inclusive and ethic sacred femininity 

to reclaim a new type of womanhood both socially and aesthetically. Long before 

Daniel Coleman coined the term white civility to acknowledge the ways in which white 

North Americans had disavowed the ethnic epistemologies from participating in the 

construction of an egalitarian ethos of different nations,13 Hurston’s novel focused on a 

certain idea of civility within the black community. The aesthetics of the rise and fall of 

                                                 
13 Coleman’s rendition of white civility elucidates how whiteness, in an inchoately imperial context, 

became attached to the ethos of North America ever since colonial times. The fact that Moses focuses on 

this white civility while Miriam draws on African spirituality is Hurston’s compromise of rooting 

feminist aesthetics within a genuine black folklore. 
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sacred femininity aim to collect the pieces of mutual dignity represented as a “joint 

responsibility of all” (Tomlinson 57), and point home crucial points of Edward Shils’ 

moral concept of civility as a “feature of civil society [that] considers others as fellow-

citizens of equal dignity in their rights and obligations as members of civil society; it 

means regarding other persons, including one’s adversaries, as members of the same 

inclusive collectivity” (12). These are ideas that resonate aesthetically in Moses, Man of 

the Mountain. For Hurston, then, the expense in affect becomes central to the definition 

and reconfiguration of the sacred female ethos so that, as Sara Ahmed supports, with 

such communal force their “bodies and worlds materialise and take shape” (2004: 24). 

Three decades before the post-colonial era, Hurston’s bold representation of the 

sacred femininity applied to the black priestess discloses the unapologetic role of the 

African spirituality within the realm of African American women, and transcends 

Spivak’s sanctioned ignorance when it comes to assure the transnational fate of the 

black woman. Hurston’s sacred message recasts the jeremiad tradition to pin down 

notions of humanitarianism, social justice and the recognition of politics of art. Affect 

and emotions are the tools through which Hurston’s reviews and rethinks the sacred 

femininity, offering a picture of “less the United States of promise and progress” but 

rather a big “community whose fundamental asset is humane recognition” (Berlant 3). 

Furthermore, the author aims to expose and revitalize the creative and healing 

role of black women that, as Anthonia Kalu righty asserts, were taken for granted, if not 

removed, “from the scene of invention and participation during a significant transitional 

moment in Africa’s history on both sides of the Atlantic” (89). With Moses, Man of the 

Mountain Hurston continues to offer her feminist rendition of the new black female self 

that she had outlined in Their Eyes Were Watching God, but on this occasion portraying 

the folkloric aesthetics of spirituality as creative agency simply to acknowledge the 

leadership of the sacred femininity that black women could remodel into art. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

TONI MORRISON’S A MERCY 

 AND THE DECLENSION OF SACREDNESS IN A GLOBALIZED ERA 
 

 

 

4.1. AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN AND RELIGIOUS SHORTCOMINGS 

       IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

 

I could not conjure my God in this place, and it 

seemed His failure. Surprise…overwhelmed me. 

 

Lorene Cary, Black Ice” 

 

Whoever is able to live completely in the present, 

sustained by the lesson of the past, commands the 

future. 

 

Eleanor Traylor, “My Soul Looks Bak in Wonder” 

 

 

 

The post-Civil Rights momentum brought black Christianity into dire straits. 

African American’s economic status seemed to have got better and black people 

relocated themselves into the suburbs of central cities to eschew economic hardships 

and lead a rather loose life. However, this situation soon proved to be a chimera and 

African Americans began to face the stark reality of having to languish in slums, having 

to deal with housing segregation and chronic unemployment. The outcome could be no 

other than the resurgence of a sweeping anti-black backlash. Over this tumultuous 

scenario “a new face of African American Christianity began—one indelibly shaped by 

a national context in which a retreat from racial matters called its very existence into 

question” (Glaude 81). 

 

The economic philosophy of neoliberalism brought about new conceptions of 

what it means to be a citizen and about the role of religion in the US cultural expression. 

Basking in the limelight of social leadership and as guarantor of rights, the black 
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Christian church helped African Americans to overcome Ronald Reagan’s favoring of a 

“national emergence of the new Christian right” (Glaude 81) inevitably at odds with the 

plights of black Christians. Under this cosmopoliticized side of the state, its role as a 

sole guarantor of social quality waned while a new version of the gospel of wealth 

capitalized the synergies to collect an individualism that the Christian religious creed 

tried to contest. As a result, Eddie S. Glaude Jr. explains, it is important to note how at 

the dawning of the 21st century “the changing economic and racial landscape—the 

emergence of a new black middle class and the ascendance of the Age of Reagan—

changed the forms and content of the black institutional church as it morphed, in some 

cases, into a new phenomenon called the megachurch” (88). The appearance and 

consolidation of these megachurches signaled the decadence of Afro-Christianity’s 

ethical role and morals. Indeed, black Christian megachurches were based upon the 

economic philosophy of neoliberalism, and as such, they were unrelentingly twined 

with their economic nature and, what strikes as more shocking, with total connivance 

with the system of color-blind racism. At this precise moment, the Nation of Islam took 

benefit from such grievances and gained the fervor of those who gave up on Christianity 

as a spiritual mode of representation. Drawing primordially from black working class 

and black poor people, the Nation of Islam “staked out a space for black empowerment 

rooted in a counter-Christian tradition—one that questioned and rejected the easy 

alliance between Christian doctrine and white supremacy” (Glaude 110). Contrarily, a 

Manichean message purveyed by black Christianity constituted poverty as a sign of God 

by focusing on its sacred dimension. Inevitably, this vision of poverty and religion 

added “sacred authority to cultural pathology arguments”, and therefore what eventually 

resulted was “a particular theology” as a form of “disentangling of African American 

Christianity from political concerns” and “all too easily align with conservatism” 

(Glaude 93). 

 

The moral evaluation that is posited among the contradictory role of black 

Christianity in this new age of neoliberal policies brings to the fore the stark differences 

between the poor and the rich, though this time under the surface of the sacred message. 

As it has been proved throughout history, African American women have been and still 

remain the ones to suffer the most over this socioeconomic reality. Indeed, in modern-
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day North America, black women stand as the target of racist and sexist attacks in and 

outside the black community. When black Christianity aligned socially with the national 

discourse of American exceptionalism (Glaude 95), black women, who were relegated 

at the bottom of the social ladder, represented in vivid flesh the pitfall of the black 

Christian message. Cheryl Townsend Gilkes explains it plainly when she states that 

 

Among the crisis facing African Americans today, one that is following us 

into the 21st century, is the situation of poor women in our communities. 

Folk wisdom recognizes the importance of ‘the mothers’ to the survival and 

health of the community and to the perpetuation of worthwhile dimensions 

of African American culture. Christian ministry is defined ultimately by its 

service to, with, and on behalf of “the least of these”. In the context of the 

African American community, women constitute “the least of these” and the 

peculiarities of their situation has profound consequences for the entire 

community (197). 

 

In other words, black Christianity has failed in empowering African American 

women. And so, due to the cultural suppression of black women “within their 

churches… the church became less prophetic and more priestly in its response to 

political realities” (Gilkes 201). Accordingly, in a context of overt social fragmentation, 

the socioeconomic and political matters that alter the life of black women “are 

compounded by confusion and conflict over scripturally prescribed roles for women 

and misperceptions about the actual status of African American women in society” 

(Gilkes 209). The constant abandonment of Christianity when it comes to assure and 

care for the recognition of African Americans—through the lack of discourse in 

tragedies like hurricane Katrina to the ongoing violence of white police officers in the 

South—has been magnificently put into words by African American writer and 

journalist Ta-Nehisi Coates in his acclaimed book Between The World and Me,14 

published in 2015: “America understands itself as God’s handiwork, but the black body 

is the clearest evidence that America is the work of them” (12). 

                                                 
14 At the moment of its publication, Between The World and Me was compared to James Baldwin’s 

seminal work The Fire Next Time. However, Coates departs from his mentor with his scant critique to 

religion and its nefarious consequences upon African Americans; an approach suitable to my reading of A 

Mercy and the declension that the Christian teachings that are analogous to Morrison’s novel. 
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The questioning of religion and spiritual creed as a means of liberation and self-

assurance in a contemporary reflection was majestically delved into by Toni Morrison 

with the third novel of her acclaimed trilogy, Paradise (1998). As Anna Hartnell puts 

it, “Paradise moves inexorably from its conception in Exodus, through a Gospels 

worldview, to ultimately picture an ‘end’ in visions of apocalypse” (110). The novel 

follows the whereabouts of a group of African American men who, escaping from 

racism and exclusion, build up Ruby, their own idyllic spot, following their 

engagement with the foundational Puritan myths and rituals that had previously been 

used to expel them. In this way, no light skin person neither non-black one is welcome 

within the premises of their locale. The counterpoint to this racist paradigm is found in 

the Convent, a space whereby multiethnic women converge and make cultural 

hybridity possible as a means to debunk religious categories that eschew any possibility 

of accepted difference. Contrary to the primordial myth of purity and religious zeal that 

chokes the democratic development of ethnicity in the United States, the concept of 

hybridity possesses here a positive transfiguring power for the women in the Convent. 

Besides, all the women that people to Convent are poor and victims of exclusion, an 

idea that links their subjectivity with the status of deprived African American women. 

So, if, according to Jay Twomey, Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain “aims to retell 

Exodus in such a way as to affirm African American folklore and spiritualities rather 

than to critique its biblical original (13), Morrison’s Paradise builds upon the same 

discourse, and makes use of the biblical tellings alongside the sacred foundational creed 

of the United States within a web of affect to uphold the inclusion of poor women. 

Thus, Morrison presents that the possibility of attaining earthly paradise lies in the 

deconstruction of religious Manicheism by means of the integration of opposites.  

 

Morrison’s vision of religion as a disempowering outlet is more than evident. In 

Hartnell’s words, “(t)he novel thus critiques the notion of religious election as road to 

violence” (110). One of the most remarkable things about the novel is that, as Hartnell 

further explains, “(t)hough published in 1998, Paradise can be read as a poignant 

comment on the post-9/11 resurgence of covenantal theology in the United States, and 

the ethnocentrism that this theology so often points to” (110-111). A statement that 

corroborates how religion, and in this case the black Christian creed, has not only fallen 
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short of its primeval role of liberator and protector but has also proved to be of little 

avail when it has come to assure the social representation of the current epistemology 

of African Americans. Rather, and again following Hurston’s investment in Moses, 

Man of the Mountain, what shimmers underneath Paradise is the transformation of the 

sacred discourse and religious message into an aesthetic outlet that can model a literary 

genre drained of the historical role assigned to the Bible and to spirituality. In a present 

moment in which black communities “sit literally on the edge of cultural, political, and 

economical destruction” (Gilkes 211), religion and spirituality remain useless when 

trying to foster liberation. Yet, they are validated as cultural tenets to construct a black 

feminist aesthetics in which sacredness and affect can merge to envision a new future 

of healing, forgiveness, antidogmatism and liberty. That the Convent in Paradise is 

built upon what used to be a Catholic school for Indian girls at the heart of a Protestant 

State is Morrison’s device to drain the religious meaning of a locale that will unify the 

different subjectivities of the trans-ethnic girls who inhabit it.  

 

The blurring of the religious undertones present the Convent as the central site 

for the exploration of affect as the tenet through which women will recompose their 

fragmented identities and will also claim a place to be. So, what appears to grow as a 

ground of opposites, stands as the perfect example of respect, cooperation and equality 

in dire contrast to the exceptionalist ethos of the Puritan-based nationalism that the 

black inhabitants of Ruby epitomize. Paradise is Morrison’s scathing critique towards 

the religious creed that upheld the Manichean nationalism premised on whiteness and 

the black refashioning of its essentialism and exceptionalism. In this way, Morrison 

aligns with Eddie S. Glaude Jr. by accepting that the religious discourse as it has been 

understood for so long has fallen short of its role of atonement, and that, since the 

uprising of late capitalism, it has proved ineffective to define the oppression of African 

Americans in the US. As Glaude suggests and Morrison confirms—especially in her 

ninth novel A Mercy (2008), which is meant to be in line with the paradigm she started 

with Paradise—it no longer makes sense to deal with religion and sacredness as 

possible outlets to redefine black (female) subjectivity. In other words, “it is time we 

got rid of it” (Glaude 118).  
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4.2. UNRESOLVED PROPHECIES AND SACRED (DES)ILLUSIONMENT:  

       TONI MORRISON’S A MERCY 

 

Modern life begins with slavery. 

 

Toni Morrison, “Living Memory: An Interview with Toni Morrison”  

 

Which is to say you have to earn God? You 

have to practice God. You have to think God 

carefully. 

Toni Morrison, Paradise 

 

 

As stated above, Toni Morrison’s ninth novel, A Mercy (2008), follows the path 

that the last volume of her acclaimed trilogy, Paradise (1998), had started ten years 

before. Hence, I read A Mercy as Morrison’s attempt to continue the stark critique 

towards a religious conception of the (African) American engagement with the national 

puritan ethos. However, in A Mercy Morrison departs from Paradise by portraying a 

conflicting relationship between the different female subjectivities that compose the 

novel. In so doing, and despite the reduced length of the novel—especially when 

compared to the vast canvas shaped up in Paradise—the author presents a more 

complex and intricate picture that dislodges the religious readout attached to the birth of 

the United States, and offers a Morrisonian literary characteristic that suggests no fixed 

meanings while giving rise to no single line of interpretation. 

 

To contextualize the novel, it is fitting to say that Morrison purposely sets it in 

the American colonies between 1680-1700, that is, in Justine Tally’s words, “a time 

when the American colonies were ‘pre-racial’, a period when the laws determining the 

inferiority of African immigrants were just beginning to be formalized, and the 

exaltation of the ‘Anglo-Saxon’ race began its process of legalization” (63). Setting the 

plot in the late seventeenth century, at the foundational moment of the nation that would 

be known as United States of America, Morrison “joins a fascinating set of other 

American authors” who chose to locate their stories in the past to, inevitably, address 

present issues, “two of the most noteworthy being Nathaniel Hawthorne with the 
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Scarlett Letter, and Arthur Miller with The Crucible, now canonical works that speak to 

extreme situations in American political history” (Tally 64). To this palimpsest of 

intertextual exercise I would also add Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick—as the opening 

line addressing the reader, “Don’t be afraid” (M 1), as well as the unfolding of a 

confessing tone every other chapter confirms—F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby 

and slave narratives such as Frederick Douglass’ Narrative of the Life of Frederick 

Douglass Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. By echoing canonical 

texts from different traditions within the US literary culture, Morrison inscribes A 

Mercy in the tradition of literary writings aiming to offer a different side of the North 

American nation. However, what many scholars have clearly envisioned is how A 

Mercy might act as a prequel to Morrison’s 1988 masterpiece Beloved. Indeed, both 

novels share many motifs and topoi that definitely link them and, therefore, might as 

well allow readers to trace a common path between a pre-racial American moment-in-

time and an utterly racist period dealing with slave trade and its aftermath. However, 

what seems to have drawn little, if any, attention is how A Mercy builds upon the use of 

the religious discourse that Morrison used in Beloved to offer a certain picture of its 

corresponding era that eventually bears correspondence to present-day America. 

 

Although many similarities among these two works have already been pointed, 

what has eschewed consideration is how the title reveals the conflicting nature that 

religion encompasses in either Beloved and in A Mercy. In the case of the first, the 

epigraph from Romans 9:25 that opens the story gives the overall title to the novel: “I 

will call them my people, which were not my people; and her beloved, which was not 

beloved”. Morrison revamps the Biblical scripture to adapt its discourse to a specific 

situation aiming to accommodate its message to the story of Sethe’s tragedy. As Mae G. 

Henderson rightly notes, this passage “repeats with little difference a passage from the 

Old Testament” (64), a move that informs about Morrison’s goal—similar to Hurston’s 

rewriting of the Old Testament—to create an allegory between past and present. The 

precise passage from the Old Testament actually reads: “I will have mercy upon her that 

had not obtained mercy; and I will say to them which were not my people, Thou art my 

people; and they shall say, Thou art my God” (Hosea 2:23).  
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In light with the thesis that reads both novels as concomitant arguments, I argue 

that it is no coincidence that the word, and the concept, “mercy” plays a central role in 

the biblical quotation from which Morrison drew to title Beloved. Besides, “Mercy”, 

which in Portuguese is translated as piedade, links the novel to the religious path traced 

in Paradise because, as Ágnes Surányi explains in “The Bible as Intertext in Toni 

Morrison’s novels”, “(w)ith the appearance of the mysterious Piedade, the ending of 

Paradise makes us aware of another basic concept of Christianity: mercy”, for “(i)n 

Portuguese, piedade means mercy and grace” (126). Therefore, A Mercy shares the 

spiritual ethos that situates its story at the crossroads between Beloved and Paradise by 

its critique of religion in the construction of a national and aesthetic conception of the 

United States. 

 

Morrison’s penchant for the Bible along her literary career has been widely 

studied by many scholars15. As Surányi contends, “her attempts to appropriate and resist 

the Bible through allegory, the use of reversal, literalization, signifying, or overt citation 

are trademarks of her novels” (16). However, Morrison’s conception of religion, and 

especially of Christianity, has proved to be a double-edged sword in the configuration 

of her African American aesthetics. Accordingly, more than an intertextual relation to 

the Bible, Morrison seems to favor an “anti-intertextuality”, to paraphrase Surányi’s 

words, clearly seen and expanded in A Mercy. Although it can be argued that “(t)he use 

of multiple intertextuality by Morrison is possibly connected to the partially overlapping 

Du Boisean ‘double consciousness’, the Gatesean ‘two-voiced’ or ‘two-toned Afro-

American heritage’, the African American trope of antiphony call and response, and 

Bakhtin’s ‘double-voiced discourse’” (Surányi 120-121), I believe that such an 

approach is valid when referring to Beloved and Paradise. Yet, in A Mercy, Morrison 

shows that the Biblical discourse is unresponsive and harmful for the alluring of the 

young nation and its inhabitants. If in Beloved and Paradise the final redemption points 

to a hopeful envision of a near future, in A Mercy Morrison presents an apocalyptic 

scenario that offers no sign of salvation. The novel’s ending seems to suggest the 

unrelenting nature of a specific lack of empathy utterly linked to the nefarious outcome 

                                                 
15 For a detailed study of Morrison and her use of the Bible see the collection of essays Toni Morrison 

and the Bible: Contested Intertextualities, edited by Shirley A. Stave. 
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of religious bigotry. In this light, the reader might yet discover a somewhat overt 

resistance to use religion as an inclusive outlet within the democratic constitution of the 

United States. In other words, with A Mercy Morrison confirms Cynthia Dubin 

Edelberg’s powerful statement that, for the Nobel laureate, “the Bible is the wrong book 

for blacks” (223). 

 

In this sense, Morrison’s A Mercy acts as a reverse of The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative. Crafts’s narrative used the jeremiad rhetoric tradition fused with affect and 

emotions to equate spirituality as the means through which African American women 

could reach out for their longed dream to be recognized as fully North American 

citizens. The aesthetics of the jeremiad also allowed her to create a sacred femininity 

that could live up to the standards of the African American cultural matrix. Two 

centuries later Morrison creates a novel the scenario of which is paradoxically prior in 

time to Crafts’s narrative setting in order to destroy the idea that the sacred message 

ought to prove solid in the configuration of the black (female) self. In line with the 

discourse of this dissertation, Morrison might as well ground A Mercy in the last stage 

of the (African) American jeremiad tradition. If The Bondwoman’s Narrative followed 

the first stance of such cultural tradition—“citing the promise”—, and Hurston’s Moses, 

Man of the Mountain was firmly established in the second stage—“criticism of present 

declension or retrogression of the promise”—, A Mercy should have continued this 

tradition and ground its message in the last stage of the sacred message: “a resolving 

prophecy that society will shortly complete its mission and redeem the promise” 

(Howard-Pitney 8). Nevertheless, Morrison does away with this theory and overtly 

rejects the sacred nature of such religious pathos for her critique of contemporary North 

American society.  

 

Indeed, and though A Mercy’s story is located in the early stages of America, 

when the idea of the nation was not even in an embryonic state, the novel can be read 

taking into account the conflicting tenet that religion has proved to be for modern-day 

America. As Justine Tally also asserts, “(i)t is no news that while Morrison, like other 

great authors, may be locating her story in the past, she is inevitably addressing the 

present” (63). It is therefore interesting to see that although A Mercy slyly responds and 
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interpolates both Beloved and Paradise, as it will be shown in this chapter, it again 

departs from these previous works by reflecting the pitfalls of the past into the present 

days. And, in so doing, it also veers from the literary value of The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative and Moses, Man of the Mountain. Besides Tally’s article, Jessica Wells 

Cantiello’s “From Pre-Racial to Post-Racial? Reading and Reviewing A Mercy in the 

Age of Obama” illuminates more clearly how the novel bridges pre-racial American to 

the 21st-century US establishing the connection between past and present vividly. 

Indeed, the publication of the novel—November 2008—seemed propitious “given 

Morrison’s role as a public intellectual and in light of her unprecedented endorsement of 

Barack Obama in January 2008” (Cantiello 165). Cantiello further remarks that 

“(r)eactions to the text, which describes the beginnings of the processes by which race 

would be invented and constructed in the United States, expose the permanence of that 

construction in the present day” (165). Tally adds up to this idea and remembers that 

“(t)he publication of A Mercy in November 2008 coincided with the election of a black 

man to the highest post of the American political system. And Morrison’s novel begins 

and ends with a young female African slave, writing her story on the walls of an 

imitation plantation house in the North, a veritable ‘White House’ inhabited only by a 

Dead White Male” (63). 

 

Eileen Battersby follows this train of thought and in her review of the book for 

The Irish Times points out that “it is impossible not to read A Mercy in the context of 

the present political dilemma facing the US”. She additionally pronounces that “present 

day, pre-election America continues to lick its wounds” (qtd in Cantiello 166). In 

hindsight, I position my reading alongside Cantiello’s to argue that “the only way to 

read A Mercy is by contextualizing it in the present moment” (166). Yet, my contention 

is not focused on racial signs but on religious grounds to hold that the religious bigotry 

that corrupted the birth of the nation has turned out to be pernicious for the bridging of 

differences between its citizens. For Hannah Crafts the religious adherence was an asset 

to claim her Americanness and a good way to open the path to create a feminist 

aesthetics that revolved around sacred concepts. In tune with Crafts, Hurston used 

religion to criticize its chauvinistic roots and to contour the feminist aesthetics of 

sacredness by presenting the role of the (black) priestess as crucial for the equality of 
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genders. In both cases, religion was transmogrified into an aesthetic concept rather than 

an act of transcendence. In other words, the sacred femininity that both authors upheld, 

in the nineteenth and twentieth century, was a way to reclaim the creative agency and 

decision of African American women writers. In the 21st century, Morrison builds upon 

such messages and uses the religious creed as it was originated in the late seventeenth 

century, to hollow out its pervasive ethos and, in contrast to what her fellow writers had 

done, to give her back to Christianity as neither a way to empower nor to reclaim 

identity.  

 

Sharon Jesse has delved into Morrison’s unique conception of Christian religion. 

According to her, the Nobel laureate’s literary representation of Christianity is 

fundamentally premised on the idea of salvation and redemption. Thus, her fiction 

bolsters the inextricable parallelism that exists “between African American religion 

during slavery and Gnosticism’s developments during the earliest centuries of 

Christianity” (132). Jesse keeps on explaining that “(t)he goal of Gnostic striving is 

similar to the Christian goal: to forswear the bonds, pleasures and material necessities of 

the world in order to realize the inner connection to the godspirit…which is unknowable 

in this world” (133). Thus, through this spiritual channel, the self can model a life 

through a conscious knowledge—gnosis is Greek for knowledge—to reshape the human 

condition aiming to reclaim salvation and personal redemption. That is to say, 

Morrison’s oeuvre might as well be firmly grounded in the last stage of the (African) 

American jeremiad literary tradition following Crafts’ and Hurston’s premises. 

However, I contend that A Mercy eschews this train of thought—that Beloved and 

Paradise do follow—to prove Christianity invalid when it comes to be used as an outlet 

in the hands of black women to reshape their sense of being. Furthermore, with this 

novel Morrison extends such denunciation by including other women from different 

ethnic backgrounds to fully demonstrate how the Christian creed is unable to bring 

about an eventual redemption. With an eye on the 21st century, Morrison uses 

Christianity as a “black aesthetic” literary tool16, to borrow from Theophus H. Smith, 

                                                 
16 Knowing that African American culture has harbored a vast array of original creative expression, I use 

the term ‘black aesthetic’ following its coinage by theologian scholar Theopus H. Smith who defines a 

black aesthetic as “a distinctive ethos of artistic sensibility and cultural creativity that is crucial for 
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that reveals a hollow message and focuses on the affective motif that her characters 

should have worked upon in a more invigorated way. So, and despite A Mercy’s 

“redemptive tone” (Cantiello 166), Morrison refuses to comply with the jeremiad tone 

and opts for presenting an apocalyptic scene where the sacred femininity, as embodied 

by the different women in the novel, ends up in corruption, destruction or derailment. In 

line with Justine Tally, I read A Mercy as an “allegory” (66) whereby religious 

differences and different layers of bigotry pin down the overestimated role of religion in 

the early stages of the US and, consequently, in its ongoing aftermath. 

 

As I have stated before, A Mercy partakes from different canonical texts in US 

literature and, most importantly, can be read taking into consideration Beloved and 

Paradise. This fact, together with the sharp critique of Christianity, makes this short 

novel appealing and prone to act as a counterpoint to The Bondwoman’s Narrative and 

Moses, Man of the Mountain. Nevertheless, in what Crafts, Hurston and Morrison do 

conflate is in opting for affect as a way to salvage black female subjectivity. 

Accordingly, in Crafts’s and Hurston’s novels the sacred self and affect was bonded 

together to uphold a feminist version of black womanhood, but in Morrison’s ninth 

novel the affective turn of female characters seems just as the only way out since 

religion ultimately brings havoc and destruction.  

 

I agree with Shirley A. Stave’s assumption that throughout her literary career 

“Morrison has required her readers to engage with the significance of the Christian 

church and its often contradictory teaching”, nonetheless “(t)o dismiss the centrality of 

Christianity in her work as simply an articulation of the significance of the church to the 

lives of African Americans is…naïve” (215). Stave wraps up her arguments by stating 

that “to assume that Morrison’s use of biblical themes and Christian theology is 

straightforward or that she endorses Christian teaching is equally…oversimplistic” 

(215). Particularly in A Mercy Morrison destabilizes the accepted importance of religion 

for the life of African Americans, especially when it comes to its direct transcendence 

upon the lives of African American women. But not only that because, as I suggested at 

                                                                                                                                               
communicating Afro-American experience, and also for criticizing the depth and authenticity of such 

communication” (117). 
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the beginning of this chapter, and as an important fact that separates this novel from 

Paradise is that Morrison offers here a tailored tapestry of female characters that range 

from Florens, a teenage African girl, to an outcast Native American named Lina, a 

‘mongrelized’ and racially undescribed—a typical Morrisonian literary strategy—

woman called Sorrow, and an English woman named Rebekka Vaark, the wife of Jacob 

Vaark, owner of the plantation where the rest of the characters work. By proposing this 

catalogue of racially and socially different female characters—a strategy she had 

previously done in Paradise with the women in the Convent though they were not so 

racially personalized—Morrison purposely opts for a transnational and transethnic 

account of affect to unite the pain and struggle of women in the beginning of American 

colonial times. Growing apart from the affective mode that Crafts and Hurston used in 

their works, here Morrison widens the scope of ethnicity to accommodate the affective 

web that should bond women together regardless of their race. A bond that, also 

contrarily to the sacredness that brings women together in The Bondwoman’s Narrative 

and Moses, Man of the Mountain, is openly put at risk by the poisonous message and 

caustic influence of the Christian creed. 

 

The chapters alternate Florens’ first person narration of her whereabouts with a 

third person narrator that brings about the account of the different characters that, every 

now and then, get to have their say creating a polyphonic narrative that recreates the 

chaos of the period where there was not even an idea of the US, and when America was 

only a continent. The literary structure is disrupted so that the reader can recompose the 

fragmented pictures of an extremely conflicting period of time. In so doing, the reader is 

able to translate that rough social reality with present day North America. This is a 

strategy which Morrison herself planned carefully as she confessed in an interview for 

The New York Times. In fact, the very beginning of the story offers a powerful clue of 

what the whole tone is going to be like: “Don’t be afraid. My telling can’t hurt you in 

spite of what I have done and I promise to lie quietly in the dark” (M 1)17 . The 

confessional mode seeks a direct empathy from the reader and seems to echo the 

classical beginning of a slave narrative. However, Florens’ straight interpolation to the 

                                                 
17 Further quotations from Morrison’s A Mercy will refer to the edition that appears in the work cited and 

will be identified by the initial M and page numbers included in parenthesis in the text.  
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reader is exempt of self-pity or withdrawing intention, something usual in slave 

narratives such as Harriet Jacobs’. On the contrary, she admits to have done something 

wrong and yet, honestly enough, solicits the reader’s empathy. The ‘I’ narrative 

positions Florens as the bearer and testimony who will give account of the main part of 

the story. In contrast to what has been seen in Crafts’s and Hurston’s stories, in A Mercy 

there are no traits of religion in the very first words uttered by the main character. This 

device is clearly envisioned to make us pause and think about the exact period in which 

the story is located. Much of the trajectory of the novel is based on different moves of 

the characters that readers need to follow as well as to dislodge. Accordingly, Florens 

declares that “(t)he beginning begins with the shoes” (M 2). Indeed, the shoes play a 

relevant symbolic role throughout the narration since they signal not only the restless 

mobility of Florens but also bespeak the ill-omened subjectivity that will be eventually 

debunked at the very end of the story. Florens’ barefoot status echoes the moment of 

Exodus 3:5 showing the fact that she is also expelled from the holy ground of the 

nascent nation: “Then He said, ‘Do not come near here; remove your sandals from your 

feet, for the place on which you are standing is holy ground’.  

 

Florens, alongside other important characters in the novel, find no feasible ways 

to escape from the imposing doctrines of Christianity. This cultural background marks 

their existence and their whereabouts in pre-racial America, even more so as the events 

of the novel advance and Christianity is imposed by restrictive laws. This is so because 

in the early years of Atlantic America, Christian religious groups played an intense and 

pivotal role in each of the British colonies aiming to establish, and institutionalize, strict 

religious observance and codes through colony governments and local town rules. Laws 

restricted and conducted the life of the people who struggled to make a living in the new 

continent. For example, they were aimed to control the public and private lives to the 

extent that they even mandated that everyone attend a house of worship and pay taxes to 

participate in the spreading of the Christian creed. British colonies had official churches, 

and in those colonies dissenters who dared to profess a non-Christian faith were 

sometimes pursued. Suffice it to say, a specific reading of Christianity obliged 

indentured servants and slaves to follow the ruling commands of their masters and 

overseers. It was impossible for them to steer clear of the obedience vow that 
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Christianity validated. This way, the subjectivity of people in bondage was not only 

kept at bay but, as it will be seen in A Mercy, most surely ruined. This became 

aggravated in the 1680s—where the events of the novel take place approximately—

because in this time, a significant amount of churches and clerical bodies flourished and 

Christianity became more organized and, therefore, more uniformly enforced. 

 

Through Florens’ words we get to figure out the exact period of time in which 

the narration is established: “I am happy the world is breaking open for us, yet its 

newness trembles me” (M 3). However, how is ‘us’? The intricate web of characters 

drop the information at their due time and create a sort of kaleidoscopic narrative linked 

by affect and challenged by religious zeal. It is under this milieu that Florens, an 

African teenage slave that has been traded by her mother to the hands of Jacob Vaark 

for the debt that master D’Ortega owed him, starts her journey towards self-realization. 

Bereft of identity she is cajoled into Christianity by an apparently kind figure as 

Reverend Father: “(a)s soon as tobacco leaf is hanging to dry Reverend Father takes me 

on a ferry, then a ketch, then a boat and bundles me between his boxes of books and 

food” (M 5). She arrives at a plantation called Jublio, a mockery of the Bible—and of 

African American imagery—on Morrison’s behalf that will characterize this precise 

novel. As Monica Michelin illustrates Jublio might act as “a significant misspelling of 

Jubilo, and a cruel signifying on the meaning of Jubilee (on the day of emancipation) in 

the African American tradition” (108). Having a plantation named after the day of 

emancipation and its religious connotations certifies Morrison’s sacred imagery whilst 

makes it difficult not to be read as an allegory of slavery understood as a curse upon 

North America. 

 

Believing that she is not worthy of affection due to the abandonment, Florens 

clings to her fellow salves at the plantation. The array of servants opens up her sense of 

self and presents a lively picture of seventeenth-century America. The affect that bonds 

them together is premised on their sense of orphanage as it is openly exposed when the 

master dies of an infection of small pox: “they were not a family—not even a like-

minded group. They were orphans, each and all” (M 57). Though all of them have been 

Christianized—“I can write from memory the Nicene Creed” (M 4) as the teenage girl 
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confesses to later on inform that “We [all] are baptized” (M 4)—Florens also admits that 

“I am knowing that unlike with Senhor [D’Ortega], priests are unlove here” (M 5), 

referring to New Amsterdam, where Jublio is located. It is not by chance  that Morrison 

places such religious upheavals in New Amsterdam. Justin Tally explains that “Russel 

Shorto argues that New Amsterdam would become the first multiethnic, upwardly 

mobile society on America’s shores, a prototype of the kind of society that would be 

duplicated throughout the country and around the world” (66). Therefore, the chosen 

example of this ill-omened starting point in which religious clashes revealed the toxic 

nature of a new type of society that would foster racial inequalities, explains and 

confirms the role of imposed Christianity in North America. This is an idea that has 

prevailed throughout centuries to the extent that “(i)t [is] no coincidence that on 

September 11, 2001, those who wished to make a symbolic attack on the center of 

American power chose the World Trade Center as their target” (Tally 66). Morrison 

places the origin of the religious bigotry in New Amsterdam, an eerie parallel of the 

significance of nowadays Manhattan (the current location of the events that A Mercy 

recounts). As Russel Shorto has rightly noticed, “(i)f what made America great was its 

ingenious openness to different cultures, then the small triangles of land at the southern 

tip of Manhattan Island is the New World birthplace of that idea, the spot where it first 

took shape. […] Manhattan is where America began” (qtd. in Tally 66). 

 

Consequently, New Amsterdam aims to be the spot through which to “speak to 

the secular foundations of what would become the separation of church and state in the 

future Republic” (Tally 66). Despite its accomplishment, what the novel demonstrates is 

how religious penetrated deeply in the psyche and ethos of the characters and provided a 

toxic mode of representation that shunned any possibility of bridging differences. In A 

Mercy there is neither a possibility of sacred redemption nor a biblical City upon a Hill 

to reach out to. Certainly what Jacobs Vaark finds in New Amsterdam the day he is to 

purchase Florens resonates in the Genesis account of the beginning of the world only 

tainted by the greedy assumptions and temptations that Christianity offered:  

 

Breathing the air of a world so new, almost alarming in rawness and 

temptation, never failed to invigorate him. Once beyond the warm gold of 
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the bay, he saw forests untouched since Noah, shorelines beautiful enough 

to bring tears, wild food for the taking. The lies of the Company about the 

easy profit awaiting all comers did not surprise or discourage him. […] Now 

here he was, a ratty orphan become landowner, making place out of no 

place, a temperate living from raw life” (M 10). 

 

The temptation that Christianity offered of a “land for the taking” encouraged 

Jacob to sell out his beliefs and reap the social rewards of slave production. With such a 

portrayal, Morrison builds a narrative in which religion is inseparable from the 

corruption of beliefs that positioned the nascent nation linked to the accumulation of 

wealth at the expense of enslaved people. Crafts’s and Hurston’s accounts of the sacred 

aesthetics prove insufficient for Morrison as A Mercy shows. Morrison opts for affect 

and for religion as the means for the enslaved to overcome united their bondage. Yet, 

religion is of no avail when it comes to reconfigure the subjectivity of slaves in the New 

World. Hence, the aesthetics of A Mercy privilege the affective bonds, the empathy—or 

the lack of it—and resilience as the pervasive mode of resistance and cultural 

awareness. From the very outset, the possible healing nature of religion is debunked and 

associated with chaos and disorder.  

 

The author links the anarchical milieu that fostered the Bacon’s Rebellion18 (M 

8) several years before the narration starts with the current moment of the facts that 

Florens makes us part of—“1682 and Virginia was still a mess” (M 9)—, and in which 

religion winds up destabilizing the social order: “Who could keep up with the pitched 

battles for God, king and land?” (M 9). Though it has been stated that Morrison’s 

precautionary landscape aims to reflect the cultural moment when the notions of race, 

gender and class were in flux and not fixed, I would also like to add religion to such 

slippery categories. Indeed, I deem it crucial for Morrison to situate the beginning of the 

narration in this locale for, in this way, she fittingly exposes the tumultuous nature of 

the rhetoric of New England religious mission. Briefly put, in A Mercy religion equates 

                                                 
18 The first rebellion in the North American colonies was an armed rebellion in 1676 by Virginia settlers 

led by Nathaniel Bacon against the rule of Governor William Berkeley. It was a multiethnic rebellion in 

which blacks, whites and Native Americans fought to preserve, and defend, their idea of society against 

the alleged cultural backdrop that Berkeley was trying to impose as a model. 
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dominion and dispossession: “Other than certain natives, to whom it all belonged, from 

one year to another any stretch might be claimed by a church” (M 10). 

 

In this “ad hoc territory” (M 11), or land for the taking, there is little space for 

the alluring possibility of establishing a City upon a Hill and rather it seems there is hell 

on earth. Assuredly, in this “place out of no place” where “(p)riests strode openly in its 

towns; their temples menaced its squares; their sinister missions cropped up at the edge 

of native villages” (M 11), Jacob’s fate will be forever linked to Florens’. Through such 

a disparate matching Morrison is de-racializing the victims of the unjust nature of the 

Catholic creed. That is to say, religion becomes an evil source of power not only to 

ethnically different people but also for non-native Americans such as Jacob and his 

wife. Truthfully, Morrison’s clue for Jacob’s doomed future is signaled at his early 

dismay by the Papists message: “Abhor that arrant whore of Rome” (M 12). The 

poisonous ethos of this momentum advances both his fate and Florens’: “(b)y sustained 

violence or sudden disease, either one was subject to collapse” (M 12). Florens’ 

sustained violence and Jacob’s sudden disease, that will eventually cause his premature 

death, bring about the collapse of the yearned social equality as well as it foresees North 

America’s greatest sin. 

 

Jacob Vaark’s doomed destiny starts when he rejects the Catholic bigotry of the 

Portuguese slaveholder and his wife. As Daisy and Tom in The Great Gatsby19, Jacob 

finds out that the harbor for richness and the non-existent affective relationship defines 

their marriage: “(w)atching the couple, Jacob noticed that husband and wife never 

looked at each other, except for a stolen glance when the other looked elsewhere” (M 

17). However, in this case, their rigid Catholic beliefs—from which Jacob will try to 

grow apart—bring the couple together when it comes to social and cultural surveillance. 

That is why the only thing that such “untamed world offered them” was “its 

unbreakable connection to God’s work and the difficulties they endured on His behalf” 

                                                 
19 The novel offers more examples of intertextual echoes with The Great Gatsby. The fact that, very much 

like Tom and Daisy’s mannerisms, the D’Ortega couple “did not smile, they sneered, did not laugh, 

giggled” (M 18) as well as the succinct hint of master D’Ortega’s affair with a woman that resembles 

Myrtle –“(t)he only, if minor, relief came from the clove-smelling woman who brought the food” (M 

18)—are some of the proofs. 
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(M 16). God’s mission seems to be clear-cut and it excludes alternative epistemologies 

as those from the Vaark’s plantation20. Moreover, in A Mercy, the group of women at 

Jublio plantation, around who the story revolves, appear to live with no male at the head 

and, accordingly, there is “no law in this New World to protect them from predators” 

(Tally 71). The power of religion proves in vain in the endeavor to erect a sense of 

being for these women. The aesthetics of sacredness is thus rejected as valid. 

Morrison’s rewriting of biblical characters acts as a mockery of the sacred message and 

an evident mark of her inclination for affect rather than for religion. 

 

The religion’s betrayal towards black female self-assertion and a path for 

healing starts when Florens’ mother gives her away to spare her a life of abuse. While 

Jacob takes her in he claims to do so at the expense of God’s mercy—an act that 

eventually gives the title to the novel:  “(h)is laugh creaking to a close, he shook his 

head, thinking, God help me if this is not the most wretched business” (M 24). Monica 

Michelin acutely notes how “A Mercy’s title draws our attention—the way the title 

Paradise did—to religious fanaticism” (111). In this light, and from that very moment 

in which she is dispossessed of her mother’s love, Florens’ life will result in a constant 

pilgrimage that, reversing the one that the Founding Fathers undergone, is bound to end 

up in frustration and bereavement. In stark contradiction to what the Founding Fathers 

experienced, Florens’ narrative in the move is best understood if we take into account 

her major trait—she fails to read the religious signs that the new-born society is 

creating, reversing in such a move, sacredness and spirituality as the aesthetic means 

towards the construction of a rehabilitated subjectivity. By focusing on the teenage 

African girl, previously owned by a Portuguese landowner in a context where slavery 

was spread throughout the whole continent Morrison builds on and revamps Paul 

Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic by bringing to the fore the social realities that the black 

scholar overlooked21 . Besides, Morrison feminizes the roots and routes of the Black 

                                                 
20 In a strategic move to separate Jacob Vaark’s place from D’ortega’s plantation, the author refers to 

Vaark’s plantation as a farm. However, as it is well known, both terms are synonyms along the narrative. 

As such, I stick to the concept of plantation over farm when referring to Vaark’s estate since I think it is 

best fitting with the message of the novel. 
21 The publication of Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness in 1993 

marked an ontological shift in the recognition of the diversity and conflict in black experiences and their 

cultural production. There exists an established consensus on the impact and groundbreaking potential of 
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Atlantic by weaving a tapestry of different female epistemologies that offer a feminist 

kaleidoscope of overlapped realities. In the case of the young African slave, the pivot 

around which the narrative moves, it is hence fitting to admit that “Florens’ cartography 

is a refutation of imperial maps which, in effect, authorized the world to be divided and 

claimed” (34), as Anissa Wardi contends. 

 

Before setting herself on the move in search of the blacksmith so that he can 

save her mistress from sickness, Florens reveals the religious transformation of her 

master. A transformation that will bring death to him, also read as allegory of the 

religious bigotry that killed the nascent democratic ethos of the nation. In Jublio, where 

everyone expects that “the Stuarts would love the throne, and Protestants rule” (M 30), 

Florens witnesses Jacob’s religious conversion. A transformation that will lead him to 

embrace the slave trade system that he had previously despised—very much influenced 

by the Christian creed that read possession as a way to approach God. Also, Jacobs 

finds no other solution than to insert himself in the Puritan—and exclusionist—dream 

of America as a new Jerusalem whereby the exceptionalist ideology had already taken 

over: “Jacob soon learned that they had bolted from their brethren over the question of 

the Chosen versus the universal nature of salvation” (M 31). Jacob’s conversion 

epitomizes the corruption of Christianity when it made its way into the exceptionalist 

cause. As in The Bondwoman’s Narrative, the mansion he builds reflects the outer 

projections of a Heaven—of inequalities—within his reach: “(p)robably because his 

dreams were of a grand house of many rooms rising on a hill above the fog” (M 33). 

Though the rhetoric of the City upon a Hill pervades, Morrison is presenting a highly 

corrupted Jacob through a mockery of the biblical character with whom he shares the 

name in Genesis 28: 12-1622. 

 

                                                                                                                                               
Gilroy’s work as it propounded a global reconfiguration of the notion of a black multilayered self. Gilroy 

positioned black consciousness from the margins to the center engaging a transnational and transcultural 

debate that contributed to secure the black subjectivity as “a central symbol in the psychological, cultural, 

and political systems of the West as a whole” (Gilroy 158). However, in the late 1990s Gilroy’s theory 

generated debates over its shortcomings namely because new readings of The Black Atlantic pointed out 

that the social realities of Africa, the Caribbean and Canada were absent from its theoretical framework. 
22“He had a dream in which he saw a stairway resting on the earth, with its top reaching to heaven, and 

the angels of God were ascending and descending on it”.  
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This is a corruption that Florens has drunk from and will keep up in her role as 

slave. On her way towards Jublio Florens is aided by a group of indentees and is offered 

the chance to escape with them. She refuses to do so and decides to stay on with Lina. 

The affection that will characterize both girls is unfolded through the wilderness. 

Indeed, at certain point of their relationship Florens is described by the blacksmith as 

‘wilderness’: “You are nothing but wilderness. No constraint. No mind” (M 139). Since 

she is unable to read the religious signs, Florens relies on Lina and her ancestral cultural 

knowledge to read the nature through affect: “(t)he branches crack and bend…I need 

Lina to say how to shelter in wilderness” (M 40). Anissa Wardi exposes how “Judaic 

scriptures cast wilderness as the place of exile, following the ejection from Eden, and 

wilderness has long been coupled with Satan, an association voiced by the townspeople 

who read Florens as demonic” (26). Morrison also places Florens, as well as alternative 

epistemologies in the novel epitomized in Lina and Sorrow, as outcasts living in a 

constant thread akin to exile—“three unmastered women and an infant out here, alone, 

belonging to no one” (M 56). Absorbing the religious parameters of the period, Florens 

sees her own abandonment as a divine punishment because she is “dangerous” and 

“wild” (M 2). However, throughout her literary career, Morrison has used nature and 

wilderness as a means to empower black women and to reveal her own sense of being. 

In so doing, she dislodges yet again the intrinsic potential of Christianity upon African 

American women and opts for an alternative way of envisioning and aestheticizing 

black women’s subjectivity. A case in point is the recurrent significance of trees in the 

Morrisonian tradition. 

 

In Hannah Crafts’s narrative, the linden tree revealed the dark past of the United 

States to link its meaning to the jeremiad tradition aiming to brace the citing promise 

that would position African Americans in the yearned dream of the (African) American 

City upon a Hill. In A Mercy, as in other novels by Morrison, trees stand as a metaphor 

extensively used to symbolize a healing process of communal affect to overcome the 

multifarious ways in which violence has been institutionalized23. In other words, in the 

                                                 
23 Toni Morrison joins this way a tradition of African American women writers who have used the top of 

trees, as an image of life, to publicly gather self-esteem and acknowledge themselves a sense of being. 

Other than Beloved, Morrison herself has used the image of the tree to convey the resurgence of black 
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Morrisonian tradition, trees possess the healing power that religion lacks. Following 

Revelations 22:2: “The leaves of the tree of life serve for the healing of nations”, 

Morrison creates the metaphor of the tree for the national redemption of slavery in 

Beloved. In Sweet Home, the slaves congregate around a tree called Brother. Also, the 

picture of a chokeberry tree on Sethe’s back (in truth a revolving clump of scars she got 

after several brutal beatings) speaks about the living condition linking violence and 

healing: “It’s a tree… A chokeberry tree. See here’s the trunk – it’s red and split wide 

open, full of sap, and this here’s the parting for the branches. You got a mighty lot of 

branches. Leaves, too, look like, and dren if these ain’t blossoms. Tiny little cherry 

blossoms, just as white. Your back got a whole tree on it. In bloom” (93). It is precisely 

through the tree on her back when Paul D and Sethe get to be in touch for the first time. 

Though at first the former male slave fails to read the signs of what the tree means, 

through the affective approach towards Sethe and when he gets to caress her scars –the 

tree—he is able to read her true story turning a painful act of recognition into an utterly 

beautiful act of love: ““he [Paul D] held her breasts in the palms of his hands. He 

rubbed his cheek on her back and learned that way her sorrow, the roots of it; its wide 

trunk and intricate branches...and he would tolerate no peace until he had touched every 

ridge and leaf of it with his mouth…” (20). 

 

Similarly, in A Mercy when Florens’ besotted passion for the blacksmith seems 

overrated for Lina, she makes a comparison fully understandable within the 

Morrisonian universe: “Lina tried to enlighten her, saying: ‘You are one leaf of his tree,’ 

Florens shook her head, closed her eyes and replied, ‘No. I am his tree’” (M 59). Indeed, 

Florens sees herself as a full tree, knowing that her subjectivity is achieved in the 

affective realm—even if her love is not totally corresponded—rather than in the 

religious milieu in which she has to survive. Contrarily to what Crafts experienced in 

The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Christianity does not guarantee the acquirement or 

                                                                                                                                               
female subjectivity in Tar Baby (1981) where the symbolism of trees is used to regain the voice of blacks 

against the occupation of the island as well as in Song of Solomon (1978) where, for example, Milkman 

and Guitar refer to Pilate as “this lady who had no navel and looked like a tall tree” (2004: 39). Similarly, 

this trope can be found in Alice Walker’s acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1983) when Celie admits: “I 

make myself wood. I say to myself, Celie, you’re a tree” (1982: 22), or in Zora Neale Hurston’s literary 

milestone Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937) where Nanny puffs up to Janie: “You know, honey, us 

colored folks is branches without roots” (1990: 31). Running such course, the image of the tree has come 

to signify a symbol of growth, thrift and fulfillment of black womanhood. 
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privilege to negotiate love. The femininity that Morrison conceives can only be 

envisioned when real affect—even if excessive—takes place. Hence, Florens needs to 

keep up with a world in which her subjectivity is always at the expense of powerful and 

disaffected religious people. The plantation, doomed by “God’s wrath” (M 45), is the 

place where Florens and Lina will create a bond that escapes the sacredness of pre-racial 

America. That is so because Lina, who was also Christianized against her will, relies on 

affect, cultural pride and, as Florens does, rejects religion as an empowering tool. In 

other words, Morrison aestheticizes the Christian creed to criticize its nefarious 

influence as it is shown through ethnically and socially different characters. In this way, 

the bond that Florens and Lina defend against the odds might be the only chance they 

both stand to retain her sense of being. Although, as it will be seen, this proves to be 

insufficient, it is a literary move that allows Morrison to connect such failure with the 

present declension of the religious message in North America.  

 

As in the case of Florens, Lina’s inclination for the affect of the young African 

girl is held up due to the religious-based violence that her people had to endure at the 

hands of the European colonizers. Their redemptory mission is, for Lina and Florens, 

not only an act of religious imposition but also an act of terrorism that destroyed 

humanity and nature alike—a strategy tantamount to the manifold acts of violence and 

terror taking place in the world today: 

 

They [European colonizers] would forever fence land, ship whole tress to 

faraway countries, take any woman for quick pleasure, ruin soil, befoul 

sacred places and worship a dull, unimaginative god. They let their hogs 

browse the ocean shore turning it into dunes of sand where nothing green 

can ever grow again. Cut loose from the earth’s soul, they insisted on 

purchase of its soil, and like all orphans they were insatiable. It was their 

destiny to chew up the world and spit out a horribleness that would destroy 

all primary peoples (M 53). 

 

The destruction of Nature reveals its powerful symbolism for Lina and will 

serve her to present her myth of origins. As Susana Vega-González rightly remarks, 
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“(t)he abuse of Nature could be seen as a third original sin, which contradicts the respect 

for Nature cultivated by Native Americans” (124). Hence, Morrison links the salvage 

destruction of ancestral native cultures to the imperialism that religion fostered. Nature 

embraces the affective links between Lina and Florens since, for both women, the 

physical world imposes its presence to the spiritual realm. The cultural parameters 

through which either of them understands their surroundings draw from native folkloric 

discourses and not from religion. Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain merged the 

aesthetics of folklore to the sacred message to develop a feminine and feminist 

spirituality but in A Mercy Morrison disregards such possibility to inform about the evil 

nature of religion and therefore opts for rooting Florens’ and Lina’s self-centered 

identity in terms of Nature. If Florens involves Lina into a specific trope within African 

American women’s culture such as the symbolism of tree, Lina also invites Florens to 

participate into a Native American allegorical story that aims to re-tell the imperial 

ethos of the nation in a transcultural and heathen bonding. 

 

According to the tale, an eagle—that in my reading might stand for the nation to 

be known as United States—lays her eggs in a sheltering nest and appears to be 

overprotective of her progeny. One day a traveler—settlers—climbs a mountain to find 

the appealing nest, a move that provokes the rage of the eagle. Trying to defend her 

offspring from the intruder, the eagle thrusts her claws at the traveler and is badly hit. 

This makes her unable to fly back again and condemns her to keep on falling down and 

down. Taken aback at the perversity of such injustice Florens innocently asks Lina 

“where is she now?” (M 60), referring to the eagle. Lina unabashedly responds that—as 

the nation itself: “(s)till falling…she is falling forever” (M 60). It is difficult no to see 

the direct allusion to the destiny of the nation when the European colonizers 

intermingled in its natural ethos. This precise moment of the narration exemplified 

Morrison’s preference towards affect and a total rejection to religion as a means of 

healing. By coupling both affection and understanding, Lina and Florens re-create the 

maternal bonds that both of them lack and therefore build their subjectivity by 

overlapping fondness and caring: “[Lina] wanted to protect her [Florens],keep her away 

from the corruption” (M 58). Florens finds it easy to turn her back to the religious 

imposing and listen to Lina’s affective and heathen account of life: “she was deeply 
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grateful for every shred of affection, any pat on the head, any smile of approval. They 

had memorable nights, lying together, when Florens listened in rigid delight to Lina’s 

stories” (M 59). 

 

Nevertheless, Florens’, Lina’s and also Sorrow’s fate change once the master 

Jacob passes away and the mistress Rebecca clings to religion as a means of salvation. 

Make-believing that her soul will be at ease and that her subjectivity is to be upheld if 

she follows the Christian creed literally Rebecca Vaark turns herself into a religious 

extremist whose example serves to accuse the deleterious message of religion in the 

formation of the US. Lina blatantly notices such conversion to her own dismay: “(n)ow 

amazingly, she was praying. For what, to what, Lina did not know. She was both 

startled and embarrassed, since she had always thought Mistress polite to the Christian 

god, but indifferent, if not hostile, to religion” (M 64). We soon learn, however, that 

Rebecca seeks to find her place in paradise to reunite with his husband and dead 

children. A place that could be denied to her for her widow status, as the imposing, and 

radical, influence of the anabaptists recall: “(w)ithout the status or shoulder of a man…a 

widow was in practice illegal. But was that not the way it should be? Adam first, Eve 

next, and also, confused about her role, the first outlaw? (M 96). With such a move 

Morrison warns, yet again about the danger of following the path of religion. Simply 

because she has claimed that the Bible is one of the most important books for her, in A 

Mercy, more than in any other of her novels, Morrison reflects the life of women 

established at the margins of Christianity and its creed. Simply to show how religion 

was not a way of empowering women at all but rather a sort of doctrine that affected the 

subjectivity of women regardless of their race. This is shown through Rebekka’s 

acknowledgment of her embrace of religion due to her lack of empathy and her 

inaptitude to harbor affective bonds with her female slaves: “Mistress had no one—no 

one at all. Except the One she was whispering to: ‘Thank you my Lord for the saving 

grace you have shown me’” (M 128). The insurgent Christian message is so powerfully 

ingrained in Rebekka’s psyche that it shuns any possibility of considering other ways of 

female identification that she had accepted earlier in the narrative. The mistress’ 

religious fanatic embracement is best seen regarding her behavior towards Lina. Just as 

Mar Gallego expresses, after Rebekka’s committed adherence to Christianity, “(f)rom a 
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soul mate and quasi-friend Lina is relegated to the status of servant and a pagan, as the 

mistress even disapproves of the rituals that used to heal and protect, like bathing in the 

river. Moreover, her voice is no longer heard as the novel draws to its close” (2011: 

109). Rebekka’s greater fear is that her sense of being can be equated to those ethnic 

women that the Christian message has abandoned for not following the cultural patterns 

established. Thus, when day-dreaming about the Afterlife, she is reminded that: 

“Natives and Africans, for instance, had access to grace but not to heaven” (M 97), in 

what is a direct message to Florens and Lina but also to the readers. To avoid such 

affront, Rebecca will desperately aim to reclaim the love of the deacon, closing, this 

way, the inner circle of religious approval. 

 

In A Mercy, the ethnic women seem to develop a double consciousness with 

regards to religious definition. In The Dilemma of Double-Consciousness: Toni 

Morrison’s Novels, Denise Heinze explains that “Morrison is able to some extent to 

mitigate the problem of double-consciousness and articulate a spiritual response to life 

in which human beings are treated to possibilities for growth and development denied in 

their real lives” (149). Since this is also the case of Hannah Crafts in The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative, in A Mercy the double-consciousness that the ethnic women unfold will be 

useless for the recognition of their own identity. It is more convenient here to talk about 

‘duplication’, following Silvan Tomkins. According to him, duplication “refers to the 

entire process by which a living system negotiates its environment and ensures its 

continuity despite the variances an environment might present” (Mc Groarty 58). 

Contrarily to the double consciousness, that arises from national and spiritual causes, 

the duplication that the women in A Mercy try to develop comes from their willingness 

to uphold an affective adherence to the national ethos. This is so because, for Tomkins, 

“the affect system represents an entire layer of the complexity of the human organism, 

and by virtue of this layer humans are afforded a wide range of motivational flexibility 

to negotiate their environment” (Mc Groarty 58). 

 

Despite the fact that Florens, Lina and Sorrow fall out of the Christian scope of 

salvation and redemption, neither of them is trying to fight for it. As I have suggested 

throughout this chapter, ethnic women disavow the importance of Christianity and 
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concentrate in the affective and emotional bonds that can recompose their wounded 

subjectivity in a context of overt hostility due to religious bigotry. When Florens, on her 

way to fetch the blacksmith so that he can heal the mistress again, is hosted by Widow 

Ealing’s family—who, Morrison seems to suggest, happen to embody a social group 

that later on in time would be known as slave patrollers24—, she is asked directly at the 

first meeting whether she is “Christian or heathen” (M 105). Confessing that for her 

“truth is God’s” (M 107), Florens undergoes one of the most degrading moments in the 

narration under the scrutiny of religious beliefs. When she handles over the letter in 

which it is clearly stated that she “is owned” (M 110) by Mistress Rebecca, Widow 

Ealing’s husband places Florens in a slave auction position to show not only where the 

power is held but also to confirm the religious view that attests that it is almost 

impossible that “would Satan write a letter” (M 111) in reference to the teenage slave25. 

Florens is then asked to “show them my teeth, my tongue” (M 111) and her black body 

is signaled as alien and uncivilized according to the Christian readings of the Bible: 

“Naked under their examination I watch for what is in their eyes. No hate is there or 

scare or disgust but they are looking at me my body across distances without 

recognition. Seine look at me with more connection when they rise their heads from the 

trough” (M 111)26. 

 

Before being bought by Jacob Vaark, Lina is also a victim of the abusive power 

of men who, under the protection of the religious creed, mistreat ethnic women since 

they are cast aside from the spiritual order. A man of religion, Lina’s lover is a settler 

                                                 
24 The so-called slave patrollers were the authority in the 1850s before any kind of police force appeared 

in the South. The patrollers could stop any black person, free or slave, and demand to see their papers—

just as Florens is asked to see the letter that Rebecca has written in which she states the ownership of the 

teenage African slave. 
25 Florens incapability of reading the religious messages bring her to ask Daughter Jane, Widow Ealing’s 

offspring, whether she is “a demon” (M 112) in a literary move that compensated her mistreatment and 

despite the fact that Daughter will help her escape. This moment echoes Beloved, especially the moment 

in which the white runaway Amy frees Sethe’s body by transforming her scars into the chokeberry tree 

that will eventually allow her to reshape her subjectivity just as Florens’ escape will lead her to her final 

moment of self-definition. 
26 Florens’ disruptive black presence among the fanatically religious villagers positions the “Africanist 

presence” in the midst of the definition of the nascent nation. Blackness is synonym of a doubtful spiritual 

essence and also puts the alleged purity of whiteness in jeopardy, as Morrison claims in her 1992 study 

Playing in the Dark. This episode that resembles the infamous processes of slave auctions offers a 

window to debrief religion and race from “the technical ways in which an Africanist character is used to 

limn out and enforce the invention and implications of whiteness” (qtd. in Montgomery 633). 
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who seems to have assimilated the Biblical message that reads “let them [women] be in 

subjection, as also saith the law. And if they would learn anything, let them ask their 

own husbands at home” (I Cor. 14:34) according to what Florens recollects from Lina’s 

hellish confession: 

 

She is saying that she is without clan and under a Europe’s rule… those 

times he uses the fact of his hand when he has anger…Then comes a day 

when he uses first his fist and then a whip…She tells me how it is to walk 

town lanes wiping blood from her nose with her fingers, that because her 

eyes are closing she stumbles and people believe she is in liquor like so 

many natives and tell her so” (M 102).  

 

Re-named as Messalina—with the signifying connotations of such a name—by 

the Presbyterians, Lina’s former history of violence and acculturation or obliged 

“process of cultural mutation” (8), to use Paul Gilroy’s words, makes her aware of the 

power of female bonding and sisterhood. Thus, turning her back on religious commands 

and opting for affective feminine covenants, Lina inaugurates a possible way of 

communal understanding and healing. This is Morrison’s way to take on alternative 

ways—in comparison with Crafts’s and Hurston’s sacred aesthetics—to create the 

aesthetics that can compose the subjectivity and creativity of ethnic women. As Maxine 

L. Montgomery remarks about Lina, “(f)or her, rites of healing, storytelling, and 

midwifery are much more than just practices that establish a sense of community at 

Vaark’s farm; they represent a creative engagement with a reality existing apart from 

colonial labels” (631). 

 

For both Florens and Lina, living out this double consciousness is a way to 

eschew condemnation from their society. Or so they believe if we take into account the 

ending of the story. However, the character that best epitomizes the delirium of this 

imposed double consciousness is Sorrow. Rounding off this triad of abused women, 

Sorrow epitomizes the displaced, fragmented and alienated self of a woman excluded 

from the realms of society. This “mongrelized” (M 118) woman retains the most 

unfathomable subjectivity of all the women within the narrative. Her race is not 
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categorized throughout the novel but it seems as though she is, or at least has—African 

traces. Her hair gives a hint about it for she is described as a “curly-headed girl” (M 31), 

“curly-haired goose girl” (M 31) and having “fat braids” (M 122). Embodying the 

victim per excellence, she was abandoned by her parents—and as a result of that she 

was given the name Sorrow—repeatedly raped in the ship where she used to live and 

pregnant by an unknown sailor Sorrow’s multiple sins in the eye of pre-national 

America condemn her to a total ostracism. Aided only by Will and Scully—who are 

also placed at the margins of the accepted masculinity due to their homosexuality27—

Sorrow’s splintered self makes her create not a double consciousness but a double 

identity. Knowing that there is no possible God for her to rely on, Sorrow fractures her 

self into two since she is even deny the affective bonds that the other women in the 

plantation have cultivated as the means for survival. Sorrow creates Twin—her other 

self—as a way to nurture some affect, even if it is to herself and with herself. Again, 

affect appears as empowering when religion offers no resources whatsoever of healing. 

Therefore she “did not mind when they called her Sorrow so long as Twin kept using 

her real name…Having two names was convenient since Twin couldn’t be seen by 

anybody else” (M 114). Aware of this derailed nature, the women demand the 

blacksmith’s healing powers to cure Sorrow. The blacksmith’s ritual of healing 

resemble Christ’s bloody sacrifice: “(t)hey watched in silence as he tipped Sorrow’s 

own blood drops between her lips” (M 123). This fact, together with Sorrow’s intimate 

closeness to water28—that, again, aims to widen the scope of the Black Atlantic29—

reveal the spiritual authority of the blacksmith’s “healing powers” (M 129).  

                                                 
27 Will and Scully are the only manly voices that show traits of empathy to the nefarious conditions of the 

female slaves at Vaark’s farm. Their status as homosexuals corners them at the margins of this society 

and, therefore, allow them to develop some affect towards these women. Despite their role as male 

outcasts and although they “had no carnal interest in females” (M 150), the fact that both men understand 

the liberal ethos that the nation will develop as am idiosyncratic trait—both are fully aware that “money 

was a guarantee” (M 153)—makes it possible to imagine a future of freedom: “for Scully and Mr. Bond it 

was enough to imagine a future” (M 154). 
28 Water holds a relevant symbolism for Sorrow, who, we learn, prior to be found in a foundered ship 

“had never lived on land” (M 115). Later on, at the moment of giving birth, a highly important move that 

will forever change her mode of representation, water—alongside blood again—also has a decisive role 

(that in a mockery of the biblical episode stands for a new baptism): “(k)neeling in water as Sorrow 

pushed, they pulled, eased and turned the tiny form stuck between her legs. Blood and more swirled down 

to the river attracting young cod” (M 132). A literary strategy that yet again echoes Beloved and the 

symbolism of water when giving birth. 
29 I agree with Anissa Wardi when she sates that “the Atlantic slave trade, still in its infancy, is made 

explicit in Sorrow, who becomes a substitute for, as well as an embodiment of, this forced movement” 
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Indeed, the blacksmith can be understood as the African griot capable of healing 

and bring about other means of composing oneself in pre-racial America. Susana Vega-

González argues that by faultfinding Florens’ dependence on him, “the blacksmith 

performs a spiritual guidance which… reminds us of the Yoruba god Shango and 

contributes to Morrison’s well-known penchant for double-natured characters” (128). 

However, I would like to submit that this double consciousness is quite different form 

the one that the female characters in Jublio embody as a means of endurance. The 

spirituality that the blacksmith possesses drifts apart his alternative subjectivity from the 

subjectivity that the ethnic women in the plantation have to put up with. In fact, and 

besides the blacksmith’s healing and spiritual powers, at the moment of giving birth 

both Scully and Willard do appeal for the affective assistance that Sorrow is in need for 

and wind up acting as the eventual midwives in delivering Sorrow’s child. Morrison 

chooses alternative models of masculinity—a mode that departs from the 

heteronormative manhood that the nation demanded—to infuse it with the real healing 

power that slave women were in demand of. Willard and Scully represent the 

homoerotic bond that “upsets the heterosexual identity politics” (Montgomery 632) of 

the upcoming nation and, as such, and contrary to the dominating nature that defines the 

blacksmith, refuse to subjugate women developing the affective and empathic bonds 

among them. 

 

Isolated form the other women at the plantation, Sorrow achieves her sense of 

being through motherhood. Becoming a mother grants her the chance to re-name herself 

from Sorrow to Complete. Being motherless—as Lina and Florens who reject her—

seems to be the faulty line that she needs to trespass to acquire subjectivity. Thus, 

mothering entails a creative power that not only heals and redefines her identity but also 

“represents for this character the ability to achieve things in life by and for herself” 

(Vega-González 125). Sorrow’s achievement of wholeness through motherhood is 

eventually accepted for those like herself who, paradoxically, had rejected her for her 

non fixed identity, as it is Florens’ case. At the very end of the narration Florens 

                                                                                                                                               
(27). The fact that Morrison places a female character with a non fixed racial identity to enlarge the routes 

of the Black Atlantic is a literary move that aims to rethink the sociocultural impact of slavery and its 

aftermath upon trans-ethnic epistemologies both in the US and across the Atlantic. 
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acknowledges the healed subjectivity of a totally composed Complete by admitting that: 

“I like her devotion to her baby girl. She will not be called Sorrow” (M 157). By 

portraying a patched reality in which women decline religion as an empowering tool 

and focusing on her femininity through an eventual acceptance, Morrison turns the 

Symbolic Order upside down to claim a brand new unity, healing and wholeness 

through affect. The Nobel laureate joins then the “long-standing feminist engagements 

with emotion as an indeterminate conversion point between subjective ideality and the 

world” (Anderson 164). 

 

Curiously enough, in A Mercy the Symbolic Order is disrupted within Vaark’s 

plantation. The plantation encapsulates the trans-ethnic wounded female subjectivities 

very much in tune with the Convent in Paradise. And, like in this novel, women scour 

different affective and emotional ways to compose themselves out of religion. 

Therefore, the spiritual realm that the Symbolic Order denotes as a paternal organizing 

principle of culture is reversed in the farm rupturing, this way, such an Order and doing 

away with the idea of the nascent nation as Heaven on earth. In an environment of 

increasing wealth and at the pioneering state of capitalistic system, Ben Anderson 

fittingly explains that “the turn to affect is therefore legitimized as timely because it 

provides a way of understanding and engaging with a set of broader changes in societal 

(re)production in the context of mutations in capitalism” (165). 

 

As it has been demonstrated, the women of Vaark’s plantation are cast off from 

this paradise for they represent a thread not only in cultural terms but also in religious 

forms. Even the gates of the plantation that the blacksmith helps to build are in dire 

contrast to any hint of female inclusion and acceptance within this supposed Heaven 

with Edenic overtones. 

 

Two snakes built by the blacksmith shield the entrance of Jacob’s singular 

paradise. Those snakes “provide overt spiritual and Biblical overtones” (Vega-González 

128) because they are portrayed “like a gate to heaven” (M 87) and, like every aspect 

embedded with religious symbolism in A Mercy, will eventually be equated with 

collapse. According to Susana Vega-González, “(t)he fact that the snakes look like vines 
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from the distance…reinforces the idea of a doomed Biblical paradise” (128). Morrison 

aestheticizes the Christian motifs to display the biblical serpents guarding the plantation 

and representing the religious nature of Jacob’s property. Tessa Royson rightly sees 

how the “defining motif of the snakes or serpents engages with the Gnostic, as well as 

the Christian interpretation of Genesis” (602). Accordingly, the presence of the fallen 

ethnic women could apply “to modify the cultural ‘dominion’ of Christianity itself” 

(Royson 602). So, the biblical undertones that fill the plantation will signal its eventual 

fall alongside the downfall of all the women. 

 

Lina’s and Sorrow/Complete’s voices are unheard from this moment onwards 

and Florens’ acceptance of her status of slave, as Rebecca’s letter has publicly 

acclaimed, points directly to her personal decadence. The fact that her subjectivity is 

prefaced under the religious law leaves no margin whatsoever to resort to Christianity 

aiming to reclaim a rehabilitated self. More than in any other novel by Morrison, A 

Mercy’s ending epitomizes the impossibility of black women to withstand the dark past 

of slavery30 . For Florens, religions seems a tenet out of reach for she has finally 

accepted that her darkness (inside and outside) overpowers and dooms her to the final 

deadfall proving, once again, the jeremiad rhetoric unattainable as a means of cultural 

survival. Hence, appropriating the metaphor of the eagle and the nest that Lina had told 

her, Florens transfigures herself into the fallen eagle and starts her declension together 

with the one that a country that relates to Christianity to be premised on slavery is about 

to endure: “With the letter I belong and am lawful. Without it I am a weak calf abandon 

by the herd, a turtle without shell, a minion with no telltale signs but a darkness I am 

born with, outside, yes, but inside as well and the inside dark is small, feathered and 

toothy” (M 113, emphasis mine). 

 

In the last pages of the novel, the religious discourse has prevailed and while the 

paradisiac house crumbles, “(e)ach woman embargoed herself…It was as though…they 

were falling away from one another” (M 131-132). Rebuffing affect lays bare, even 

more so, the inability of Christianity to heal these women. They seem to have 

                                                 
30 Despite its clear echoes with Beloved and Paradise, A Mercy departs from these previous works by 

presenting an also open but a highly pessimistic ending. 
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overlooked that, as Mina Karavanta claims, “they could survive only by learning to live 

and share with each other” (733). Furthermore, with this move Morrison also points to 

the slippery consistence of emotions and affect demonstrating “the ways in which affect 

can arouse individuals or groups in some way but then seems to dissipate quickly 

leaving little effect” (Watkins 269). 

 

Florens’ last encounter with the blacksmith reveals the tragic fate that the 

“sustained violence” throughout the novel has foreseen for her. Her passion beyond 

measure towards the blacksmith empowers him to reject her by ratifying her wounded 

subjectivity. The blacksmith’s rejection is prefaced by the fact that Florens is “a slave” 

(M 139). To be more precise, the free black man openly confirms Florens’ declension—

based on her adoption of the religious message—when completely taken aback by that 

she blurts out: “What is your meaning? I am a slave because Sir trades for me?”, to 

which the blacksmith straightly sentences: “No. You have become one” (M 139, 

emphasis added). Despite the fact that Florens’ love and defense of the blacksmith in 

front of Lina—claiming she was her tree and not just a loose leaf—was supposed to be 

an example of a self-made subjectivity, the free black man opens her eyes again for it is 

clear Florens’ inability to read different signs along the novel. Unable to pick up the 

pieces of her own self, Florens’ final moments render her as an unsteady girl who needs 

desperately to be taken into account even if this implies being in servitude. “You alone 

own me” (M 139) is what she declares to the blacksmith who gives the ultimate 

definition of what the adoption of a poisoned idiosyncrasy based on the newly formed 

theocratic society has made of Florens: “You are nothing but wilderness. No constraint. 

No mind” (M 139). Indeed, Florens loses her mind and fully potential also for her 

jealousy of Malaik, the blacksmith’s son.  

 

Cognizant that the baby boy is the backsmith’s “future. And not me” (M 134), 

Florens’ little amount of self-love is drained of meaning. Morrison suggests that when 

the bonds of affect are not displayed to foster understanding over ownership they, like 

religion are revealed as ineffectual. The African girl’s identity is engulfed between an 

ungraspable mode of relationship and an alternative trait of Christianity. This is so 

because Tessa Roynon comments that Malaik “has an eschatological tradition in 
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Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and Zoroastrianism”, and therefore through his 

presence Morrison “counters intolerant, empire-building expressions of Christianity” 

(602). But rather than seeing him as an ally in her endeavor the eschew the religious 

teachings, Florens’ declension makes her impossible to read this sign and her identity 

becomes blurred both culturally and mentally. The erasure of her alternative self is best 

seen in the dream in which she sees herself reflected without a face: “(r)ight away I take 

fright when I see my face is not there. Where my face should be is nothing” (M 136). 

The young African slave’s dream reveals the affective collapse turned into shame for 

“(e)tymologically shame comes from the Goth word Scham, which refers to covering 

the face (Elspeth Probyn 72). Having attacked both Malaik and the blacksmith—

embodying again the flawed eagle31—Florens’ dream also showcases her losing of 

identity. A move she had been noticing progressively for some time throughout the 

narrative: “Something precious is leaving me. I am a thing apart” (M 113). 

 

This incident, that resonates with John Miton’s Paradise Lost and its dreamy 

spirit32, is the anxious result of Florens’ fear of being evicted from paradise for the 

second time: (t)his expel can never happen again” (M 135). In this sense, Massumi 

informs that “(f)ear is the anticipatory reality in the present of a threatening future. It is 

the felt reality of the nonexistent, loomingly present as the affective fact of the matter 

(54). Florens’ affective fact points to the dark future envisioned ahead. A future that, 

one can argue, is still at odds with equality for African Americans nowadays.  

 

Certainly, the eviction is made clear at the end of the story when the teenage 

slave accepts that, even in her dream, she “cannot read its full meaning” (M 137) and, 

just as Eva was tempted by the snake and caused of the eviction of mankind from the 

Eden, “the curl of a garden snake edging toward the threshold” (M 137) signals Florens’ 

way out of any possible redemption in paradise33. The biblical snakes that guarded the 

door of this supposed paradise do not allow her presence inside. These serpents, the 

                                                 
31 The moment of the attack is told following the aforementioned symbolism of the eagle: “Feathers 

lifting, I unfold. The claws scratch and scratch until the hammer is in my hand” (M 140). 
32 For an in-depth analysis of A Mercy’s intertextual echoes with Milton’s Paradise Lost, see Tessa 

Rynon’s articles “Her Dark Materials” and “Miltonic Journeys”. 
33 Therefore, the coupled foreboding that condemned Jacob—the American Adam—and Florens—an Eve 

for the black community—becomes accomplished. 
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mouth of which do “not end in fangs but in flowers” (M 148), wind up expelling Florens 

from paradise on earth. According to the facts, “(w)hen the gate was opened, each one 

[of the snakes] separated its petals from the other. When closed, the blossom merged” 

(M 149). The petals only stand the chance to blossom when the gate is closed, so does 

Florens whose name in Latin means ‘blooming’ (Vega-González 129). Nevertheless, 

Flores finds it impossible to bloom neither inside nor outside Jacob’s paradise proving 

right the foreboding stated at the very beginning of the story. As she recognizes right at 

the start of the recalling, she accepts defeat for “not reading the garden snake crawling 

up to the door saddle to die” (M 2). And so, it is her craved rehabilitated subjectivity the 

one that eventually never gets to bloom. 

 

Since she too failed to read Malik as an ally outside the realms of what 

Christianity prescribes in the stage of early Atlantic America, Florens returns to Vaark’s 

plantation without boots, barefoot for the first time in the story. It is also an act of poetic 

justice that Malik himself robbed the boots from her amidst the scrap. Morrison makes 

her admit: “I have no shoes. I have no kicking heart no home no tomorrow….The 

feathers close” (M 156). Together with the alluded motif the eagle—now openly with 

the wings closed, that is, unable to fly—the author uses this sentence as a reverse of an 

African American spiritual titled ‘I Got Shoes (All God’s Children Got Shoes)’ 

(Michelin 113). This way, Morrison clearly states that, despite her many efforts, Florens 

is not found among “God’s children”. The shoes, an important motif that pointed to the 

migrant conception of a subjectivity in the move, lose their powerful meaning because 

Florens’ declension is more than evident in the last scenes of the novel. Probably 

because, as she had previously warned, “Sir’s boots fit a man not a girl” (M 2). Just like 

the theocratic Atlantic America do not fit the needs of women in dispossession. 

 

Although many scholars read A Mercy’s ending defending that the black teenage 

slave regains her subjectivity and a self-defined position in pre-state America, I see it 

otherwise. In A Mercy there is no possible resurrection of subjectivity for displaced and 

enslaved epistemologies. Morrison makes us aware that the suffocating atmosphere that 

the bigotry of Christianity spread offers no space available for alternative subjectivities 

to add to its creed even if they believe they do. 
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Indeed, Will and Scully’s thoughts that Jacob has resurrected embodied in a 

ghost—when the truth of the matter is that Florens’ candlelight reflects some figures in 

the wall—is used by Morrison to parody the resurrection of Jesus: “Now, thirteen days 

later, the dead man had left it, escaped his own grave” (M 142). Again mocking the 

Bible, Morrison offers a narrative in which the aesthetics of religion serve to create a 

story that denies the empowering of these ethnic women—contrarily to the case of The 

Bondwoman’s Narrative and Moses, Man of the Mountain, despite the reprimanded tone 

that Hurston infuses. This is so because these women try to live their lives at the 

margins of what Christianity prescribes. So, even though I agree with Tuire Valkeakari 

in that “the four women’s social roles are, to a degree, governed by early American 

society’s notions of slavery and servitude, because each of the three women of color 

occupies a position on the spectrum of human bondage/servitude, with Rebekka as her 

mistress” (118), I would add the Christian codes stand as an oppressive mode to the 

notions that place women at the margins of this new-born society. 

 

Florens does stand “in the skin of a lion” (M 158) to make us part of the 

declension of her self as well the self of the different women that people the novel. Even 

the mistress Rebekka finishes the story filled with the violence that the Christian 

message concedes, slapping Lina and whipping Florens because “(h)er churchgoing 

alters her” (M 157). The black teenage slave is conscious that her story is a story of 

failure, and that is why she warns the blacksmith—and the reader—that “(i)f you never 

read this, no one will. These careful words, closed up and wide open, will talk to 

themselves” (M 159). The fact that she is writing these words on the walls of a house 

she plans to burn down reflects the extremely volatile and fleeting authorization of her 

self. If slaves wrote themselves into being through narrative, Florens’ attempt to write 

herself into being through the walls of a house that is destined to crumble symbolizes 

her eventual lack of self. Besides, though it seems to be ignored by the scholars who 

claim that Florens finishes the story empowered, the teenage slave is not only owned by 

Rebecca Vaark but she puts her up for sale in the last moments of A Mercy: “advertised 

the sale of Florens” (M 153). 
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Furthermore, Florens’ deluded ending is also seen in the last chapter in which 

she is to make amends with her mother and to recollect the scattered pieces to compose 

the whole picture of her life. Despite admitting: “I am become wilderness but I am also 

Florens. In full” (M 159), a few lines later she contradicts herself by stating that she is 

“(s)lave. Free. I last” (M 159). Even though she claims to be free she remains being a 

slave, both mentally and socioculturally. The restlessness of her wounded subjectivity 

makes her trespass what Dionne Brand has coined “the Door of No Return”34, a door 

that requires a “psychic destination” (1) so that it can be closed. A door in which, 

paradoxically, as Florens’ case exemplifies, there is “no way in” but “no return” (Brand 

1). Florens closes such door at her impossibility to create alternative ways to overcome 

her spiritually damaged consciousness. 

 

The girl that yearned to wear “anybody’s shoes, even on the hottest days” (M 2) 

winds up barefoot and with the same condition in which she kicked off her story. That 

the soles of her feet are “hard”, and therefore unable to bend and move, reflect and 

reaffirm the position of her identity at the beginning and at the end: Florens is and will 

be a slave with no possibilities to reclaim her own free identity. Alone, without signs of 

the affective web that protected her from the inclemencies of a fanatic society in the 

making. At this moment, Morrison’s account of this era resonate in Kathleen Stewart’s 

words: “(i)deologies happen. Power snaps into place. Structures grow entrenched. 

Identities take place. Ways of knowing become habitual at the drop of a hat. But it’s 

ordinary affects that give things the quality of a something to inhabit and animate (15; 

italics in the original). 

 

The last lines of Florens’ voice indicate her desire to listen to her mother, make-

believing that she would be satisfied by her behavior. When, in a sort of epiphanic 

moment, Florens’ mother has her say in the last chapter of the novel, the mocking and 

                                                 
34 Bearing in mind the transit of black diasporic bodies, black Canadian scholar Dionne Brand contends 

that “to the Door of No Return which is illuminated in the consciousness of Blacks in the Diaspora there 

are no maps. This door is not mere physicality. It is a spiritual location…There is as it says no way in; no 

return” (1). She further develops the idea to explain that “the door exists as an absence. A thing in fact 

which we do not know about, a place we do not know. Yet it exists as the ground we walk. Every gesture 

our bodies make gestures towards this door…The door casts a haunting spell on personal an collective 

consciousness in the Diaspora” (Brand 25). Accordingly, both Lina and Sorrow/Complete have also 

crossed the Door of No Return. 
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despising of the religious teachings leave the novel’s message on a high. In a tone that 

brings to mind a confession lure, Florens’ mother, an illiterate African slave, rewrites 

some of the Christian messages that ultimately cast out Christianity as an inclusive 

cultural tenet for (black) diasporic women.  

 

She admits that thinking about the Reverend Father35 she “hoped if we could 

learn some letter somehow someday you could make your way” (M 161). Though 

Florens’ mother paraphrases St. John’s Gospel she—deliberately?—changes “word” for 

“way”. Taking into account that according to St. John the “word” was God (“In the 

beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God”), the 

mother encourages Florens to make her way out of God, that is to say out of religion. 

Something that Florens could not read but, most certainly, would have also missed to 

read properly. The slave woman confesses to be adamant to the healing power of God 

with regards to the intellectual potential of a new generation of African American 

women: “He [Reverend Father] believed we would love God more if we knew the 

letters to read by. I don’t know that” (M 161). She even goes on criticizing Reverend 

Father’s efforts to lead her in the direction of Christianity in a noted sarcastic tone pays 

lip service to the trope of the trickster: “He told me not to despair or be faint of heart but 

to love God and Jesus Christ with all my soul…and if I remained innocent in mind and 

deed I would be welcomed beyond the valley of this woeful life into an everlasting one, 

amen” (M 164, emphasis mine). Despite the alleged illiteracy, Florens’ mother decodes 

the succinct message that Revered Father is passing on—believe in the Christian path 

even if you do not fit literally in it for it will give you salvation. A lesson she could not 

take in according to the circumstances of her enslaved reality. 

 

Instead, she insisted in being a “loose woman” (M 164) and as such she 

contradicts the religious reading of a coy motherhood by giving her little baby girl away 

to Jacob Vaark to spare her the atrocious calvary of the same kind of sexual abuses she 

had been standing. She does so because she sees through the humanity of Jacob—which 

points to the purity of the Adan man in the United States prior to the corruption 

                                                 
35 Just as Tessa Roynon aptly pinpoints, “(t)he fact that in A Mercy it is the Roman Catholic “Reverend 

Father” to whom Florens owes her literacy is an irony at…the Puritans’ expense” (2011a 603). 
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associated to the religious myth of the City upon a Hill and its resulting exceptionalism. 

Accordingly, the black female slave forswears Florens as an act of humanity and 

survival. She strives Florens to undergo “a pedagogic process, whereby a sense of self is 

formed through engagement with the world and others and the affects this generates” 

(269-270 Watkins). As she willingly declares: “(i)twas not a miracle. Bestowed by God. 

It was a mercy. Offered by a human” (M 164-165). Therefore Christianity was not in 

her mind in such a life-changing moment. Ergo, the title of the novel, which draws from 

this precise passage, is best understood if we consider the word ‘mercy’ with its 

Romanic root established in Old French as standing for ‘pity’ (rather than from the one 

in church Latin taken as a reward of those who show kindness to the helpless). 

 

Indeed, the intrinsic potential of Florens’ adoption without the sociocultural 

burden of Christianity, as her mother intended it to be, will be finally turned out as a 

failure. It is a ‘pity’, following Florens’ mother’s train of thought, that the little African 

slave disregarded her given ability to build her own path—as her mother’s act 

predestined—and rather chose to follow the way that Christianity marked with its 

inevitable fall. In such a way, and according to Morrison’s investment in affect, Florens 

manifests what Luc Boltansky has coined as the politics of pity. For him “(a) politics of 

pity does not ask whether the misery of the unfortunate is justified” (4-5). Moreover, he 

further establishes, “(f)or a politics of pity, the urgency of the action needing to be taken 

to bring an end to the suffering invoked always prevails over considerations of justice. 

From such a perspective it is only in a world from which suffering has been banished 

that justice could enforce its rights (5). A Mercy finishes well rooted within the politics 

of pity taking into consideration Florens’ status of a slave for sale at the closing 

remarks. 

  

In a Derridian way, Florens’ mother’s chapter closes up the novel by bringing 

the past acts to the present, confirming, as the French structuralist scholar would 

suggest, that the catastrophes of the present are always haunted by the specters of the 

past. Florens’ impossibility of reading any sign of salvation—alongside other characters 

that undergo the same situation—as well as her faulty ability to read the act of her 

mother are pointed out by her initial, and somewhat misleading question, “can you 
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read?” (M 1). Although, as it has been stated before, in A Mercy Morrison appears to 

feminize the roots and routes of the Black Atlantic, the fact that these ethnic women 

cannot finally read the signs of liberation and Florens and her mother miss the 

opportunity to communicate the call for freedom that connect Africa to the New World 

illustrates the extreme violence that shunned the healing self of devastated women even 

from the period of Atlantic America.  

 

The last words of the novel follow this line and reflect the black woman’s 

lament due to the teenage girl’s missed opportunity to walk her own journey towards 

self-expression—“Oh Florens” (M 165)—and a final death stab at the Christian message 

that Florens foolishly adopted—“to give dominion of yourself to another is a wicked 

thing” (M 165) 36 . Or, in other words, to accept a poisoned message premised on 

dominion and pass it on is simply lethal. Flores knows so very well according to her—

same—status of slave at the end of the story. The real ‘mercy’, the author seems to 

imply, relies on the story’s capacity to dismantle bigotry and intolerance to foster a 

committed “response-ability” (Morrison 1992: xiii). 

 

With A Mercy Morrison completes the endeavor that she had started to deal with 

in Paradise. The novel works as a failed narrative or, in other words, “a site where legal 

discourse effectively nullifies women’s judgement” (Tomlinson 66). Morrison’s ninth 

novel might as well be read taking into account contemporary discourses and actions in 

the US because it re-thinks what Charles H. Long coins as “the conventional Western 

periodization of temporality”. In a context aptly suited to the dissident characters in A 

Mercy, Hong profits from the tenets of the present day to inform about the ill-omened 

nature of the past. In his endeavor to re-contextualize a present of much bigotry and 

regarded inequalities, he declares that “(t)he modern period is the only period in which 

most of the prominent participants had little or no say in the creation of the world that 

they had to inhabit and were known through the categories placed upon them by the 

                                                 
36 Roynon briefly explains that the concept of ‘dominion’ “describes religious and moral struggles” 

(2011b: 595) that in the future will pose “a challenge to the apparently ordered and ordering powers of the 

Enlightenment” (2011b: 604). 
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various ‘sciences’ of the West” (23). It is commonplace that religion was a greater 

source of wisdom and, mostly, of power with regards to voicing or silencing subjects. 

 

With this bearing, the legality of Christianity appears in the novel as a 

restraining cultural outlet that thwarts the unfolding of the subjectivity of ethnic 

epistemologies. Dismissing the racial categories of the different ethnic women and 

framing them in the same path of declension is Morrison’s attempt to show the 

unrestricted role that a specific reading of the Christian creed had upon marginalized 

and enslaved female subjectivities. So, if “racialization…became pervasive in the New 

World as a result of human actions, not by virtue of any supernatural intervention, 

divine decree, or a “natural” order of things” (Valkeari 122), the imposing of the 

Christian creed was also an extended consequence of human actions with the purpose of 

subjugating population and to exclude some people from what they saw as God’s 

choice. Unlike what Crafts did in her narrative, the women in Morrison’s novel get no 

choice whatsoever of adhering their self to the extremist nature that defined the birth of 

the nation. 

 

The Christian creed proves to be harmful when adopted by the enticing 

Patriarchal system—Jacob as the American Adam—and by the dispossessed female 

subjectivities, more precisely through the figure of Florens—expelled from this 

supposed paradise as the biblical Eve. Hence, in A Mercy, religion becomes an aesthetic 

outlet that the author uses to sharply despise its ethos with regards to its power to heal 

and give comfort. In so doing, the Nobel laureate grows apart from the path of 

considering spirituality as a redemptory tenet that Crafts and Hurston envisioned. 

Although the novel has been analyzed focusing on Florens’, Lina’s and Sorrow’s 

eventual re-birth, my reading of the novel has dug out for the reverse side of such 

readings based on the destructive presence of Christianity all through the lives of these 

women. Thus, the sacred femininity that acted as a means of empowering, healing and a 

positive cultural outlet in The Bondwoman’s Narrative and Moses, Man of the 

Mountain, does not apply in A Mercy. This move girds the confirmation of my coinage 

of the paradigm of declension, in a converse reading of Judylyn S. Ryan’s paradigm of 

growth. This declension, that the jeremiad rhetoric established in the second stage of the 
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theory but that is finally patched to apprehend a supposed equality, shimmers in the 

contemporary account of religious episodes and its many blemishes. Contrary to what 

the paradigm of growth implies, the declension I pinpoint visualizes how the charting of 

artistic, cultural and social texts with spirituality do eventually demonstrate to be a 

delusion. 

 

The fragmented structure of the novel—typical of Morrison’s literary style—

helps the reader to perceive the unrelenting fall of the different women. The author does 

so by adopting what Barbara Tomlinson calls an optic on power. This optic “does not 

explore who is the most oppressed or who has access to ‘truth’, but seeks a maximally 

epistemologically sensitive position on how power works” (41). Though at the 

beginning they become close to one another developing affective bonds that stand as the 

only possible means of survival and endurance, once these emotional links swiftly 

disappear, the women grow trapped by the poisonous religious message that Puritans 

are spreading on them and, consequently, end up losing any possibility of breaking free 

for themselves. Interestingly enough, and even though she was never in the inner circle 

of affect between Florens, Lina and even mistress Rebekka, Sorrow is the only one who 

becomes Complete after being a mother, that is after maturing, for the first time in her 

case, affective love. 

 

Hence, Morrison’s inclination towards affect in favor of the narrow-minded 

nature of religion is more evident than ever in A Mercy, a strategy that she had been 

ruminating over taking into account the violence and dispossession that some people 

cause in the name of religion, as she mooted in a 2008 interview for The New York 

Times. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

I don’t want to give my readers something to 

swallow. I want to give them something to feel and 

think about, and I hope that I set it up in such a way 

that it is a legitimate thing, and a valuable thing.  

 

Toni Morrison, interviewed by Nelly McKay  

 

 

My purpose throughout this work has been to connect the spirituality that The 

Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain and A Mercy envision, as drawn 

from their authors’s specific reading of the Christian doctrine with the affective modes 

swiftly interwoven in each narrative.  

 

For African American women, their double discrimination made them create 

their own vision of religion. Religious discourses and practices stand as a backbone of 

the American national ideology, and African American women have used its political 

but also its aesthetic matrix to unfold a black feminine discourse deeply attached to the 

cultural outlet that the nation offered them. Taking this into account, Crafts, Hurston 

and Morrison forged their sense of spirituality, drawing on black Christianity, to create 

a feminist version of spirituality that could invigorate and produce the ethics and 

aesthetics of their role within the white and black community in the United States. If 

black Christianity refers to a certain reading of the Christian message aiming to make it 

fit to the specific needs of African Americans and speaks about the distance among 

professed belief in the Christian Gospel and in the practice of slavery under the 

oppressive ideology of white supremacy, these black women’s spirituality empower 

their sacred version of Christianity in the struggle for self-realization to furnish a 

national healing. In doing so, they devised a feminine version of the sacred aiming to 

shade light to their so often overshadowed pleas. 

 

Simultaneously, such sacred aesthetics that African American women created as 

a means to survive, both physically and epistemologically, have been partially 
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overlooked due to the political readings that religion has come to represent in the black 

American reality. Bearing this in mind, and considering that the way to self-realization 

became a fact of utmost importance for African American women from the early stages 

of the nation, I have argued that a distinct mode of representation following their own 

spiritual understanding of the Christian creed emerged as the excelling means of 

empowering whilst it also created a specific black cultural outlet. Indeed, black women 

appraisal of sacredness modulates a spirituality deeply related to womanhood.  

 

Hannah Crafts’s The Bondwoman’s Narrative (1857), Zora Neale Hurston’s 

Moses, Man of the Mountain (1939) and Toni Morrison’s A Mercy (2008) show how a 

black woman derives her own sense of spirituality in the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries 

respectively. These narratives illuminate the way in which African American women 

have developed their specific mode of spirituality to demand and/or probe their 

recognition and values. Their approach is unfolded according to a feminized version of 

the jeremiad rhetoric tradition. African Americans have historically used the jeremiad 

rhetoric with the double aim of asserting blacks as chosen people within a chosen nation 

which had the covenantal obligation to be just to them. Crafts, Hurston and Morrison 

redefine the jeremiad rhetorical tradition to adapt its message to their own purposes. 

Each novel represents its own century by showing how the use of the American 

jeremiad follows a (black) cultural pattern and a legacy of specific feminine aesthetics. 

This sacred message appears linked to an attempt to present a rehabilitated vision of a 

black female epistemology. Thus, Crafts, Hurston and Morrison create their own vision 

of sacredness as argued by Mircea Eliade for, according to this famed historian of 

religion, sacredness has little to do with a supernatural vision of the world but it evokes 

a new way to represent, and to proclaim, a “sense of being” (116). 

 

The fact that these three novels participate in the African American rhetorical 

and spiritual tradition—raging from promise to delusion—makes them suitable to be 

considered both as cultural and aesthetic contributions to the US cultural scene. In his 

essay “Twentieth-Century Fiction and the Black Mask of Humanity”, Ralph Ellison 

proposes to view “the whole of American life as a drama acted out upon the body of a 

Negro giant who, lying trussed up like Gulliver, forms the stage and the scene upon 
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which and within which the action unfolds” (85). This is precisely the role enacted by 

the protagonists in The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the Mountain and A 

Mercy, texts where they would definitely be the referred giant around which the stories 

evolve.  

 

Furthermore, I have showed how these African American women writers have 

simultaneously outlined a feminist aesthetic in which their social and cultural demands 

are to be understood as a whole only in communal terms and with an ethics of care for 

each other. Thus, all of them reconfigure the sacred ethos with affective bonds that are 

estimated crucial not only to overcome suffering but to recognize themselves as human 

beings. Since the politics of affect designate an autonomous mode of self-

representation, their preference is fittingly connected to a personal mode of spirituality. 

Hence, Crafts, Hurston and Morrison model their own—though divergent—

understanding of the sacred Christian creed and its impact on black female subjectivity 

alongside the affective modes that are required to foster a communal healing. The 

investment in affect is central to the definition of a communal spirituality that marks the 

self-representation of black women in The Bondwoman’s Narrative, Moses, Man of the 

Mountain and A Mercy. In other words, spirituality and affect are binary couplets in the 

three analyzed novels for, as I have outlined, the preeminence of the former throws into 

relief many aspects of the latter. 

 

I have organized this thesis in three main parts according to the three centuries 

that these writers represent. In Chapter 2 I have shown how, in The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative, Christianity is at the core of Crafts’s tale and how it propels the protagonist 

quest for freedom and equality. Although The Bondwoman’s Narrative weaves a 

complex net of unethical stances and is riddled with conflicting emotions, religion 

stands as the rock for Crafts to hold on to. Oozing biblical imagery and omnipresent 

throughout the novel, religion is a means of salvation both physically and spiritually and 

the perfect asset for the protagonist’s reinforcement of her subjectivity and identity. 

Certainly, the author relies on the Bible to act as a catalyst for the old slave Rose and 

Mrs. de Vincent in their final living moments by characterizing them as Jesus Christ 

aiming to redeem the African American women, and also as a way of paving the way to 
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Crafts’s religious authentication. The two women undergo their bumpy path towards 

freedom together, exemplifying with such a move the importance of affect and 

communal bonds in the way to a national but also an epistemological healing. 

Eventually, Mrs. de Vincent, who recognizes her lack of faith, is turned into bare life 

because subjectivity depends solely upon religion and therefore she ends up facing 

death. Similarly, Croppe, Crafts’s second master, shows his doubts about religion and 

finally is the one who, also embodying the concept of bare life, dies in the terrible 

accident he and Hannah suffer together. Contrarily, the protagonist, a devoted Christian 

that draws from the Bible and who is deeply committed to its value system, survives 

and finally succeeds in her personal journey towards freedom. Her strict religious 

ideology makes Crafts untie a profound critique toward the behavior of African 

Americans who marry under bondage, as it is the case of William and Charlotte, or who 

seem to relegate religion in the background of their priorities. In so doing, Crafts 

appears as a black Puritan whose call for contention and spirituality despises her fellow 

citizens’ behavior and advocates for a society of perfection as the means to acquire the 

so-called American dream.  

 

Thus, through religion and the affective alliances she constructs along the way, 

the author of The Bondwoman’s Narrative fights for the realization of the American 

ideal of respect and order to be applied to African Americans. She yearns to live in the 

Puritan America understood as a “City upon a Hill” which can salvage the nation’s 

foundational principles of freedom and equality. In this way, Christianity stands as the 

perfect ally to claim a dire call for change so that America can live up to its 

exceptionalist destiny. Therefore, Crafts’s tale participates in the use of the African 

American jeremiad as a means to both criticize America while asserting black people as 

truly Americans. In an act of empathy, as a part of the logic of the affect theory—as 

Tomkins reminds us—,the doleful rhetoric that characterizes the jeremiad is used by 

Crafts to inform her readership about the suffering of blacks and also about their 

resistance and hope for a better future. Moreover, it serves as the perfect asset to 

impulse a sense of black nationality attempting to position African Americans as 

citizens with full rights. The African American jeremiad is addressed to abolitionism 
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and its sympathizers as a tool for freedom and acceptance transcending race and 

applying for citizenship.  

 

I argue that the ascertainment of this paradoxical double identity bursts forth as 

the forerunner of W.E.B. Du Bois’ theory labeled as the double consciousness of the 

African American community. In fact, Crafts forges Du Bois’s double consciousness by 

pinpointing, and finally share, the religious grounds that support the notion of an 

identity for black people that simultaneously claims the African Americans’ 

Americanness while asserting the singularity of the black culture or the “Africanist 

presence—decidedly not American, decidedly other” (1992: 48), in Toni Morrison’s 

words. The spiritual difference that Crafts presents in dialogue with Mrs. de Vincent, 

the commitment to Christianity as a reinforcement of one’s identity and the harsh 

critique toward the black community for their improper behavior and their imperfect 

attitude serve as stark examples of Crafts’s African Americanness rounded with a 

distinctive subjectivity that attempts to bridge the African and the American identity to 

transform it into a unique conception called African American citizen.  

 

As The Bondwoman’s Narrative shows, religion encourages Crafts to foster 

African Americans to struggle “to find their way between the Eurocentric canon 

promulgated by the white community... and the wish to explore the alternative African 

one upheld by their African American community of origin” (Gallego, “Revisiting the 

Harlem Renaissance” 154). This is exactly what Du Bois himself would claim some 

decades later. Accordingly, the ending of the novel is a sentimentalized picture of a 

perfect (African) American family that offers no difference from any other white 

Northern family. Hence, religion serves Crafts in her quest for freedom and it also 

functions as a source of empowerment and self-assertion. Thanks to the cultivation of 

affect and morals throughout her religious path towards Americanness, Crafts succeeds 

in remaining alive and well at the end of the story. In this way, the author revamps 

Christianity to suggest how categories can be turned down through a compassionate 

reading of religion, morals, and self-assertion. Affect and spirituality become entangled 

to proclaim that the seed for “the American Dream of social mobility”, as Lauren 

Berlant expresses in Compassion: The Culture and Politics of an Emotion, is non other 
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“but faith, faith in the highly symbolized, relatively immobile structures of intimate 

attachment from the family and the nation to God” (3). Hannah Crafts is the feminine 

epitome of this national emblem. 

 

In Chapter 3 I moved on to the twentieth century to analyze Zora Neale 

Hurston’s third novel, Moses, Man of the Mountain and its role within this train of 

thought that links spirituality and affect in the reconfiguration of black female 

subjectivity alongside its politics of representation. In her novel Hurston knits a story 

that follows the precepts of the Sanctified Church, in which she strongly believed, to 

picture a present of “retrogression from the promise” (Howard-Pitney 8) with regards to 

the jeremiad tone that follows the path envisioned by Crafts’s novel. Hurston’s account 

of affect is also prominent in the novel as the morals of the Sanctified Church deputed. 

Indeed, the Sanctified Church acknowledged a sense of ethnic kinship understood 

through a communal view of the sacred self and of the religious experience in which the 

saints, the biblical imagery and the folkloric features that accompany the message of the 

whole sacred creed became pivotal for its public expression.  

 

Thus, Hurston directly links the African American aesthetics with black 

Christianity when she ponders that the Sanctified Church is a “revitalizing element in 

Negro music and religion. It is putting back into Negro religion those elements which 

were brought over from Africa and grafted onto Christianity as soon as the Negro in 

contact with it” (qtd. in Thomas 35). Taking this into account, and through the 

aesthetics of the biblical typology, as Hannah Crafts had previously done, Hurston 

transforms her narrative into biblical black drama, that is, it reshapes the biblical 

message to create a black feminine aesthetic akin to the folkloric status that the cultural 

movement of the Harlem Renaissance summoned. Out of the three stages in which the 

American jeremiad is premised, Hurston’s novel is steadily fixed in the second moment 

of declension, begot by the spiritual fracture that followed World War I and the 

episodes of violence towards African Americans in the first decades of the twentieth 

century. 
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In Moses, Man of the Mountain, the sacred declension of female sacredness as 

portrayed by Miriam, the character around whom, in my reading, the story revolves, 

underscores the necessity to develop a new kind of female subjectivity related to the 

sacred femininity that the Sanctified Church offered. Miriam’s primeval role gets 

wrecked over her greed for power and imposed leadership, and so her essence as a 

sacred healing protector for the black community eventually vanishes. Hurston implies 

that the equation of sacred womanhood with the Puritan rhetoric of exclusion results in 

the destruction of spirituality as a driving and healing force. Just as Hannah Crafts did 

with Mrs. Wheeler, Hurston’s final conversion of Miriam into bare life attests to display 

the role of spirituality and sacredness as a major source of empowerment and a reliable 

force of creating a female subjectivity and feminist aesthetics that can guarantee the 

survival of black women’s artistic power.  

 

In her novel, Hurston advocates to extol the sacredness of black feminine 

aesthetics vis-à-vis the folkloric ethos that got spread along the—chiefly male—

intellectual quarters of the Harlem Renaissance. Nevertheless, the literary endowment of 

affect is highly important for Hurston also forewarns that such sacred femininity needs 

to be always nuanced by the politics of affect, inclusion and respectability between the 

whole black community. Miriam’s affective bonds with her townspeople are likewise 

mirrored in the role that spiritual black women played in the Sanctified Church since 

they “had made cultural choices in favor of tradition to maintain their choice within the 

context of a like-minded constituency” (Gilkes 85). In sum, mixing spirituality, affect 

and black artistic aesthetics. This is precisely Hurston’s portrayal in Moses, Man of the 

Mountain. 

 

If Crafts’s The Bondwoman’s Narrative aimed to position the black female self 

within the Promise Land of the Black City upon a Hill, Hurston’s Moses, Man of the 

Mountain acknowledges the stark difficulty of such Black City upon a Hill and 

foregrounds its declension—a move that precedes and prepares Morrison’s apocalyptic 

vision—by pointing to the limits of its social representation with regards to black 

women’s contribution. Building a feminine and feminist narrative through the character 

of Miriam, the prophetess, Hurston’s sacred message recasts the jeremiad tradition to 
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pin down notions of humanitarianism, social justice and the recognition of politics of 

art. In accordance with Craft’s narrative, Hurston’s novel follows the path of black 

women’s appraisal of the centrality of spirituality to enhance its epistemological and 

aesthetically oriented value as well as its healing ethos through affect and caring. Affect 

and emotions are thus the tools through which Hurston’s reviews and rethinks the 

sacred femininity offering a picture of “less the United States of promise and progress” 

but rather of a big “community whose fundamental asset is humane recognition” 

(Berlant 3). 

 

In Chapter 4 I focused on how this confluence of sacredness, spirituality and 

affect has been approached in the 21st century by Toni Morrison. Although the Nobel 

laureate follows the aesthetics of the religious reading of the United States that Crafts 

and Hurston paved, she plunges into an outright critique towards a Christian conception 

of the (African) American engagement with the national Puritan ethos. In this sense, 

Toni Morrison’s ninth novel, A Mercy, follows the path that the last volume of her 

acclaimed trilogy, Paradise (1998), had started ten years before. In A Mercy Morrison 

showcases how the Biblical discourse is unresponsive and harmful for the young nation 

and its inhabitants. If in previous works, mainly in her masterpieces Beloved and 

Paradise, the final redemption points to a hopeful envision of a near future, in A Mercy 

Morrison presents an apocalyptic scenario that offers no sign of salvation while it 

disrupts the binary couplet of spirituality and affect as a means of healing. Rather 

contrarily, the novel’s ending seems to suggest that the unrelenting nature of a specific 

lack of empathy is utterly linked to the nefarious outcome of religious bigotry. The 

writer’s stronger takeaway impels the reader to discover a somewhat overt resistance to 

use religion as an inclusive outlet within the democratic constitution of the United 

States. In other words, with A Mercy Morrison confirms Cynthia Dubin Edelberg’s 

powerful statement that, for the Nobel laureate, “the Bible is the wrong book for blacks” 

(223). 

 

Bearing this in mind and considering the path that Crafts and Hurston had 

hitherto done linking spirituality and affect, I have traced how Morrison’s ninth novel 

acts as a reverse side of The Bondwoman’s Narrative and as a rebuttal of Moses, Man of 
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the Mountain. Crafts’s narrative used the jeremiad rhetoric tradition fused with affect 

and emotions to equate spirituality as valuable means through which African American 

women could reach out for their longed dream to be recognized as fully North American 

citizens. The aesthetics of the jeremiad also allowed her and Hurston to create a sacred 

femininity that could live up to the standards of the African American cultural matrix. 

Two centuries later Morrison creates a novel, the scenario of which is paradoxically 

prior to Crafts’s historical setting, to simply destroy the idea that the sacred message 

ought to prove trustworthy in the configuration of the black (female) self. In line with 

the discourse of this dissertation, Morrison might as well have grounded A Mercy in the 

last stage of the (African) American jeremiad tradition. If The Bondwoman’s Narrative 

followed the first stance of such cultural tradition—”citing the promise”—and 

Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain was firmly established in the second stage—

”criticism of present declension or retrogression of the promise”—A Mercy should have 

continued this tradition and should have grounded its message in the last stage of the 

sacred message: “a resolving prophecy that society will shortly complete its mission and 

redeem the promise” (Howard-Pitney 8). Nevertheless, Morrison does not romanticize. I 

have discussed to what degree she directly does away with this national continuum and 

overtly rejects the sacred nature of such religious pathos for her critique of 

contemporary North American society. In Crafts’s and Hurston’s novels the sacred self 

and affect were bonded together to uphold a feminist version of a healed black 

womanhood, but in Morrison’s ninth novel the affective turn of female characters seems 

just as the only way out since religion demonstrates to bring havoc and destruction. 

Nevertheless, the pervasive Christian creed unarguably followed by the women in the 

novel winds up destabilizing the affective bonds making all the more impossible any 

chance of healing and recomposing of the female self.  

 

Florens, Lina, Sorrow and Rebecca Vaark represent a transethnic corporality of 

wounded women whose subjectivity is in dire straits, for different reasons, in the 

patriarchal nature of Atlantic America. By weaving the conflicting stories of these 

women, Morrison response to Crafts’s and Hurston’s narratives is clear-cut—the power 

of religion proves useless in the endeavor to erect a sense of being for these women. 

The aesthetics of sacredness is thus rejected as conclusive. Morrison’s rewriting of 
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biblical characters acts as a mockery of the sacred message and an evident mark of her 

inclination for affect rather than for religion. However, the bigotry that accompanies 

religión—and here the echoes of A Mercy are to be heard in contemporary United 

States—is more determined that the emotions and affect that revolve around humans. 

Thus, the affective ties that united the women are thwarted at the hazardous power of 

the Christian creed upon damaged epistemologies. 

 

Florens, the main character, is unable to read any message of salvation, and this 

proves also her impossibility to get access to the redemption that the Christian message 

seems to offer. This subtle rejection of the parameters of Christianity finds its parallel in 

the impossibility of these ethnic women to cultivate affect and empathy to salvage their 

subjectivities—as Crafts and Hurston postulated for black women. As a parody of the 

judgement day, the final chapter on Florens’ mother closes up the novel by bringing the 

past acts to the present, confirming, as Derrida would suggest, that the catastrophes of 

the present are always haunted by the specters of the past. By giving her daughter away 

in an attempt to seek for her self-realization and autonomy, Florens’ mother reappears 

as a conscious voice more than a character. Thus, she fills the gaps that the reader needs 

to come to terms with, and dismisses Christianity and spirituality as empowering tools. 

Rejecting and rephrasing the Reverend Father—a move that openly challenges the 

Christian precepts—Florens’ mother’s message of audacity and self—discovery is 

engulfed by the adopted religious imposed doctrine. 

 

The last words of the novel follow this missed juncture and reflect the black 

woman’s lament due to the teenage girl’s missed opportunity to walk her own journey 

towards self-expression—“Oh Florens” (M 165). They stand as a final death stab at the 

Christian message that Florens foolishly adopted—”to give dominion of yourself to 

another is a wicked thing” (M 165). Or, in other words, to accept a poisoned message 

premised on dominion and pass it on proves simply lethal. Flores knows so very well 

according to her—same—status of slave at the end of the story. The real ‘mercy’, the 

author indicates, relies on the story’s capacity to dismantle bigotry and intolerance to 

foster a committed “response-ability” (Morrison 1992: xiii). 
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The Christian creed reveals harmful when adopted by the enticing Patriarchal 

system—Jacob as the American Adam—and by the dispossessed female subjectivities, 

more precisely through the figure of Florens—expelled from this supposed paradise as 

the biblical Eve. Hence, I contend that in A Mercy, religion becomes an aesthetic outlet 

that the author uses to sharply despise its ethos with regards to its power to heal and 

give comfort. In so doing, Morrison rejects considering spirituality as the redemptory 

tenet that Crafts and Hurston envisioned. Although the novel has been analyzed 

focusing on Florens’, Lina’s and Sorrow’s final re-birth, my reading of the novel 

evinces the reverse side of such readings based on the destructive presence of 

Christianity all through the lives of these women. Thus, the sacred femininity that acted 

as a means of empowering, healing and a positive cultural outlet in The Bondwoman’s 

Narrative and Moses, Man of the Mountain, does not apply in A Mercy. As I have 

stated, this confirms my coinage of this move as the paradigm of declension, following 

Judylyn S. Ryan’s paradigm of growth. This declension, that the jeremiad rhetoric 

envisioned in the second stage of the theory but that is finally mended to apprehend a 

supposed equality, reverberates in the contemporary account of religious episodes and 

its many blemishes. Contrary to what the paradigm of growth implies, the declension 

visualizes by what means the charting of artistic, cultural and social texts with 

spirituality do eventually demonstrate to be a delusion. The power of this religious 

infringement is so intense, Morrison shows us, that even if at the outset of the story the 

women grow close to one another developing affective bonds that stand as the only 

possible means of survival and endurance, once these emotional links start to stumble 

and eventually disappear, the women go trapped by the poisonous religious message 

that Puritans spread on them and, consequently, end up losing any possibility of 

breaking free for themselves. 

 

In conclusion, with this dissertation I have contributed to bringing about a 

reading of three novels by African American women that prevail in the act of 

showcasing the vision of black female spirituality in the nineteenth, twentieth and 

twenty-first century. In contrast to many previous scholarly works that have highlighted 

the importance of religion as a sociopolitical tool in the hands of black women to carve 

out a new understanding of their subjectivity, I have focused on the aesthetic quality of 
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Christian religion to see how Crafts, Hurston and Morrison modeled their message and 

doctrine according to their time and causes. Moreover, noting how the affect that 

African American women have nurtured from slavery time onwards and which has been 

of dire importance to their quests and accomplishments had been overlooked in their 

appraisal of the spirituality, I have linked both concepts and have positioned them as 

binary couplets for these three writers in order to round up the aesthetics of spirituality 

with its ontological nature. In this way, the couplet gets wrecked at the pervasive core of 

the faith over feelings. The outcome displays a sacred Christian discourse that is utilized 

by black women surrounded by affective bonds in order to recompose and heal the 

black female self. Yet, as the time goes by, reality imposes itself to blatantly portray 

how African American women are still citizens with little consideration in their own 

country. Hence, as the jeremiadic evolution traced in The Bondwoman’s Narrative, 

Moses, Man of the Mountain and A Mercy has showed, I consider that the involution of 

spirituality and the refusal of affect open the path to reconsider, rethink and reinterpret 

the possibilities that African American culture offers to understand, represent and 

acknowledge the manifold contributions of black women in the United States. 
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RESUM EN CATALÀ 

 

 

Després del llarg viatge a través de l’Atlàntic a bord dels vaixells esclavistes, els 

africans van veure’s obligats a enfrontar-se a la seua completa alienació física, social i 

també espiritual en les terres de l’anomenat ‘Nou Món’. La seua anterior concepció de 

l’univers com a un lloc on poden exisitir-hi un ventall il·limitat de déus es va veure 

estroncat per la imposició social d’un univers on l’esclau va perdre tant el seu sentit 

d’espai com de temps. Així doncs, la evolució històrica del poble afroamericà s’esmerça 

en conrear una concepció sagrada del seu entorn des del mateix moment en que arriben 

a terres americanes. Aquesta obligada gestació espiritual els commina a acollir i, alhora, 

refundar la mateixa religió d’aquells que els havien condemnat a una situació 

d’esclavitud opressora. 

Degut a que la racista societat nord-americana va rebutjar des d’un inici qualsevol conat 

de reconeixement de la condició humana dels esclaus africans i, per tant, els hi negava 

el dret a participar en els rituals religiosos de les comunitats, els esclaus van prendre 

consciència del potencial sociopolític que bategava darrere de la transcendència 

espiritual. Malgrat la permanència de diversos trets religiosos d’arrels africanes que els 

esclaus van mantenir durant l’anomenat ‘Middle Passage’, aquests van esdevindre 

insuficients a l’hora de brandar una doctrina religiosa plena que puguera satisfer i 

definir les necessitats espirituals dels afroamericans al ‘Nou Món’. La regeneració 

espiritual, doncs, comença a gestar-se just en el moment en què, ja al segle XVIII, els 

esclaus reben l’influx de les doctrines cristianes. 

Íntimament lligats a la perícia lectora i la capacitat d’escriptura com a trets de concepció 

ontològica, els textos sagrats, i en especial la Bíblia, formen part de la idiosincràsia que 

el poble afroamericà es forja per tal d’autodefinir-se dins d’una nació que tan prompte 

els acull com els menysprea. D’aquesta manera, des de les conegudes com ‘narracions 

d’esclaus’- que funden, tant a nivell nacional com internacional, la literatura 

afroamericana- fins a l’obra contemporània de, per exemple, Toni Morrison, reconeguda 

amb el premi Nobel de literatura l’any 1993, la religió i la espiritualitat formen part 

indisoluble de la tradició literària que els negres nord-americans aporten a la història de 

la literatura nacional. 
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És per aquest motiu pel qual els estudis bíblics i les vessants crítiques que han sorgit 

d’ells han esdevingut un instrument interessant dintre de la critica literària en el camp 

dels estudis nord-americans per tal d’analitzar l’epistemologia que els afroamericans 

han desenvolupat des dels temps de l’esclavitud fins al present. A través del 

reajustament d’un visió religiosa genuina la comunitat afroamericana ha rebutjat 

històricament el triomfalisme nord-americà alhora que ha intentat imitar-lo per tal de 

fer-se un lloc i encabir-se dins de la realitat socials dels Estats Units.  

 

El cas de les dones afroamericanes és extrardinàriament paradigmàtic per tal de 

presentar una doble discriminació, en tant que dones i negres. La revisió de la Bíblia i la 

rendició d’una transcendència espiritual pròpia ha estat utilitzat al llarg de la història 

com un tret que ha legitimat al poble afroamericà per poder erigir una crítica 

sociopolítica amb una forta càrrega nacionalista. Des de Frederick Douglass, passant per 

Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, James Baldwin, Malcom X fins a Martin 

Luther King, probablement la icona internacional per excel·lència, la comunitat 

afroamericana ha sabut vestir el discurs polític amb un flaire religiós que ha quallat en 

la consciència negra dels Estats Units. Les dones afroamericanes han sabut agafar el 

relleu de les arengues socials i culturals dels seus compatriotes masculins alhora que 

han feminitzat el discurs afegint-hi una concepció estètica genuina dintre de la mateixa 

comunitat afroamericana. Lluny de surar per la superfície de la protesta i la denúncia, 

les escriptores afroamericanes han sabut capbussar-se intel·lectualment i s’han 

escarrassat per eixir de l’encasellament de la doble discriminació tot just creant una 

epistemologia cultural pròpia. Cercant, per tant, no només l’encabiment en la república 

sinó la creació i reivindicació d’una estètica afroamericana femenina i feminista. 

Així, tant el concepte d’allò considerat ‘sagrat’ com el d’’espiritualitat’ han estat 

transformats per les dones negres no sols com un mètode crític que referma la seua 

subjectivitat sinó com una forma de creació estètica i cultural distintiva que intenta 

imaginar la seua pròpia realitat i, alhora, buidar els conceptes religiosos del significat 

dogmàtic que els defineix. A través de la creació d’una estètica espiritual femenina 

basada en trets fonamentalment ètnics, les dones negres han desviat el camí religiós que 
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ha definit la societat nord-americana masculina - tant blanca com negra- des del segle 

XIX i han donat compte de com una creació religiosa estrictament feminista és possible. 

 

 

 

Amb aquest tret de partida, la següent investigació se centra en tres novel·les de tres 

escriptores afroamericanes que cronològicament abarquen els segles XIX, XX i XXI. 

D’aquesta mena exemplificarem la transformació estètica i epistemològica que les 

dones negres emprenen a través d’una revisió i deconstrucció dels conceptes ‘sagrat’ i 

‘espiritual’ que, seguint les pejades derridianes, no sols intenten revertir conceptes 

bíblics que s’ajusten a la seua realitat sinó que donen compte del camí que les dones 

afroamericanes han bastit a la percaça d’una cosmovisió cultural que copse l’etnicitat i 

el feminisme. Si fins ara l’excepcionalitat religiosa afroamericana ha estat emfatitzada 

com a un mètode de protesta i denúncia sociopolítica, pretenem accentuar el fet que no 

és menys cert que les dones negres han fet servir la seua pròpia versió religiosa per tal 

de crear una estética literària capaç d'exemplificar les seues qualitats artístiques i que, si 

bé de vegades de forma indirecta, ha enriquit el debat feminista que estudis com els 

postestructuralistes van posar de relleu. 

 

A més a més, tenint en compte la proliferació de la teoría de l’afecte tal i com va nàixer 

als anys 1960 de la mà de Silvan Tomkins, aquest treball pretén demostrar com 

l’espiritualitat que aquestes escriptores afroamericanes conreen es cobeja juntament 

amb una visió femenina i feminista de la teroia de l’afecte tal i com propugnen teòriques 

actuas com Barbara Tomlinson, Sarah Ahmed, Melissa Gregg o Megan Watkins. 

L’estudi de The Bondwoman’s Narrative (1857) de Hannah Crafts, Moses, Man of the 

Mountain (1939) de Zora Neale Hurston i A Mercy (2008) de Toni Morrison servirà per 

demostrar la revisió feminista però també estètica que les dones negres fan de la Biblia 

a l’apropiar-se, redefinir i reconstruir allò que es considera sagrat i espiritual dins de la 

seua realitat sociocultural. El recorregut per els tres segles que configuren la creació 

d’una entitat epistemològica pròpia per a les dones negres, ens servirà per estudiar com 

les escriptores afroamericanes han emmanegat diverses corrents literàries i estètiques 

per tal de representar un versió espiritual i estètica genuina i adient a l’especificitat de 
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cada moment juntament a un redefinició de la teoría de l’afecte que afavoreix la 

redefeinció de l’epistemologia afroamericana femenina. 

 

Així, comprovarem com el discurs religiós no sols s’emprea al llarg dels segles com a 

eina de protesta sinó també com a element cultural que posiciona la literatura escrita per 

dones afroamericanes en l’esfera intel·lectual dels debats que la crítica literària 

feminista, amb una redefinició de l’afecte acumulat en les seus pàgines, ha perllongat al 

llarg de la recent història de la literatura. 

 

 

L’estudi de les novel·les The Bondwoman’s Narrative (1857) de Hannah Crafts, Moses, 

Man of the Mountain (1939) de Zora Neale Hurston i A Mercy (2008) de Toni Morrison 

tenint en compte els conceptes d’allò definit com ‘espiritual’ i ‘sagrat’ s’escometrà a 

través de les teories feministes postestructuralistes de Julia Kristeva, Judith Butler, 

Catherine Clément, Judylyn S. Ryan o, fins i tot, Levinas i Derrida, que redefineixen 

conceptes religiosos quan s’apliquen a la realitat femenina. Al mateix temps, i per tal de 

conjugar ètica i estètica a través de l’escriptura d’aquestes dones negres, la lectura del 

feminisme postestructuralista posarà els textos en diàleg amb la reconstrucció de 

l’espistemologia religiosa femenina aplicada a les dones afroamericanes que proposen 

crítics i estudiosos com ara Raboteau, Wilson, Eliade, King, Felder, Trible o Grant. Al 

mateix temps, i amb Tomlinson al capdavant, la teoría de l’afecte que totes tres 

novel·les traspúen les uneix en una empresa nacional per tal de redefinir una entitat 

femenina sagrada i afectiva totalment apta per redibuixar el paper de la dona negra als 

Estats Units. 

D’aquesta manera, mitjançant l’entramat intertextual que revisita les novel·les 

proposades exemplificant la poètica de la influència, com escriu Harold Bloom, 

s’exposarà la rendició feminista, afectiva i deconstrucció religiosa que les escriptores 

afroamericanes s’han esforçat en crear al llarg dels darrers tres segles. 

 

El treball es divideix en quatre parts bàsiques. En la primera secció s’explica com les 

tres escriptores afroamericanes proposades beuen de la Bíblia i la seua visió de 

l’espiritualitat per tal de reconstruir la seua peistemolgia. Al mateix temps, també 
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s’explica com aquesta evolució sagrada es fa mitjançant un afecte i unió que s’entén a 

través del revifament que la teoría de l’afecte propugnat per Tomlinson, Ahmed etc… 

proposa. 

El següent capitol se centra en l’explicació de l’espiritualitat puritana que l’esclava 

fugitiva Hannah Crafts desenvolupa en la seua novel·la The Bondwoman’s Narrative, 

escrita el 1857. Crafts crea un tipus d’espiritualitat que s’enmiralla en el famós mite de 

la City upon a Hill puritana amb un afecte que sols s’empra per tal d’unir a les dues 

dones que centren l’acció de la novel·la. L’espiritualitat afectiva serveix en aquest cas 

per redefeinir l’estatus de la dona negra dins de la Nordamèrica del segle XIX. 

 

El tercer capítol se centra en la redefinició espiritual i afectiva que l’escriptora Zora 

Neale Hurston fa a Moses, Man of the Mountain, publicada en 1939. En aquest cas, 

Hurston es desvia de l’espiritualita redentora de Crafts i utilitza l’afecte i la redefinició 

de la historia bíblica de Moisés per tal d’accentuar com la religió no ha tractat bé la 

configuració de la dona afroamericana. L’afect prima per sobre de l’espiritualitat i, així, 

Hurston presenta una visió de ‘declension’ al segle XX. 

El quart i darrer capítol se centra en una novel·la del segle XXI, que serveix per veure 

l’evolució de l’espiritualitat afectiva desenvolupada per les escriptores afroamericanes. 

En aquest cas, Toni Morrison en A Mercy, publicada l’any 2008, presenta un escenari 

apocalítpitc que pretén demostrar com ni la religió ni l’afecte que ha unit, o ha intentat 

fer-ho, a les dones negres ha resultat adient per a la total inclusió i valoració als Estats 

Units. Fent-se servir d’una història que té lloc a l’Amèrica pre-Atlàntica, Morrison 

reflexiona sobre el nefast paper de la religió i de com, en un escenari de caos, els afects i 

les preocupacions compartides no es duen a terme de manera satisfactòria. 

 

En conclusió, i seguint la tradició de la jeremiada americana present a les pàgines de les 

novel·les analitzades, la retòrica inical de promesa que trobem en la narrativa de Crafts, 

esdevé un premonició d’alerta on s’accentuen els errors comesos en Moses, Man of the 

Mountain. Ja al segle XXI, Toni Morrison recull l’aposta feta per les seus dues 

antecesores i presenta un escenari on l’espiritualitat esdevé una trampa més que no pas 

una eina d’emancipació i autodefinició al temps que també esfilagarsa l’afecte femení i 

feminista conreat per les dones que poblen les pàgines de A Mercy ja que, segons la 
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nostra anàlisi, l’idisioncràsia afroamericana femenina ha estat valorada sota uns 

paràmetres que necessiten una revisió continua. Eixe és de fet, el missatge final que 

s’extrau en la present tesi doctoral després de seguir una anàlisi promeroritzada de les 

tres novel·les representatives dels tres segles a través del prisma espiritual i del marc 

teòric de la teoría de l’afecte feminista. 
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